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Military History Anniversaries 16 thru 30 June 

 
Events in History over the next 15 day period that had U.S. military involvement or impacted in 

some way on U.S military operations or American interests 

 

 Jun 16 1945 – Civil War:  Draft riots continue to rock New York City   »   The draft riots enter their 

fourth day in New York City in response to the Enrollment Act, which was enacted on March 3, 1863. 

Although avoiding military service became much more difficult, wealthier citizens could still pay a 

commutation fee of $300 to stay at home. Irritation with the draft dovetailed with opposition to the 

Emancipation Proclamation of September 1862, which made abolition of slavery the central goal of the 

war for the Union. Particularly vocal in their opposition were the Democratic Irish, who felt the war 

was being forced upon them by Protestant Republicans and feared that emancipation of slaves would 

jeopardize their jobs. Their fears were confirmed when black laborers replaced striking Irish dock 

workers the month before the riots. 
 

 

 

 

     Discontent simmered until the draft began among the Irish New Yorkers on July 11. Two days later, 

a mob burned the draft office, triggering nearly five days of violence. At first, the targets included local 

newspapers, wealthy homes, well-dressed men, and police officers, but the crowd’s attention soon 

turned to African Americans. Several blacks were lynched, and businesses employing blacks were 

burned. A black orphanage was also burned, but the children escaped. 
 

     Not until 17 JUL was the violence contained by the arrival of Union troops, some fresh from the 

battlefield at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. More than 1,000 people died and property damage topped $2 

million. The draft was temporarily suspended, and a revised conscription began in August. As a result 

of the riots and the delicate political balance in the city, relatively few New Yorkers were forced to 

serve in the Union army. 
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 Jun 16 1945 – WWII:  Atom bomb successfully tested  »   The Manhattan Project comes to an explosive 

end as the first atom bomb is successfully tested in Alamogordo, New Mexico. 
 

 
 

 

     Plans for the creation of a uranium bomb by the Allies were established as early as 1939, when 

Italian emigre physicist Enrico Fermi met with U.S. Navy department officials at Columbia University 

to discuss the use of fissionable materials for military purposes. That same year, Albert Einstein wrote 

to President Franklin Roosevelt supporting the theory that an uncontrolled nuclear chain reaction had 

great potential as a basis for a weapon of mass destruction. In February 1940, the federal government 

granted a total of $6,000 for research. But in early 1942, with the United States now at war with the 

Axis powers, and fear mounting that Germany was working on its own uranium bomb, the War 

Department took a more active interest, and limits on resources for the project were removed. 
 

     Brigadier-General Leslie R. Groves, himself an engineer, was now in complete charge of a project 

to assemble the greatest minds in science and discover how to harness the power of the atom as a means 

of bringing the war to a decisive end. The Manhattan Project (so-called because of where the research 

began) would wind its way through many locations during the early period of theoretical exploration, 

most importantly, the University of Chicago, where Enrico Fermi successfully set off the first fission 

chain reaction. But the Project took final form in the desert of New Mexico, where, in 1943, Robert J. 

Oppenheimer began directing Project Y at a laboratory at Los Alamos, along with such minds as Hans 

Bethe, Edward Teller, and Fermi. Here theory and practice came together, as the problems of achieving 

critical mass-a nuclear explosion-and the construction of a deliverable bomb were worked out. 
 

     Finally, on the morning of 16 JUL in the New Mexico desert120 miles south of Santa Fe, the first 

atomic bomb was detonated. The scientists and a few dignitaries had removed themselves 10,000 yards 

away to observe as the first mushroom cloud of searing light stretched 40,000 feet into the air and 

generated the destructive power of 15,000 to 20,000 tons of TNT. The tower on which the bomb sat 

when detonated was vaporized. 
 

     The question now became-on whom was the bomb to be dropped? Germany was the original target, 

but the Germans had already surrendered. The only belligerent remaining was Japan. 
 

A footnote: The original $6,000 budget for the Manhattan Project finally ballooned to a total cost of 

$2 billion. 

 

 Jun 16 1965 – Vietnam War:   McNamara visits South Vietnam   »   Secretary of Defense Robert 

McNamara conducts a fact-finding mission in South Vietnam, and Henry Cabot Lodge arrives in 

Saigon to resume his post as ambassador. Lodge had previously held the ambassadorship, but resigned 
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in 1964 to seek the Republican presidential nomination, which was eventually won by Barry Goldwater 

of Arizona. Lodge returned to Saigon again as ambassador from 1965 to 1967. 
 

 
 

 

     While visiting Saigon, McNamara was informed by secret cable that President Lyndon B. Johnson 

had decided to give Gen. William Westmoreland the troops he had requested. The American 

commander had been asking for additional U.S. troops so that he could stabilize the military situation 

and “carry the war to the communists.” McNamara, believing that the United States should commit 

itself to preventing the fall of South Vietnam to communism, supported Westmoreland’s request. 

McNamara said at a press conference upon leaving Saigon: “There has been deterioration since I was 

last here, 15 months ago.” 

 

 Jun 16 1973 – Vietnam War:  Senate begins investigations into secret bombing of Cambodia   »   The 

Senate Armed Services Committee begins a probe into allegations that the U.S. Air Force made 

thousands of secret B-52 raids into Cambodia in 1969 and 1970 at a time when the United States 

recognized the neutrality of the Prince Norodom Sihanouk regime in Cambodia. The Pentagon 

acknowledged that President Richard Nixon and Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird had authorized the 

raids against Cambodia, but Sihanouk denied the State Department claim that he had requested or 

authorized the bombing. Though it was established that the bombing records had been falsified, Laird 

and Henry Kissinger, Nixon’s National Security Advisor, denied any knowledge of the falsification. 

The Senate hearings eventually exposed the extent of the secrecy involved in the bombing campaign 

and seriously damaged the credibility of the Nixon administration. 

 

 Jun 16 2012 – Cold War:  The United States Air Force's robotic Boeing X-37B spaceplane returns to 

Earth after a classified 469-day orbital mission. 
 

 
 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

   

 Jun 17 1775 – American Revolution:  The Battle of Bunker Hill   »   British General William Howe 

lands his troops on the Charlestown peninsula overlooking Boston and leads them against Breed’s Hill, 

a fortified American position just below Bunker Hill. As the British advanced in columns against the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:X-37_spacecraft,_artist's_rendition.jpeg
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Americans, Patriot General William Prescott reportedly told his men, “Don’t one of you fire until you 

see the whites of their eyes!” When the Redcoats were within 40 yards, the Americans let loose with a 

lethal barrage of musket fire, cutting down nearly 100 enemy troops and throwing the British into 

retreat. After reforming his lines, Howe attacked again, with much the same result. However, Prescott’s 

men were now low on ammunition, and when Howe led his men up the hill for a third time, they reached 

the redoubts and engaged the Americans in hand-to-hand combat. The outnumbered Americans were 

forced to retreat. 
 

 
 
 

     The British had won the so-called Battle of Bunker Hill, and Breed’s Hill and the Charlestown 

peninsula fell firmly under British control. Despite losing their strategic positions, the battle was a 

morale-builder for the Americans, who had suffered far fewer casualties than their enemy while 

demonstrating that they could conduct war effectively against the British 

 

 Jun 17 1861 – Civil War:  Battle of Vienna, Virginia results in Confederate victory.  Casualties and 

losses: US 12 - CSA none reported. 

 

 Jun 17 1863 – Civil War:   Battle of Middleburg VA   »   In the Gettysburg Campaign. Confederate 

Maj. Gen. J.E.B. Stuart, screening Robert E. Lee's invasion route, sparred with Maj. Gen. Alfred 

Pleasonton's Union cavalry. On 17 JUN, Col. Alfred N. Duffié's isolated 1st Rhode Island Cavalry 

Regiment was attacked by the brigades of Thomas T. Munford and Beverly Robertson. The 1st Rhode 

Island was routed, taking about 250 casualties. On 19 JUN, J. Irvin Gregg's brigade advanced, driving 

Stuart's cavalry one mile beyond the town. Both sides were reinforced, and mounted and dismounted 

skirmishing continued. Stuart was gradually levered out of his position but fell back to a second ridge, 

still covering the approaches to the Blue Ridge gap. Casualties and losses: US 349 - CSA 40. 

 

 Jun 17 1863 – Civil War:  Battle of Aldie VA   »   In the Gettysburg Campaign. Maj. Gen. J.E.B. 

Stuart's cavalry screened Gen. Robert E. Lee's Confederate infantry as it marched north in the 

Shenandoah Valley behind the sheltering Blue Ridge Mountains. The pursuing Union cavalry of Brig. 

Gen. Judson Kilpatrick's brigade, in the advance of Brig. Gen. David McM. Gregg's division, 

encountered Col. Thomas T. Munford's troopers near the village of Aldie, resulting in four hours of 

stubborn fighting. Both sides made mounted assaults by regiments and squadrons. Kilpatrick was 

reinforced in the afternoon, and Munford finally withdrew toward Middleburg. Results inconclusive. 

Casualties and losses: US 305 - CSA 110 to 119. 

 

 Jun 17 1863 – Civil War:  Warsaw Sound, South Carolina.  The casemate CSS Atlanta, gunboat CSS 

Isondiga, and the steamer CSS Resolute attacked a Union navcal flotilla in Warsaw Sound, near 

Savannah. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bunker_Hill_by_Pyle.jpg
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 Jun 17 1876 – Indian Wars:  Indians hammer U.S. soldiers at the Battle of the Rosebud   »   Sioux 

and Cheyenne Indians score a tactical victory over General Crook’s forces at the Battle of the Rosebud, 

foreshadowing the disaster of the Battle of Little Big Horn eight days later. 
 

     General George Crook was in command of one of three columns of soldiers converging on the Big 

Horn country of southern Montana that June. A large band of Sioux and Cheyenne Indians under the 

direction of Sitting Bull, Crazy Horse, and several other chiefs had congregated in the area in defiance 

of U.S. demands that the Indians confine themselves to reservations. The army viewed the Indians’ 

refusal as an opportunity to dispatch a massive three-pronged attack and win a decisive victory over 

the “hostile” Indians. 
 

     Crook’s column, marching north from Fort Fetterman in Wyoming Territory, was to join with two 

others: General Gibbon’s column coming east from Fort Ellis in Montana Territory, and General 

Terry’s force coming west from Fort Abraham Lincoln in Dakota Territory. Terry’s force included the 

soon-to-be-famous 7th Cavalry under the command of George Custer. The vast distances and lack of 

reliable communications made it difficult to coordinate, but the three armies planned to converge on 

the valley of the Big Horn River and stage an assault on an enemy whose location and size was only 

vaguely known. 
 

     The plan quickly ran into trouble. As Crook approached the Big Horn, his Indian scouts informed 

him they had found signs of a major Sioux force that must still be nearby. Crook was convinced that 

the Sioux were encamped in a large village somewhere along the Rosebud Creek just east of the Big 

Horn. Like most of his fellow officers, Crook believed that Indians were more likely to flee than stand 

and fight, and he was determined to find the village and attack before the Sioux could escape into the 

wilderness. Crook’s Indian allies—262 Crow and Shoshone warriors—were less certain. They 

suspected the Sioux force was under the command of Crazy Horse, thee brilliant war chief. Crazy 

Horse, they warned, was too shrewd to give Crook an opportunity to attack a stationary village. 
 

     Crook soon learned that his allies were right. Around 8 a.m. on this day in 1876, Crook halted his 

force of about 1,300 men in the bowl of a small valley along the Rosebud Creek in order to allow the 

rear of the column to catch up. Crook’s soldiers unsaddled and let their horses graze while they relaxed 

in the grass and enjoyed the cool morning air. The American soldiers were out in the open, divided, 

and unprepared. Suddenly, several Indian scouts rode into the camp at a full gallop. “Sioux! Sioux!” 

they shouted. “Many Sioux!” Within minutes, a mass of Sioux warriors began to converge on the army. 
 

 
 

 

     A force of at least 1,500 mounted Sioux warriors caught Crook’s soldiers by surprise. Crazy Horse 

had kept an additional 2,500 warriors in reserve to finish the attack. Fortunately for Crook, one segment 

of his army was not caught unprepared. His 262 Crow and Shoshone allies had taken up advanced 

positions about 500 yards from the main body of soldiers. With astonishing courage, the Indian warriors 
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boldly countercharged the much larger invading force. They managed to blunt the initial attack long 

enough for Crook to regroup his men and send soldiers forward to support his Indian allies. The fighting 

continued until noon, when the Sioux-perhaps hoping to draw Crook’s army into an ambush—retreated 

from the field. 
 

     The combined force of 4,000 Sioux warriors had outnumbered Crook’s divided and unprepared 

army by more than three to one. Had it not been for the wisdom and courage of Crook’s Indian allies, 

Americans today might well remember the Battle of the Rosebud as they do the subsequent Battle of 

the Little Big Horn. As it was, Crook’s team was badly bloodied—28 men were killed and 56 were 

seriously wounded. 
 

     Crook had no choice but to withdraw and regroup. Crazy Horse had lost only 13 men and his 

warriors were emboldened by their successful attack on the American soldiers. Eight days later, they 

would join with their tribesmen in the Battle of the Little Big Horn, which would wipe out George 

Custer and his 7th Cavalry. 

 

 Jun 17 1877 – Indian Wars:  Battle of White Bird Canyon   »   The battle was the opening battle of 

the Nez Perce War between the Nez Perce Indians and the United States. The battle was a significant 

defeat of the U.S. Army. It took place in the western part of present-day Idaho County, southwest of 

the city of Grangeville. Casualties and losses: US 38 - IND 3. 

 

 Jun 17 1917 –WWI:  Portuguese army sees first action in Flanders   »   The Corpo Expedicionario 

Portugues (CEP), or Portuguese Expeditionary Corps, goes into action for the first time in World War 

I, on the battlefields of Flanders on the Western Front. 
 

     With the outbreak of World War I in the summer of 1914, Portugal entered the war on the side of 

the Allies in order to secure international backing of its colonial holdings in Africa. While Portuguese 

participation in the war was at first limited to naval support, Portugal sent its first troops–an 

expeditionary force of two divisions, or some 50,000 men–to the Western Front in February 1917. 
 

    On 17 JUN of that year, the CEP saw its first action of the war, against the Germans in Flanders, 

Belgium. From the beginning of the fighting, the Portuguese troops, fighting alongside the British, were 

plagued by problems, including negative reactions to the poor rations and harsh weather on the 

battlefield and low morale due to the fact that they were fighting far from their native land, on behalf 

of a foreign cause. On April 9, 1918, the CEP saw action again against Germany near the town of Lys, 

during the major German offensive of that spring. During the Battle of Lys, one Portuguese division of 

troops was struck hard by four German divisions; the preliminary shelling alone was so heavy that one 

Portuguese battalion refused to push forward into the trenches. All told, the victorious Germans took 

more than 6,000 prisoners at Lys and were able to push through the Allied lines along a three-and-a-

half mile stretch. By the time World War I ended, a total of 7,000 Portuguese soldiers had died in 

combat. 

 

 Jun 17 1932 – Post WWI:  Bonus Army - Around a thousand WWI veterans amass at the United States 

Capitol as the U.S. Senate considers a bill that would give them certain benefits.  
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 Jun 17 1940 – WW2:  France to surrender  »  With Paris fallen and the German conquest of France 

reaching its conclusion, Marshal Henri Petain replaces Paul Reynaud as prime minister and announces 

his intention to sign an armistice with the Nazis. The next day, French General Charles de Gaulle, not 

very well known even to the French, made a broadcast to France from England, urging his countrymen 

to continue the fight against Germany. 
 

  
Henri Petain & Pierre Laval 

 

     A military hero during World War I, Petain was appointed vice premier of France in May 1940 to 

boost morale in a country crumbling under the force of the Nazi invasion. Instead, Petain arranged an 

armistice with the Nazis. The armistice, signed by the French on 22 JUN, went into effect on 25 JUN, 

and more than half of France was occupied by the Germans. In July, Petain took office as “chief of 

state” at Vichy, a city in unoccupied France. The Vichy government under Petain collaborated with the 

Nazis, and French citizens suffered on both sides of the divided nation. In 1942, Pierre Laval, an 

opportunistic French fascist and dutiful Nazi collaborator, won the trust of Nazi leader Adolf Hitler, 

and the elderly Petain became merely a figurehead in the Vichy regime. 
 

     After the Normandy invasion in 1944, Petain and Laval were forced to flee to German protection in 

the east. Both were eventually captured, found guilty of high treason, and sentenced to die. Laval was 

executed in 1945, but provincial French leader Charles de Gaulle commuted Petain’s sentence to life 

imprisonment. Petain died on the Ile d’Yeu off France in 1951. 

 

 Jun 17 1940 – WW2:  USSR occupies Estonia   »   In mid-June, when the Wehrmacht was about to 

march into Paris and the world’s attention was focused on this event, the Soviet Union threatened 

Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania with military action and presented them with an ultimatum, demanding 

they allow additional troops into the country and that they install pro-Soviet governments. On 14 JUN, 

Tallinn and the northern coast of Estonia were blocked by the Soviet Baltic fleet. All three Baltic 

countries accepted the ultimatums and were soon occupied by the Red Army.  
 

http://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=AwrTcXJqY3pTtN0A2iOjzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTBpcGszamw0BHNlYwNmcC1pbWcEc2xrA2ltZw--/RV=2/RE=1400558570/RO=11/RU=http:/www.newseum.org/news/2007/07/pennsylvania-avenue-protests-and-the-battle-of-washington.html/RK=0/RS=SXCBTB.xOu4Acxl1HKR_5KTv1nA-
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     Estonia was occupied on the basis of the enforced ‘dictate of Narva’ on 17 JUN; the government of 

Jüri Uluots resigned. On 21 JUN a pro-Soviet puppet government was formed (Prime Minister Johannes 

Vares), and the Sovietisation process began. In July, parliamentarian elections were quickly carried out, 

which were not free and did not correspond with the constitution of the Republic of Estonia. The 

convened puppet parliament declared Estonia a ‘Soviet socialist republic’ and indicated its aim was to 

join the Soviet Union. In order to present the coup d’état as a popular revolution, numerous meetings 

were organised in which Estonian communists made speeches and the Red Army kept an eye on the 

proceedings. 
 

     The change in power was not considered legitimate in Estonia or abroad. On 23 July 1940 US Under-

Secretary of State Sumner Welles announced that the USA did not recognize the changes carried out in 

the Baltic countries by force. This was the beginning of the Western countries’ politics of non-

recognition. On 6 AUG Estonia was incorporated as a union republic into the Soviet Union. 

 

 Jun 17 1940 – WW2: RMS Lancastria sunk   »   The Lancastria was lending support to the war effort 

when it was attacked by German bombers while she was evacuating British Expeditionary Forces from 

France.   At 15:48 Junkers 88 aircraft made three direct hits which caused the ship to list first to 

starboard then to port and she rolled over and sank within twenty minutes. Over 1,400 tons of fuel oil 

leaked into the sea and was set partially ablaze, possibly by strafing. Many drowned, were choked by 

the oil, or were shot by the strafing German aircraft. Survivors were taken aboard other evacuation 

vessels, the trawler Cambridgeshire rescuing 900. There were 2,477 survivors.  
 

 
 

     The death toll accounted for roughly a third of the total losses of the British Expeditionary Force in 

France. She sank around 5 nm south of Chémoulin Point in the Charpentier roads, around 9 nm out of 

St. Nazaire. The Lancastria Association Victim registers 1,738 deaths. 
 

     The immense loss of life was such that the British government banned any public announcements 

of the disaster through the D-Notice system, but the story was broken by the New York Times and The 

Scotsman newspapers on 26 JUL. The British press did then cover the story, including front pages of 

the Daily Herald and Sunday Express on 4 August; the latter included a photograph of the capsized ship 

with its upturned hull lined with men under the headline "Last Moments of the Greatest Sea Tragedy 

of All Time". Due to the imposition of the D-Notice, survivors and the crews of the ships that had gone 

to the aid of Lancastria did not discuss the disaster at the time due to the fear of court martial.  
 

     The British Government has refused to make the site a war grave under the Protection of Military 

Remains Act 1986 although documents obtained under the Freedom of Information show that it could 

be done. The French Government recently placed an exclusion zone around the wreck site. In July 2007 
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another request for documents held by the Ministry of Defence related to the sinking was rejected by 

the British Government. 

 

 Jun 17 1942 – WW2: 1st American expeditionary force lands in Africa (Gold Coast). 

 

 Jun 17 1943 – WW2:  Truman’s inquiry into suspicious defense plant   »   President Franklin D. 

Roosevelt’s secretary of war, Harry Stimson, phones then-Missouri Senator Harry S. Truman and 

politely asks him not to make inquiries about a defense plant in Pasco, Washington. 
 

 
 

 

     World War II was in full swing in 1943 and Truman was chairing a Senate committee on possible 

war profiteering committed by American defense plants. In the process of investigating war-production 

expenditures, Truman stumbled upon a suspicious plant in the state of Washington and asked the plant 

managers to testify in front of the committee. Unbeknownst to Truman, this particular plant was secretly 

connected with a program to develop an atomic bomb—”the Manhattan Project.” When Stimson, one 

of a handful of people who knew about the highly classified Manhattan Project, heard about Truman’s 

line of questioning, he immediately acted to prevent the Missouri senator from blowing the biggest 

military secret in world history. 
 

     On 17 JUN, Truman received a phone call from Stimson, who told him that the Pasco plant was 

“part of a very important secret development.” Fortunately, Stimson did not need to explain further: 

Truman, a veteran and a patriot, understood immediately that he was treading on dangerous ground. 

Before Stimson could continue, Truman assured the secretary “you won’t have to say another word to 

me. Whenever you say that [something is highly secret] to me that’s all I want to hear. If [the plant] is 

for a specific purpose and you think it’s all right, that’s all I need to know.” Stimson replied that the 

purpose was not only secret, but “unique.” 
 

     America’s secret development of the atomic bomb began in 1939, with then-President Franklin 

Roosevelt’s support. Even after Truman became Roosevelt’s fourth-term vice president in 1944, the 

project remained such a tightly controlled secret that Roosevelt did not even inform Truman that it 

existed. Only after Roosevelt died from a stroke, in early April 1945, did Stimson inform Truman of 

the nature of the Manhattan Project. The night Truman was sworn in as Roosevelt’s successor he noted 

in his diary that Stimson told him the U.S. was “perfecting an explosive great enough to destroy the 

whole world.” 
 

     On April 24, 1945, Stimson and the Army general in charge of the project, Leslie Groves, gave 

President Truman a full briefing on the development status of the atomic bomb. Before the year was 

out, the new president would be faced with a decision: whether or not to use the most powerful weapon 

then known to man. 
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 Jun 17 1945 – WW2:  Battle of Okinawa   »   By this time, the Japanese defenders have been separated 

into three major fighting groups. The more raw recruits find it somewhat easy to surrender than fight 

to the death. 

 

 Jun 17 1953 – Cold War:  Rosenberg Execution Stay   »   The execution was delayed from the 

originally scheduled date of 18 JUN, because Supreme Court Associate Justice William O. Douglas 

had granted a stay of execution on the previous day. That stay resulted from the intervention in the case 

by Fyke Farmer, a Tennessee lawyer whose efforts had previously been met with scorn from the 

Rosenbergs' attorney, Emanuel Hirsch Bloch. 
 

     On June 18, the court was called back into special session to dispose of Douglas's stay rather than 

let the execution be delayed for months while the appeal that was the basis of the stay wended its way 

through the lower courts. The court did not vacate Douglas's stay until noon on Friday, 19 JUN. The 

execution was now scheduled for 11 p.m. that evening, which was after the start of the Jewish Sabbath.  

The Rosenbergs' lawyer, Emmanual Bloch, desperately played for more time and filed a complaint that 

this offended their Jewish heritage. This argument was also made in front of Judge Kaufman by attorney 

Rhoda Laks, who was also part of the Rosenberg defense team. The play backfired and the execution 

was rescheduled for 8 pm, which was before sunset and earlier than 11 pm., which was the regular time 

for executions at Sing Sing. 

 

 Jun 17 1969 – Cold War:  Soviets crush antigovernment riots in East Berlin   »   The Soviet Union 

orders an entire armored division of its troops into East Berlin to crush a rebellion by East German 

workers and antigovernment protesters. The Soviet assault set a precedent for later interventions into 

Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968. 
 

 
 

 

     The riots in East Berlin began among construction workers, who took to the streets on June 16, 1953, 

to protest an increase in work schedules by the communist government of East Germany. By the next 

day, the crowd of disgruntled workers and other antigovernment dissidents had grown to between 

30,000 and 50,000. Leaders of the protest issued a call for a general strike, the resignation of the 

communist East German government, and free elections. Soviet forces struck quickly and without 

warning. Troops, supported by tanks and other armored vehicles, crashed through the crowd of 

protesters. Some protesters tried to fight back, but most fled before the onslaught. Red Cross officials 
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in West Berlin (where many of the wounded protesters fled) estimated the death toll at between 15 and 

20, and the number of wounded at more than 100. The Soviet military commanders declared martial 

law, and by the evening of June 17, the protests had been shattered and relative calm was restored. 
 

     In Washington, President Dwight D. Eisenhower declared that the brutal Soviet action contradicted 

Russian propaganda that the people of East Germany were happy with their communist government. 

He noted that the smashing of the protests was “a good lesson on the meaning of communism.” 

America’s propaganda outlet in Europe, the Voice of America radio station, claimed, “The workers of 

East Berlin have already written a glorious page in postwar history. They have once and for all times 

exposed the fraudulent nature of communist regimes.” These criticisms had little effect on the Soviet 

control of East Germany, which remained a communist stronghold until the government fell in 1989. 

 

 Jun 17 1969 – Vietnam War:  North Vietnamese reoccupy Ap Bia Mountain    »    U.S. intelligence 

reports that an estimated 1,000 North Vietnamese troops have reoccupied Ap Bia Mountain (Hill 937), 

one mile east of the Laotian border. U.S. and South Vietnamese forces had fought a fierce battle with 

North Vietnamese troops there in May. The battle was part of a 2,800-man Allied sweep of the A Shau 

Valley called Operation Apache Snow. The purpose of the operation was to cut off the North 

Vietnamese and stop any infiltration from Laos that was menacing Hue to the northeast and Da Nang 

to the southeast. Paratroopers from the 101st Airborne had engaged a North Vietnamese regiment on 

the slopes of Hill 937, known to the Vietnamese as Ap Bia Mountain. Entrenched in prepared fighting 

positions, the North Vietnamese 29th Regiment repulsed the initial American assault and beat back 

another attempt by the 3rd Battalion, 187th Infantry on 14 MAY. An intense battle raged for 10 days 

as the mountain came under heavy Allied air strikes, artillery barrages, and 10 infantry assaults. 
 

 

 

 

     On 20 MAY, Maj. Gen. Melvin Zais, commanding general of the 101st, sent in two additional U.S. 

airborne battalions and a South Vietnamese battalion as reinforcements. The communist stronghold 

was finally captured in the 11th attack when the American and South Vietnamese soldiers fought their 

way to the summit of the mountain. In the face of the four-battalion attack, the North Vietnamese 

retreated to sanctuary areas in Laos. 
 

     During the intense fighting, 597 North Vietnamese were reported killed and U.S. casualties were 56 

killed and 420 wounded. Due to the bitter fighting and the high loss of life, the battle for Ap Bia 

Mountain received widespread unfavorable publicity in the United States and was dubbed “Hamburger 

Hill” in the U.S. media (a name evidently derived from the fact that the battle turned into a “meat 

grinder”). Since the operation was not intended to hold territory but rather to keep the North Vietnamese 

Army off balance, the mountain was abandoned soon after the battle. The news of the battle and 

subsequent U.S. withdrawal from the area resulted in public outrage over what appeared to be a 

senseless loss of American lives. This furor only increased when it was revealed that the North 

Vietnamese had reoccupied their original positions after the American soldiers left. Gen. Creighton 
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Abrams, who had succeeded Gen. William Westmoreland as commander of U.S. Military Assistance 

Command Vietnam, was ordered to avoid such battles in the future. 

 

 Jun 17 1992 – Cold War:  A joint understanding agreement on arms reduction is signed by U.S. 

President George Bush and Russian President Boris Yeltsin.  Its intent was to eliminate heavy 

intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMS) and all other multiple-warhead (MIRVed) ICBMS. Also to 

reduce the total number of strategic nuclear weapons deployed by both countries, by two-thirds below 

pre-START levels. 
 

 
 

 

      By the end of the first phase, each side must have reduced its total deployed strategic nuclear 

warheads to 3,800-4,250. By the end of the second and final phase, each side reduce its total deployed 

strategic nuclear warheads to 3,000-3,500. Of those, none may be on MIRVed ICBMS, including heavy 

ICBMS; only ICBMs carrying a single-warhead will be allowed. No more than 1,700-1,750 deployed 

warheads may be on SLBMS, which may be MIRVed.  

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Jun 18 1778 – American Revolution:  British troops abandon Philadelphia, Pennsylvania   »   After 

almost nine months of occupation, 15,000 British troops under General Sir Henry Clinton evacuate 

Philadelphia, the former U.S. capital. 
 

     The British had captured Philadelphia on September 26, 1777, following General George 

Washington’s defeats at the Battle of Brandywine and the Battle of the Clouds. British General William 

Howe had made Philadelphia, the seat of the Continental Congress, the focus of his campaign, but the 

Patriot government had deprived him of the decisive victory he hoped for by moving its operations to 

the more secure site of York one week before the city was taken. 
 

     While Howe and the British officer corps spent the winter enjoying the luxury of Philadelphia’s 

finest homes, the Continental Army froze and suffered appalling deprivation at Valley Forge.  

Fortunately for the Patriots, an infusion of capable European strategists, including the Prussian Baron 

von Steuben; the Frenchmen Marquis de Lafayette and Johann, Baron de Kalb; and Poles Thaddeus 

Kosciuszko and Casimir, Count Pulaski, aided Washington in the creation of a well-drilled, professional 

force capable of fighting the British. 
 

     The British position in Philadelphia became untenable after France’s entrance into the war on the 

side of the Americans. To avoid the French fleet, General Clinton was forced to lead his British-Hessian 
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force to New York City by land. Loyalists in the city sailed down the Delaware River to escape the 

Patriots, who returned to Philadelphia the day after the British departure. U.S. General Benedict Arnold, 

who led the force that reclaimed the city without bloodshed, was appointed military governor. On June 

24, the Continental Congress returned to the city from its temporary quarters at York, Pennsylvania. 

 

 Jun 18 1812 – War of 1812:  War of 1812 begins  »   The day after the Senate followed the House of 

Representatives in voting to declare war against Great Britain, President James Madison signs the 

declaration into law–and the War of 1812 begins. The American war declaration, opposed by a sizable 

minority in Congress, had been called in response to the British economic blockade of France, the 

induction of American seaman into the British Royal Navy against their will, and the British support 

of hostile Indian tribes along the Great Lakes frontier. A faction of Congress known as the “War 

Hawks” had been advocating war with Britain for several years and had not hidden their hopes that a 

U.S. invasion of Canada might result in significant territorial land gains for the United States. 
 

     In the months after President Madison proclaimed the state of war to be in effect, American forces 

launched a three-point invasion of Canada, all of which were decisively unsuccessful. In 1814, with 

Napoleon Bonaparte’s French Empire collapsing, the British were able to allocate more military 

resources to the American war, and Washington, D.C., fell to the British in August. In Washington, 

British troops burned the White House, the Capitol, and other buildings in retaliation for the earlier 

burning of government buildings in Canada by U.S. soldiers. 
 

 
 

 

     In September, the tide of the war turned when Thomas Macdonough’s American naval force won a 

decisive victory at the Battle of Plattsburg Bay on Lake Champlain. The invading British army was 

forced to retreat back into Canada. The American victory on Lake Champlain led to the conclusion of 

U.S.-British peace negotiations in Belgium, and on December 24, 1814, the Treaty of Ghent was signed, 

formally ending the War of 1812. By the terms of the agreement, all conquered territory was to be 

returned, and a commission would be established to settle the boundary of the United States and 

Canada. 
 

     British forces assailing the Gulf Coast were not informed of the treaty in time, and on January 8, 

1815, the U.S. forces under Andrew Jackson achieved the greatest American victory of the war at the 

Battle of New Orleans. The American public heard of Jackson’s victory and the Treaty of Ghent at 

approximately the same time, fostering a greater sentiment of self-confidence and shared identity 

throughout the young republic. 
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 Jun 18 1815 – Napoleonic France:  Napoleon defeated at Waterloo  »  At Waterloo in Belgium, 

Napoleon Bonaparte suffers defeat at the hands of the Duke of Wellington, bringing an end to the 

Napoleonic era of European history. 
 

     The Corsica-born Napoleon, one of the greatest military strategists in history, rapidly rose in the 

ranks of the French Revolutionary Army during the late 1790s. By 1799, France was at war with most 

of Europe, and Napoleon returned home from his Egyptian campaign to take over the reigns of the 

French government and save his nation from collapse. After becoming first consul in February 1800, 

he reorganized his armies and defeated Austria. In 1802, he established the Napoleonic Code, a new 

system of French law, and in 1804 was crowned emperor of France in Notre Dame Cathedral. By 1807, 

Napoleon controlled an empire that stretched from the River Elbe in the north, down through Italy in 

the south, and from the Pyrenees to the Dalmatian coast. 
 

 

 

 

     Beginning in 1812, Napoleon began to encounter the first significant defeats of his military career, 

suffering through a disastrous invasion of Russia, losing Spain to the Duke of Wellington in the 

Peninsula War, and enduring total defeat against an allied force by 1814. Exiled to the island of Elba 

in the Mediterranean, he escaped to France in early 1815 and set up a new regime. As allied troops 

mustered on the French frontiers, he raised a new Grand Army and marched into Belgium. He intended 

to defeat the allied armies one by one before they could launch a united attack. 
 

     On June 16, 1815, he defeated the Prussians under Gebhard Leberecht von Blucher at Ligny, and 

sent 33,000 men, or about one-third of his total force, in pursuit of the retreating Prussians. On 18 JUN, 

Napoleon led his remaining 72,000 troops against the Duke of Wellington’s 68,000-man allied army, 

which had taken up a strong position 12 miles south of Brussels near the village of Waterloo. In a fatal 

blunder, Napoleon waited until mid-day to give the command to attack in order to let the ground dry. 

The delay in fighting gave Blucher’s troops, who had eluded their pursuers, time to march to Waterloo 

and join the battle by the late afternoon. 
 

     In repeated attacks, Napoleon failed to break the center of the allied center. Meanwhile, the Prussians 

gradually arrived and put pressure on Napoleon’s eastern flank. At 6 p.m., the French under Marshal 

Michel Ney managed to capture a farmhouse in the allied center and began decimating Wellington’s 

troops with artillery. Napoleon, however, was preoccupied with the 30,000 Prussians attacking his flank 

and did not release troops to aid Ney’s attack until after 7 p.m. By that time, Wellington had reorganized 

his defenses, and the French attack was repulsed. Fifteen minutes later, the allied army launched a 
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general advance, and the Prussians attacked in the east, throwing the French troops into panic and then 

a disorganized retreat. The Prussians pursued the remnants of the French army, and Napoleon left the 

field. French casualties in the Battle of Waterloo were 25,000 men killed and wounded and 9,000 

captured, while the allies lost about 23,000. 
 

     Napoleon returned to Paris and on 22 JUN abdicated in favor of his son. He decided to leave France 

before counterrevolutionary forces could rally against him, and on 15 JUL he surrendered to British 

protection at the port of Rochefort. He hoped to travel to the United States, but the British instead sent 

him to Saint Helena, a remote island in the Atlantic off the coast of Africa. Napoleon protested but had 

no choice but to accept the exile. With a group of followers, he lived quietly on St. Helena for six years. 

In May 1821, he died, most likely of stomach cancer. He was only 51 years old. In 1840, his body was 

returned to Paris, and a magnificent funeral was held. Napoleon’s body was conveyed through the Arc 

de Triomphe and entombed under the dome of the Invalides. 

 

 Jun 18 1864 – Civil War:  The Second Battle of Petersburg   »   The battle was fought June 15–18 at 

the beginning of the Richmond–Petersburg Campaign.  Union forces under Lt. Gen. Ulysses S. Grant 

attempted to capture Petersburg, Virginia, before Gen. Robert E. Lee's Confederate Army of Northern 

Virginia could reinforce the city. The four days included repeated Union assaults against substantially 

smaller forces commanded by Gen. P.G.T. Beauregard. Beauregard's strong defensive positions and 

poorly coordinated actions by the Union generals (notably Maj. Gen. William F. "Baldy" Smith, who 

squandered the best opportunity for success on June 15) made up for the disparity in the sizes of the 

armies. By 18 JUN, the arrival of significant reinforcements from Lee's army made further assaults 

impractical. The failure of the Union to defeat the Confederates in these actions resulted in the start of 

the ten-month Siege of Petersburg. Casualties and losses: US 13,386 - CSA ~4,000. 
 

     Union war hero Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain was severely wounded at Petersburg, Virginia, while 

leading an attack on a Confederate position. Chamberlain, a college professor from Maine, took a 

sabbatical to enlist in the Union army. As commander of the 20th Maine, he earned distinction at the 

1863 Battle of Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, when he shored up the Union left flank and helped save Little 

Round Top for the Federals. His bold counterattack against the Confederates earned him the 

Congressional Medal of Honor. 

 
  

 

     His wound at Petersburg was the most serious of the six he received during the war. Doctors in the 

field hospital pronounced his injury fatal, and Union General Ulysses S. Grant promoted him to 

brigadier general as a tribute to his service and bravery. Miraculously, he survived and spent the rest of 

the Petersburg campaign convalescing at his Maine home. He returned to the Army of the Potomac in 

time for Lee’s surrender at Appomattox, Virginia, and he was given the honor of accepting the arms of 

the Confederate infantry. 
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     Chamberlain returned to Maine after the war and served four terms as governor. He then became 

president of Bowdoin College–the institution that had refused to release him for military service–and 

held the position until 1883. Chamberlain remained active in veterans’ affairs and, like many soldiers, 

attended regimental reunions and kept alive the camaraderie created during the war. He was present for 

the 50th anniversary of Gettysburg in 1913, one year before he died of an infection from the wound he 

suffered at Petersburg.  

 

 Jun 18 1864 – Civil War:  The siege of Pittsburg begins and lasts until April 1865. 

 

 Jun 18 1900 – Boxer Rebellion:  In response to reports of an armed invasion by Eight Nation Alliance 

of American, Austro-Hungarian, British, French, German, Italian, Japanese, and Russian forces to lift 

the siege of Beijing, the initially hesitant Empress Dowager Cixi (Douairiere) supported the Boxers and 

orders I-Ho-Chuan to kill all foreigners. Boxer fighters, convinced they were invulnerable to foreign 

weapons, converged on Beijing with the slogan Support the Qing government and exterminate the 

foreigners. Foreigners and Chinese Christians sought refuge in the Legation Quarter. 

 

 Jun 18 1915 – WWI:  French troops halt fighting in Artois region   »   After several weeks of heavy 

fighting, including savage hand-to-hand combat, with little success, French troops halt their attacks on 

the German trenches in the Artois region of France on June 18, 1915. 
 

 

French infantry dashing to the assault of Notre Dame de Lorette.  A French officer is leading his valiant men against the enemy.  Two 

of the company have been shot down on the slope.  The others press on oblivious to personal danger, enthused by the ideal of “Liberte, 

Egalite, Fraternite.” 

 

     Artois, located in northern France between Picardy and Flanders, near the English Channel, was a 

strategically important battlefield during World War I and saw heavy fighting throughout the conflict. 

Over the course of 1915, the most significant Allied offensives on the Western Front all took place in 

Artois. On 9 MAY, French and British troops launched a two-pronged offensive around Vimy Ridge 

and Aubers Ridge respectively. Known as the Second Battle of Artois, the French attack was modestly 

successful, though the Germans retreated to better lines while inflicting significant casualties. More 

importantly, the battle convinced French and British commanders alike that the key to breaking through 

the German lines was twofold: attacking with sufficient artillery along a broad front, and having 

supporting formations move in behind the lead troops to carry the attack beyond the front lines, enabling 

the breakthrough to happen in one swift thrust. 
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     The French consequently began to build up a force of 900 heavy guns, over 1,000 field guns and 37 

divisions for another major Artois offensive that fall. Meanwhile, fighting continued throughout May 

and into June, with the French opening up a diversionary assault on the Somme River, some 40 

kilometers to the south, in an attempt to secure the village of Serre. In Artois, the town of Neuville St. 

Vaast finally fell to the French 5th Army on 9 JUN. On 16 JUN, hoping to press their advantage, the 

French launched further assaults on the German lines in Artois. Over the next 24 hours, French artillery 

fired over 300,000 shells around Neuville St. Vaast; the Germans still managed to outgun them, as the 

higher altitude of their lines allowed them to fire on French positions with greater ease. On 18 JUN, the 

French command called off the battle in Artois, after many small advances and changes of control of 

territory, as well as some 18,000 French casualties. 

 

 Jun 18 1940 – WW2:  Hitler and Mussolini meet in Munich   »   Benito Mussolini arrives in Munich 

with his foreign minister, Count Ciano, to discuss immediate plans with the Fuhrer, and doesn’t like 

what he hears. 
 

      Embarrassed over the late entry of Italy in the war against the Allies, and its rather tepid 

performance since, Mussolini met with Hitler determined to convince his Axis partner to exploit the 

advantage he had in France by demanding total surrender and occupying the southern portion still free. 

The Italian dictator clearly wanted “in” on the spoils, and this was a way of reaping rewards with a 

minimum of risk. But Hitler, too, was in no mood to risk, and was determined to put forward rather 

mild terms for peace with France. He needed to ensure that the French fleet remained neutral and that 

a government-in-exile was not formed in North Africa or London determined to further prosecute the 

war. He also denied Mussolini’s request that Italian troops occupy the Rhone Valley, and that Corsica, 

Tunisia, and Djibouti (adjacent to Italian-occupied Ethiopia) be disarmed. 
 

 

 

 

     Ciano recorded in his diary that Mussolini left the meeting frustrated and “very much embarrassed,” 

feeling “that his role is secondary.” Ciano also records a newfound respect for Hitler: “Today he speaks 

with a reserve and perspicacity which, after such a victory, are really astonishing.” 

 

 Jun 18 1940 – WW2:  General Charles de Gaulle on BBC tells French to defy Nazi occupiers.    As 

under-secretary of national defense and war, he refused to accept the French government's truce with 

the Germans and escaped to London, where he announced the formation of a French government in 

exile. He became leader of the Free French. 

 

 Jun 18 1945 – WW2:  William Joyce charged with treason   »    William Brooke Joyce nicknamed Lord 

Haw-Haw, was an American-born, Anglo-Irish Fascist politician and Nazi propaganda broadcaster to 

the United Kingdom during World War II who took German citizenship in 1940. He was convicted of 

one count of high treason in 1945 and sentenced to death. The Court of Appeal and the House of Lords 
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upheld his conviction. He was hanged on 3 January 1946, making him the last person to be executed 

for treason in the United Kingdom. (Theodore Schurch was hanged the following day, but for the crime 

of treachery rather than treason.) 

 
 

 Jun 18 1945 – WW2:  USS Bonefish (SS–223) sunk by combined efforts of escort destroyer Okinawa, 

and three  Coast Defense Vessels off southern coast of Honshu, Japan. 85 killed. 

 

 Jun 18 1965 – Vietnam War:  SAC B-52s are used for the first time   »   In South Vietnam 28 B-52s 

fly-bomb a Viet Cong concentration in a heavily forested area of Binh Duong Province northwest of 

Saigon. Such flights, under the aegis of the Strategic Air Command (SAC), became known as Operation 

Arc Light. The B-52s that took part in the Arc Light missions had been deployed to Andersen Air Force 

Base in Guam and more bombers were later deployed to bases in Okinawa and U-Tapao, Thailand. 
 

 
 

 

     In addition to supporting ground tactical operations, B-52s were used to interdict enemy supply lines 

in Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos, and later to strike targets in North Vietnam. Releasing their bombs 

from 30,000 feet, the B-52s could neither be seen nor heard from the ground as they inflicted awesome 

damage. B-52s were instrumental in breaking up enemy concentrations besieging Khe Sanh in 1968 

and An Loc in 1972. Between June 1965 and August 1973, 126,615 B-52 sorties were flown over 

Southeast Asia. During those operations, the Air Force lost 29 B-52s: 17 from hostile fire over North 

Vietnam and 12 from operational causes. 

 

 Jun 18 1965 – Vietnam War:  Westmoreland requests more troops   »   Gen. William Westmoreland, 

senior U.S. military commander in Vietnam, sends a new troop request to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

Westmoreland stated that he needed 542,588 troops for the war in Vietnam in 1967–an increase of 

111,588 men to the number already serving there. In the end, President Johnson acceded to 

Westmoreland’s wishes and dispatched the additional troops to South Vietnam, but the increases were 

done in an incremental fashion. The highest number of U.S. troops in South Vietnam was 543,500, 

which was reached in 1969. 
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 Jun 18 1979 –Cold War:  Carter and Brezhnev sign the SALT-II treaty  »  During a summit meeting 

in Vienna, President Jimmy Carter and Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev sign the SALT-II agreement 

dealing with limitations and guidelines for nuclear weapons. The treaty, which never formally went 

into effect, proved to be one of the most controversial U.S.-Soviet agreements of the Cold War. 
 

 
  

 

     The SALT-II agreement was the result of many nagging issues left over from the successful SALT-

I treaty of 1972. Though the 1972 treaty limited a wide variety of nuclear weapons, many issues 

remained unresolved. Talks between the United States and the Soviet Union began almost immediately 

after SALT-I was ratified by both nations in 1972. Those talks failed to achieve any new breakthroughs, 

however. By 1979, both the United States and Soviet Union were eager to revitalize the process. For 

the United States, fear that the Soviets were leaping ahead in the arms race was the primary motivator. 

For the Soviet Union, the increasingly close relationship between America and communist China was 

a cause for growing concern. 
 

     In June 1979, Carter and Brezhnev met in Vienna and signed the SALT-II agreement. The treaty 

basically established numerical equality between the two nations in terms of nuclear weapons delivery 

systems. It also limited the number of MIRV missiles (missiles with multiple, independent nuclear 

warheads). In truth, the treaty did little or nothing to stop, or even substantially slow down, the arms 

race. Nevertheless, it met with unrelenting criticism in the United States. The treaty was denounced as 

a “sellout” to the Soviets, one that would leave America virtually defenseless against a whole range of 

new weapons not mentioned in the agreement. Even supporters of arms control were less than 

enthusiastic about the treaty, since it did little to actually control arms. 
 

     Debate over SALT-II in the U.S. Congress continued for months. In December 1979, however, the 

Soviets launched an invasion of Afghanistan. The Soviet attack effectively killed any chance of SALT-

II being passed, and Carter ensured this by withdrawing the treaty from the Senate in January 1980. 

SALT-II thus remained signed, but unratified. During the 1980s, both nations agreed to respect the 

agreement until such time as new arms negotiations could take place. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Jun 19 1864 – Civil War:  CSS Alabama sinks off coast of France  »  Off the coast of Cherbourg, 

France, the Confederate raider CSS Alabama loses a ship-to-ship duel with the USS Kearsarge and 

sinks to the floor of the Atlantic, ending an illustrious career that saw some 68 Union merchant vessels 

destroyed or captured by the Confederate raider. 
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     At the outset of the Civil War, the Union began an increasingly successful blockade of Southern 

ports and coasts, crippling the economies of the Confederate states. In retaliation, Confederate raiders, 

outfitted in the South and abroad, launched an effective guerrilla war at sea against Union merchant 

shipping. In 1862, the CSS Alabama, a 1,000-ton screw-steam sloop of war, was built at Liverpool, 

England, for the Confederate Navy. Britain had proclaimed neutrality in the Civil War but was 

sympathetic to the Southern cause and gave tacit aid to the Confederacy in the opening years of the 

conflict. Before the Alabama was put to sea, the Union government learned of its construction, but the 

protestations of the U.S. ambassador did not prevent it from sailing from Liverpool. After leaving 

British waters disguised as a merchant ship, the Alabama was outfitted as a combatant by supply ships 

and placed in commission on August 24, 1862. 
 

     The CSS Alabama was captained by Raphael Semmes of Mobile, Alabama, who as commander of 

the Confederate raider Sumter had captured 17 Union merchant ships earlier in the war. The warship 

was manned by an international crew–about half Southerners, half Englishmen–and rounded out by a 

handful of other Europeans and even a few Northerners. Leaving sunk and burned U.S. merchant ships 

in its wake, the Alabama cruised the North Atlantic and West Indies, rounded Africa, and visited the 

East Indies before redoubling the Cape of Good Hope back to Europe. By the time the Alabama docked 

at Cherbourg for a badly needed overhaul on June 11, 1864, it had inflicted immense damage on the 

seaborne trade of the United States, destroying 60-odd U.S. merchant ships during its two-year 

rampage. 
 

     The USS Kearsarge, a steam-sloop that had been pursuing the Alabama, learned of its presence at 

Cherbourg and promptly steamed to the French port. On 14 JUN, the Kearsarge arrived and took up a 

patrol just outside the harbor. After being fitted and stocked over five more days, the Alabama steamed 

out to meet its foe on 19 JUN. A French ironclad lurked nearby to ensure that the combat remained in 

international waters. 
 

     After an initial exchange of gunfire, the battle quickly turned against the Alabama, whose 

deteriorated gunpowder and shells failed to penetrate the Kearsarge‘s chain-cable armor. Within an 

hour, the Alabama was reduced to a sinking wreck. Captain Semmes tried to retreat back to Cherbourg, 

but his way was blocked by the Kearsarge, and he was forced to strike his colors. The crew abandoned 

ship, and the Alabama went down into the Channel. The survivors were rescued by the Kearsarge and 

the British yacht Deerhound, which had been observing the battle. Those picked up by the latter, 

including Semmes and most of his officers, were taken to England and thus escaped arrest. 
 

     After traveling to Switzerland for a much-needed rest, Semmes returned to the Confederacy via 

Mexico. Appointed a rear admiral, he helped command the Confederate Navy in Virginia’s James 
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River. After the defeat of the Confederacy in 1865, he returned to Mobile to practice law and write 

about his war experiences. After years of U.S. protests, the British finally agreed in 1871 to take 

responsibility for the damages caused by British-built Confederate raiders. In 1872, an international 

arbitration panel ordered Britain to pay the United States $15.5 million in damages, of which more than 

$6,000,000 was inflicted by the Alabama. 

 

 Jun 19 1868 – Westward Expansion:  Father De Smet talks peace with Sitting Bull   »   Attempting 

to convince hostile Indians to make peace with the United States, the Jesuit missionary Pierre-Jean De 

Smet meets with the great Sioux Chief Sitting Bull in present-day Montana. 
 

 
 

 

    A native of Belgium, De Smet came to the United States in 1821 at the age of 20. He became a 

novitiate of the Jesuit order in Maryland and was subsequently ordained in St. Louis. As a priest, De 

Smet’s ambition was to be a missionary to the Native Americans of the Far West. In 1838, he was sent 

to proselytize among the Potawatomi villages near today’s Council Bluffs, Iowa. There, he met a 

delegation of Flathead Indians who had come east seeking a “black robe” whom they hoped might be 

able to bring the power of the Christian god to aid their tribe. During the 1840s, De Smet made several 

trips to work with the Flathead in present-day western Montana. He established a thriving mission and 

eventually secured a peace treaty with the Flathead’s previously irreconcilable enemy, the Blackfeet. 
 

     A genuine friend to the Native Americans, De Smet earned a reputation as a white man who could 

be trusted to fairly negotiate disputes between Indians and the American government. During the 1860s, 

such disputes became increasingly common in the West, where Plains Indians like the Sioux and 

Cheyenne resisted the growing flood of white settlers invading their territories. The U.S. government 

began to demand that all the Plains Indians relocate to reservations. Leaders in the American 

government and military hoped the relocation could be achieved through negotiations, but they were 

also perfectly willing to use violence to force the Indians to comply. 
 

     One of the principal leaders of the so-called “hostile” Indians that resisted relocation was the great 

Chief of the Teton Sioux, Sitting Bull. In May 1868, the federal government asked De Smet to meet 

with Sitting Bull to negotiate a peace treaty. The 67-year-old De Smet agreed to try, and on this day in 

1868, he met with Sitting Bull at his camp along the Powder River in present-day Montana. 
 

     Although tensions were high, Sitting Bull had promised to meet De Smet with “arms stretched out, 

ready to embrace him.” Lest any hotheaded young brave do something foolish, Sitting Bull first talked 

with De Smet in his own lodge in order to ensure the priest’s safety. The next day, De Smet met with a 
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council that included other chiefs. De Smet was not able to convince Sitting Bull personally to sign a 

peace treaty. However, the chief did agree to send one of his lesser chiefs to Fort Laramie, Wyoming, 

to sign a treaty in which the Sioux agreed to allow white travel and settlement in specified areas. 
 

     Although Sitting Bull himself had not agreed to the treaty, the negotiations were a triumph for De 

Smet. As one historian later noted, “No White Man has ever come close to equaling his universal appeal 

to the Indian.” De Smet spent the remaining five years of his life continuing to work for peace with the 

Plains Indians. Through his books and speaking tours, he also attempted to bring a sympathetic portrait 

of the Indians to an American public that tended to think of Indians as bloodthirsty savages. Ultimately, 

however, De Smet was unable to stop the tragic Plains Indian War that eventually forced Sitting Bull 

and other Indians to leave their homes and move to government-controlled reservations. 
 

     De Smet died in St. Louis in 1873, three years before Sitting Bull won his greatest victory in his war 

with the United States at the Battle of the Little Big Horn. 

 

 Jun 19 1944 – WW2:  U.S. scores major victory against Japanese in Battle of the Philippine Sea  »  

In what would become known as the “Marianas Turkey Shoot,” U.S. carrier-based fighters decimate 

the Japanese Fleet with only a minimum of losses in the Battle of the Philippine Sea. 
 

 
 

 

     The security of the Marianas Islands, in the western Pacific, were vital to Japan, which had air bases 

on Saipan, Tinian, and Guam. U.S. troops were already battling the Japanese on Saipan, having landed 

there on the 15th. Any further intrusion would leave the Philippine Islands, and Japan itself, vulnerable 

to U.S. attack. The U.S. Fifth Fleet, commanded by Admiral Raymond Spruance, was on its way west 

from the Marshall Islands as backup for the invasion of Saipan and the rest of the Marianas. But 

Japanese Admiral Ozawa Jisaburo decided to challenge the American fleet, ordering 430 of his planes, 

launched from aircraft carriers, to attack. In what became the greatest carrier battle of the war, the 

United States, having already picked up the Japanese craft on radar, proceeded to shoot down more 

than 300 aircraft and sink two Japanese aircraft carriers, losing only 29 of their own planes in the 

process. It was described in the aftermath as a “turkey shoot.” 
 

     Admiral Ozawa, believing his missing planes had landed at their Guam air base, maintained his 

position in the Philippine Sea, allowing for a second attack of U.S. carrier-based fighter planes, this 

time commanded by Admiral Mitscher, to shoot down an additional 65 Japanese planes and sink 
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another carrier. In total, the Japanese lost 480 aircraft, three-quarters of its total, not to mention most 

of its crews. American domination of the Marianas was now a foregone conclusion. 
 

     Not long after this battle at sea, U.S. Marine divisions penetrated farther into the island of Saipan. 

Two Japanese commanders on the island, Admiral Nagumo and General Saito, both committed suicide 

in an attempt to rally the remaining Japanese forces. It succeeded: Those forces also committed a virtual 

suicide as they attacked the Americans’ lines, losing 26,000 men compared with 3,500 lost by the 

United States. Within another month, the islands of Tinian and Guam were also captured by the United 

States. 
 

     The Japanese government of Premier Hideki Tojo resigned in disgrace at this stunning defeat, in 

what many have described as the turning point of the war in the Pacific. 

 

 Jun 19 1953 – Cold War:  Rosenbergs executed   »   Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, a married couple 

convicted of conspiracy to commit espionage in 1951, were put to death in the electric chair on June 

19, 1953. Their dual execution marked the dramatic finale of the most controversial espionage case of 

the Cold War. 
 

 
 

 

     Julius was arrested in July 1950, and Ethel in August of that same year, on the charge of conspiracy 

to commit espionage. Specifically, they were accused of heading a spy ring that passed top-secret 

information concerning the atomic bomb to the Soviet Union. The Rosenbergs vigorously protested 

their innocence, but after a brief trial in March 1951 they were convicted. On April 5, 1951, a judge 

sentenced them to death. The pair was taken to Sing Sing Prison in Ossining, New York, to await 

execution. 
 

      During the next two years, the couple became the subject of both national and international debate. 

Many people believed that the Rosenbergs were the victims of a surge of hysterical anticommunist 

feeling in the United States, and protested that the death sentence handed down was cruel and unusual 

punishment. Most Americans, however, believed that the Rosenbergs had been dealt with justly. 

President Dwight D. Eisenhower spoke for many Americans when he issued a statement declining to 

invoke executive clemency for the pair. Eisenhower stated, “I can only say that, by immeasurably 

increasing the chances of atomic war, the Rosenbergs may have condemned to death tens of millions 

of innocent people all over the world. The execution of two human beings is a grave matter. But even 

graver is the thought of the millions of dead whose deaths may be directly attributable to what these 

spies have done.” 
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     Julius Rosenberg was the first to be executed, at about 8 p.m. on June 19, 1953. Just a few minutes 

after his body was removed from the chamber containing the electric chair, Ethel Rosenberg was led in 

and strapped to the same chair. She was pronounced dead at 8:16 p.m. Both refused to admit any 

wrongdoing and proclaimed their innocence right up to the time of their deaths. Two sons, Michael and 

Robert, survived them. 
 

     The timing of when their case came to trial arguably played a key role in how justice was served. 

They were accused of passing top-secret information concerning the design and use of the atomic bomb 

to the Soviet Union during the Cold War between the United States and the communist nation, still 

headed at the time by the ruthless Joseph Stalin. These tensions were also being played out in the 

Korean War, a proxy war between east and west then taking place on the Korean peninsula. “Most 

historians would agree that they would not face the death penalty if they were put on trial at any time 

other than the early 1950s,” noted Lori Clune, PhD, associate professor of history at California State 

University, Fresno, and author of the 2016 book Executing the Rosenbergs: Death and Diplomacy in a 

Cold War World. 
 

     “In my book, I argue that if the Supreme Court had delayed the executions until the fall of 1953, 

there is a chance, with a new chief Supreme Court justice and an armistice in Korea, that at least Ethel’s 

sentence may have been reduced to 30 years or less. Possibly even Julius’s sentence would have 

similarly been reduced,” Clune said. “Sitting in prison for years may have prompted them to talk, and 

it would have at least kept them off the front pages, whereas waiting on death row kept them in the 

news for two years and allowed a protest movement to grow around the world. It also would have 

pleased many of our allies, who saw the death penalty – particularly for Ethel, the mother of two young 

sons – as extreme and abhorrent.” 
 

     This is not to say the crimes with which the Rosenbergs had been accused didn’t merit strong 

punishment. Indeed, Clune suggests that Julius arguably deserved a death sentence, given that evidence 

has emerged in the decades since the couple’s trial indicating that he indeed did run a spy ring of roughly 

a dozen engineers and scientists. That cohort of spies passed along a prototype of a fuse for the atomic 

bomb to Julius who, in turn, passed it along to his Soviet handler in 1944, according to Dr. Clune. It’s 

also worth noting that the Soviets would later use that same technology to shoot down U2 pilot Francis 

Gary Powers in May 1960. 
 

     As Clune explained, by passing the technology to the Soviets, Julius violated the Espionage Act, 

which stipulates that providing military secrets to any nation – enemy or not – is an act of espionage, 

punishable by 30 years in prison or death. “In contrast, it’s very difficult to argue that Ethel Rosenberg 

deserved the death sentence,” Clune says. “She didn’t have a code name, and engaged in no active 

spying of her own. Most historians agree that she was cognizant of her husband’s espionage activities, 

and thus a part of the conspiracy to commit espionage, but that she was arrested and sentenced to death 

only to pressure Julius to talk and name the members of his spy ring. They called the federal 

government’s bluff.” 

 

 Jun 18 1969 – Vietnam War:  Ky becomes premier of South Vietnam   »   Air Vice-Marshal Nguyen 

Cao Ky assumes the premiership of the ninth government to be installed within the last 20 months in 

the country. The Armed Forces Council had chosen Ky as premier on 11 JUN, and Gen. Nguyen Van 

Thieu was chosen for the relatively powerless position of chief of state. Having risen to the rank of 

lieutenant general in the fledgling South Vietnamese Air Force, Ky was one of a group of officers who 

had seized power earlier in 1965 to end the anarchy that had followed in the wake of the assassination 

of President Ngo Dinh Diem in November 1963. 
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     The new premier immediately took steps to strengthen the armed forces. He also instituted needed 

land reforms, programs for the construction of schools and hospitals, and price controls. Additionally, 

his government began a much-touted campaign to remove corrupt officials. At the same time, however, 

Ky instituted a number of unpopular repressive actions, including a ban on newspapers. 
 

     In 1966, Buddhists, among other political factions, demanded Ky’s ouster, and protests took place 

in various cities. The disturbances ended partly as a result of a government crackdown and partly 

because of a loss of support for the Buddhists among dissident elements of the military. Ky continued 

in his post until the elections of 1967, when be became Vice President of South Vietnam and Thieu 

became president. Ky served in that position until 1971, when he chose not to run as an opposition 

candidate against President Nguyen Van Thieu. He reverted to the rank of Air Marshal in the air force. 

 

 Jun 19 1968 – Vietnam War:  South Vietnamese president signs general mobilization bill   »   In a 

public ceremony at Hue, South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu signs a general mobilization 

bill. Under the new measure, men between the ages of 18 and 43 were subject to induction into the 

regular armed forces. Men between the ages of 44 and 50 and youths between 16 and 17 years old were 

eligible to serve in the part-time civilian People’s Self Defense Organization. An estimated 90,000 17-

year-olds in the People’s Self Defense Organization would be transferred to the regular army. It was 

believed that, by the end of 1968, the law would provide for the induction of an additional 200,000 

men. This would begin a steady growth in the size of the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces that would 

accelerate under President Richard Nixon’s Vietnamization program. There would be 1.1 million men 

and women in the South Vietnamese forces by the end of 1972. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

  

 Jun 20 1816 – American Revolution:   Congress adopts the Great Seal of the United States » Congress 

adopts the Great Seal of the United States after six years of discussion. The front of the seal depicts a 

bald eagle clutching an olive branch in its right talon and arrows in its left. On its breast appears a shield 

marked with 13 vertical red and white stripes topped by a bar of blue. The eagle’s beak clutches a 

banner inscribed, E pluribus unum, a Latin phrase meaning “Out of Many One.” Above the eagle’s 

head, golden rays burst forth, encircling 13 stars. 
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     Charles Thomas outlined the symbolic connotations of the seal’s elements when he presented his 

design to Congress. The bottom of the shield (or pale) represents the 13 states united in support of the 

blue bar at the top of the shield (or chief), “which unites the whole and represents Congress.” The motto 

E Pluribus Unum serves as a textual representation of the same relationship. The colors used in the 

shield are the same as those in the flag: alternating red and white for the important balance between 

innocence and valor, topped by the blue of “vigilance, perseverance and justice.” The eagle’s talons 

hold symbols of Congress power to make peace (the olive branch) and war (arrows). The constellation 

of stars indicates that “a new State [is] taking its place and rank among other sovereign powers.” 
 

     The reverse side of the seal bears the familiar Masonic motif of a pyramid, which Thomas proposed 

as a symbol of “Strength and Duration.” The pyramid, like the new nation, is unfinished and frequently 

depicted as having 13 steps for the original states. The disembodied eye floating above the structure is 

that of providence, which Thomas believed had acted “in favour of the American cause.” Beneath the 

pyramid, the number 1776 appears in Roman numerals as a reminder of the year of independence. The 

phrase Annuit Coeptis or “Providence has Favored Our Undertakings” appears above the providential 

eye; Novus Ordo Seclorum or “A New Order of the Ages” appears beneath the pyramid. 

 

 Jun 20 1816 - Pemmican War:   Battle of Seven Oaks – A violent confrontation between the Hudson's 

Bay Company and the North West Company (rivals in the fur trade) near Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.  

 

 Jun 20 1863 – Civil War:   West Virginia enters the Union   »    During the Civil War, West Virginia 

is admitted into the Union as the 35th U.S. state, or the 24th state if the secession of the 11 Southern 

states were taken into account. The same day, Arthur Boreman was inaugurated as West Virginia’s first 

state governor. 
 

     Settlement of the western lands of Virginia came gradually in the 18th century as settlers slowly 

made their way across the natural Allegheny Plateau barrier. The region became increasingly important 

to the Virginia state government at Richmond in the 19th century, but the prevalence of small farms 

and absence of slavery began to estrange it from the east. Because slaves were counted in allotting 

representation, wealthy eastern planters dominated the Virginia legislature, and demands by western 

Virginians for lower taxes and infrastructure development were not met. 
 

     When Virginia voted to secede after the outbreak of the Civil War, the majority of West Virginians 

opposed the secession. Delegates met at Wheeling, and on June 11, 1861, nullified the Virginian 

ordinance of secession and proclaimed “The Restored Government of Virginia,” headed by Francis 

Pierpont. Confederate forces occupied a portion of West Virginia during the war, but West Virginian 

statehood was nonetheless approved in a referendum and a state constitution drawn up. In April 1863, 

U.S. President Abraham Lincoln proclaimed the admission of West Virginia into the Union effective 

June 20, 1863. 
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 Jun 20 1900 – China:  Boxer Rebellion begins in China   »   In response to widespread foreign 

encroachment upon China’s national affairs, Chinese nationalists launch the so-called Boxer Rebellion 

in Peking. Calling themselves I Ho Ch’uan, or “the Righteous and Harmonious Fists,” the nationalists 

occupied Peking, killed several Westerners, including German ambassador Baron von Ketteler, and 

besieged the foreign legations in the diplomatic quarter of the city. 
 

 
 

 

     By the end of the 19th century, the Western powers and Japan had forced China’s ruling Qing 

dynasty to accept wide foreign control over the country’s economic affairs. In the Opium Wars, popular 

rebellions, and the Sino-Japanese War, China had fought to resist the foreigners, but it lacked a 

modernized military and suffered millions of casualties. In 1898, Tzu’u Hzi, the dowager empress and 

an anti-imperialist, began supporting the I Ho Ch’uan, who were known as the “Boxers” by the British 

because of their martial arts fighting style. The Boxers soon grew powerful, and in late 1899 regular 

attacks on foreigners and Chinese Christians began. 
 

     On June 20, 1900, the Boxers, now more than 100,000 strong and led by the court of Tzu’u Hzi, 

besieged the foreigners in Peking’s diplomatic quarter, burned Christian churches in the city, and 

destroyed the Peking-Tientsin railway line. As the Western powers and Japan organized a multinational 

force to crush the rebellion, the siege of the Peking legations stretched into weeks, and the diplomats, 

their families, and guards suffered through hunger and degrading conditions as they fought to keep the 

Boxers at bay. On 14 AUG, the international force, featuring British, Russian, American, Japanese, 

French, and German troops, relieved Peking after fighting its way through much of northern China. 
 

     Due to mutual jealousies between the powers, it was agreed that China would not be partitioned 

further, and in September 1901, the Peking Protocol was signed, formally ending the Boxer Rebellion. 

By the terms of agreement, the foreign nations received extremely favorable commercial treaties with 

China, foreign troops were permanently stationed in Peking, and China was forced to pay $333 million 

dollars as penalty for its rebellion. China was effectively a subject nation. 

 

 Jun 20 1919 – WWI:  German cabinet resigns over Versailles deadlock   »   During the final days of 

the Versailles Peace Conference held in Paris, France, the German cabinet deadlocks over whether to 

accept the peace terms presented to its delegation by the other nations at the peace conference–most 

notably the Council of Four: France, Britain, the United States and Italy–and ratify the Versailles 

Treaty. 
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Demonstration against the treaty in front of the Reichstag 
 

 

     Presented with the terms of the treaty on May 7, 1919, the German delegation was given two weeks 

to examine the document and submit their official comments in writing. The Germans, who had put 

great faith in U.S. President Woodrow Wilson’s notion of a so-called “peace without victory” and had 

pointed to his famous Fourteen Points as the basis upon which they sought peace in November 1918, 

were greatly angered and disillusioned by the treaty. By its terms, Germany was to lose 13 percent of 

its territory and 10 percent of its population; it would also have to pay reparations, a punishment 

justified in the treaty by the infamous Article 231, which placed the blame for the war squarely on 

Germany. 
 

      Ulrich von Brockdorff-Rantzau, Germany’s foreign minister and leader of the German delegation 

at Versailles, was furious about the treaty. “This fat volume was quite unnecessary. They could have 

expressed the whole thing more simply in one clause–Germany renounces its existence.” The country’s 

military leaders were similarly against the treaty; as Field Marshal Paul von Hindenburg saw it, “as a 

soldier I can only prefer honorable defeat to a disgraceful peace.” Some members of the coalition 

government that had taken power in Berlin, however, were of a different view, believing that Germany, 

in its weakened state, would benefit by signing the treaty in order to put the war behind it and begin 

rebuilding its manufacturing and commerce operations. 
 

     After Brockdorff-Rantzau’s delegation passed a unanimous recommendation to reject the treaty, the 

German cabinet, which had previously been leaning towards signing, deadlocked in its vote on June 20 

and subsequently resigned en masse. Brockdorff-Rantzau followed suit, leaving Paris, and politics, 

altogether. Friedrich Ebert, the German president since late 1918, was persuaded to stay on, however, 

and as the Allied deadline of 23 JUN approached, he managed to assemble another cabinet to put the 

issue to a vote. After a last-minute flurry of activity, the German National Assembly voted to sign the 

treaty and its answer was delivered to the Council of Four at 5:40 p.m. on 23 JUN. The Treaty of 

Versailles was signed on June 28, 1919, in the Hall of Mirrors at Versailles, five years to the day after 

the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria and his wife at Sarajevo. 

 

 Jun 20 1941 – U.S. Navy:  USS O–9 (SS–70) foundered during deep submergence tests off New 

London, Connecticut. 33 died 

 

 Jun 20 1944 – WW2:  The Battle of the Philippine Sea concludes with a decisive U.S. naval victory.  
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 Jun 20 1963 – Cold War:  United States and Soviet Union will establish a “hot line”  »   To lessen 

the threat of an accidental nuclear war, the United States and the Soviet Union agree to establish a “hot 

line” communication system between the two nations. The agreement was a small step in reducing 

tensions between the United States and the USSR following the October 1962 Missile Crisis in Cuba, 

which had brought the two nations to the brink of nuclear war. 
 

 

 

 

     The need for nearly instantaneous and full-time communication between the U.S. and Soviet 

governments became apparent during the Cuban Missile Crisis of October 1962. The United States had 

discovered that the Soviets were building missile sites in Cuba capable of firing missiles with nuclear 

warheads. Eventually, the administration of President John F. Kennedy instituted a naval “quarantine” 

around Cuba to block the delivery of such missiles. Possible nuclear conflict was avoided only when 

Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev agreed that his country would not install nuclear weapons in Cuba. In 

exchange, the United States vowed not to threaten the sovereignty of Cuba. Prior to the settlement, the 

world sat through several very tense days of waiting to see whether World War III would begin. In an 

attempt to reduce the tensions brought about by the October 1962 crisis, and hopefully avert any future 

misunderstandings that might trigger a nuclear conflict, the United States and the Soviet Union agreed 

in June 1963 to establish a “hot line.” It would be a 24-hour-a-day communications link between 

Washington, D.C., and Moscow. President Kennedy declared, “This age of fast-moving events requires 

quick, dependable communication in time of emergency.” The agreement was a “first step to help 

reduce the risk of war occurring by accident or miscalculation.” 
 

     The system was put into place a few months after the agreement was signed. Beyond serving as a 

dramatic prop in movies such as Fail Safe (or a comedic prop in the film Dr. Strangelove), the 

communication line has–thankfully–never had to be used to avert a nuclear war. 

 

 Jun 20 1964 – Vietnam War:  Westmoreland becomes Commander of MACV   »   Gen. William 

Westmoreland succeeds Gen. Paul Harkins as head of U.S. Military Assistance Command Vietnam 

(MACV). Westmoreland had previously been Harkins’ deputy. Westmoreland’s initial task was to 

provide military advice and assistance to the government of South Vietnam. However, he soon found 

himself in command of American armed forces in combat as the war rapidly escalated and U.S. combat 

forces were committed to the war. 
 

     One of the war’s most controversial figures, Gen. Westmoreland was given many honors when the 

fighting was going well, but many Americans later blamed him for problems in Vietnam. Negative 

feeling about Westmoreland grew particularly strong following the Tet Offensive of 1968, when he 

requested a large number of additional troops for deployment to Vietnam. In the wake of the offensive, 

there was a review of U.S. policy by the Johnson administration. It was decided to de-escalate the war, 

halt the bombing of North Vietnam, and go to the negotiating table. On July 1, 1968, General Creighton 
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Abrams replaced Westmoreland as MACV Commander. Westmoreland was reassigned to be the Army 

Chief of Staff, a post he held until he retired in 1972.  

 

 Jun 20 1972 – Vietnam War:  Abrams appointed as Army Chief of Staff   »   President Richard Nixon 

appoints General Creighton W. Abrams, commander of U.S. Military Assistance Command Vietnam, 

to be U.S. Army Chief of Staff. Abrams had become Gen. William Westmoreland’s deputy in 1967, 

and succeeded him as commander of all U.S. forces in Vietnam in July 1968 when Westmoreland 

returned to the United States to become the Chief of Staff of the Army. As Westmoreland’s successor, 

Abrams faced the difficult task of implementing the Vietnamization program instituted by the Nixon 

administration. This included the gradual reduction of American forces in Vietnam while attempting to 

increase the combat capabilities of the South Vietnamese armed forces. At the same time, he had to 

keep the North Vietnamese forces at bay; the Cambodian “incursion” in 1970 was part of his plan to 

take pressure off the Vietnamization effort and the U.S. troop withdrawals. It was hoped that a 

successful campaign in Cambodia would reduce the infiltration of North Vietnamese troops and 

equipment into South Vietnam while the effort continued to increase the combat capability of the South 

Vietnamese armed forces so that U.S. troops could be withdrawn on schedule. 
 

 

 

 

     General Abrams again succeeded General Westmoreland in 1972 when he returned to the Pentagon 

to become the Chief of Staff of the Army. Among his major contributions in that position were the 

plans and strategies for the post-Vietnam U.S. Army and his revitalization of the Army following its 

withdrawal from Vietnam. General Abrams died in office on September 4, 1974. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

   

 Jun 21 1861 – American Revolution:  Spain declares war against Great Britain   »   Spain declares 

war on Great Britain, creating a de facto alliance with the Americans. 
 

     Spain’s King Charles III would not consent to a treaty of alliance with the United States. For one 

imperial power to encourage another imperial power’s colonies in revolt was a treacherous game, and 

he was unwilling to play. However, French Foreign Minister Charles Gravier, comte de Vergennes, 

managed to negotiate a treaty with Spain to join their war against the British. As the ally of the United 

States’ ally, Spain managed to endorse the revolt at a critical diplomatic distance. 
 

     The American Revolution had already spawned a world war between the two international powers 

of Britain and France. Spain’s entry into the imbroglio ensured that the British would have to spread 

their resources even thinner. King Charles wanted to reclaim Gibraltar for Spain and secure Spanish 

borders in North America and the Spanish immediately laid siege to Gibraltar at the mouth of the 
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Mediterranean Sea. The British managed to drive the Spanish from Gibraltar on February 7, 1783, 

having constructed an 82-foot-long tunnel into the north face of the rock of Gibraltar, known as the 

“Notch,” in order to supply it with cannon. However, King Charles succeeded in his North American 

goals. The Spanish took West Florida by force and attained East Florida by cession when the War for 

Independence ended; they were also able to secure the Gulf of Mexico. 

 

 Jun 21 1861 – Civil War:  The 3-day Battle of Jerusalem Plank Road begins. Results inconclusive. 

Casualties and losses: US 2962 - CSA 572. 

 

 Jun 21 1864 – Civil War:  Grant extends the Petersburg line  »  Union General Ulysses S. Grant 

stretches his lines further around Petersburg, Virginia, accompanied by his commander-in-chief, 

Abraham Lincoln. After six weeks of heavy fighting between his Army of the Potomac and Robert E. 

Lee’s Army of Northern Virginia in a series of battles around Richmond, Grant chose a different 

strategy. Now south of Richmond, outside of Petersburg, he was no longer willing to wage the 

destructive open-field battles that had lost so many lives. 
 

     Grant was content to starve out Lee and his men. After the disastrous attack at Cold Harbor, he 

pulled further south in an attempt to sever Confederate supply lines at the rail center at Petersburg. On 

June 21, Grant moved closer to a siege when he sent his Second and Sixth Corps to extend the left flank 

of his position. The goal was to take control of the Weldon Railroad, which ran into Petersburg from 

the south, and run the Union line to the Appomattox River. This would complete a semicircle around 

the city and effectively bottle Petersburg and Richmond. The Confederates, however, halted this 

attempt the next day and saved a vital lifeline into Petersburg. 

 

 Jun 21 1898 – Spanish*American War:  The United States captures Guam from Spain in a bloodless 

event. 

 

 Jun 21 1916 – U.S.*Mexico:  Pershing attacked by Mexican troops  »  The controversial U.S. military 

expedition against Mexican revolutionary Pancho Villa brings the United States and Mexico closer to 

war when Mexican government troops attack U.S. Brigadier General John J. Pershing’s force at 

Carrizal, Mexico. The Americans suffered 22 casualties, and more than 30 Mexicans were killed. 

Against the protests of Venustiano Carranza’s government, Pershing had been penetrating deep into 

Mexico in pursuit of Pancho Villa. After routing the small Mexican force at Carrizal, the U.S. 

expedition continued on its southern course. 
 

 
                                                                       Pancho Villa                              John J. Pershing 
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     In 1914, following the resignation of Mexican leader Victoriano Huerta, Pancho Villa and his former 

revolutionary ally Venustiano Carranza battled each other in a struggle for succession. By the end of 

1915, Villa had been driven north into the mountains, and the U.S. government recognized General 

Carranza as the president of Mexico. 
 

     In January 1916, to protest President Woodrow Wilson’s support for Carranza, Villa executed 16 

U.S. citizens at Santa Isabel in northern Mexico. Then, on 9 MAR he ordered a raid on the border town 

of Columbus, New Mexico, in which 17 Americans were killed and the center of town was burned. 

Cavalry from the nearby Camp Furlong U.S. Army outpost pursued the Mexicans, killing several dozen 

rebels on U.S. soil and in Mexico before turning back. On 15 MAR, under orders from President 

Wilson, U.S. Brigadier General John J. Pershing launched a punitive expedition into Mexico to capture 

or kill Villa and disperse his rebels. The expedition eventually involved some 10,000 U.S. troops and 

personnel. It was the first U.S. military operation to employ mechanized vehicles, including 

automobiles and airplanes. 
 

     For 11 months, Pershing failed to capture the elusive revolutionary, who was aided by his intimate 

knowledge of the terrain of northern Mexico and his popular support from the people there. Meanwhile, 

resentment over the U.S. intrusion into Mexican territory led to a diplomatic crisis with the government 

in Mexico City. On 21 JUN, the crisis escalated into violence when Mexican government troops 

attacked a detachment of the 10th Cavalry at Carrizal. If not for the critical situation in Europe, war 

might have been declared. In January 1917, having failed in their mission to capture Villa, and under 

continued pressure from the Mexican government, the Americans were ordered home. 
 

     Pancho Villa continued his guerrilla activities in northern Mexico until Adolfo de la Huerta took 

over the government and drafted a reformist constitution. Villa entered into an amicable agreement 

with Huerta and agreed to retire from politics. In 1920, the government pardoned Villa, but three years 

later he was assassinated at his ranch in Parral. 

 

 Jun 21 1918 – WWI:  German commander, Admiral Ludwig von Reuter, scuttles the German fleet 

interned at Scapa Flow under the terms of the Armistice whilst negotiations took place over the fate of 

the ships. 52 of the 74 interned vessels sink. 
 

 
SMS Derfflinger sinking 

 

 Jun 21 1942 – WW2:  A Japanese submarine surfaces near the Columbia River in Oregon, firing 17 

shells at nearby Fort Stevens in one of only a handful of attacks by the Japanese against the United 

States mainland. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:SMS_Derfflinger_scuttled.jpg
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 Jun 21 1945 – WW2:  Battle of Tarakan    »   Last organized Japanese defiance is broken in the Borneo 

campaign of 1945.  It began with an amphibious landing by Australian forces on 1 May, code-named 

Operation Oboe One on Tarakan Island, Netherlands East Indies. While the battle effectively ended 

with success for the Allied forces over the Japanese defenders on 21 JUN, this victory is generally 

regarded as having not justified its costs. 

 

 Jun 21 1963 – Cold War:  French withdraw navy from NATO    »    The French government shocks 

its allies by announcing that it is withdrawing its navy from the North Atlantic fleet of the North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization (NATO). The French action was viewed in the West as evidence that France would 

be pursuing an independent policy regarding its nuclear arsenal. 
 

     In the months prior to the French action, the United States had been pushing its NATO allies to 

accept a plan whereby the NATO North Atlantic fleet would be armed with Polaris nuclear missiles. 

The ships would have crews made up of personnel from various NATO nations. This plan, however, 

conflicted with a French plan to base much of their nation’s nuclear arsenal in their navy. Obviously, 

France wished to maintain absolute control over its ships to carry out this program. Thus, French 

President Charles de Gaulle’s government issued a brief statement indicating that the French ships in 

the NATO North Atlantic fleet were being withdrawn. 
 

     Many NATO members expressed surprise over the French action. In the United States, surprise was 

also mixed with dismay and no small degree of anger. The French announcement came just as President 

John F. Kennedy was preparing to go to Europe for a series of talks with America’s allies. Privately, 

some Kennedy advisors were quite vocal in condemning de Gaulle’s highly nationalistic independence 

in moving away from his nation’s NATO commitments, thereby threatening the security of France’s 

European allies. And, although the French withdrawal from the NATO North Atlantic fleet did not 

drastically affect the fleet’s military effectiveness, the United States worried that France’s action might 

set a disturbing precedent. NATO was still considered by U.S. officials as the first line of defense 

against communist aggression in Europe, and France’s “defection” was distressing. Kennedy, during 

his European sojourn, attempted to persuade the French to rethink their position, but de Gaulle stood 

firm in his decision. America’s fears were unrealized, however, as no other nations followed France’s 

example. French naval forces never rejoined the NATO fleet. 

 

 Jun 21 1966 – Vietnam War:  Rolling Thunder raids continue   »    U.S. planes strike North 

Vietnamese petroleum-storage facilities in a series of devastating raids. These missions were part of 

Operation Rolling Thunder, which had been launched in March 1965 after President Lyndon B. Johnson 

ordered a sustained bombing campaign of North Vietnam. The operation was designed to interdict 

North Vietnamese transportation routes in the southern part of North Vietnam and to slow infiltration 

of personnel and supplies into South Vietnam. During the early months of this campaign, there were 

restrictions against striking targets in or near Hanoi and Haiphong. In 1966, however, Rolling Thunder 

was expanded to include the bombing of North Vietnamese ammunition dumps and oil storage 

facilities. In the spring of 1967, it was further expanded to include power plants, factories, and airfields 

in the Hanoi and Haiphong area. 
 

     The White House closely controlled operation Rolling Thunder and at times President Johnson 

personally selected targets. From 1965 to 1968, about 643,000 tons of bombs were dropped on North 
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Vietnam. The operation continued, with occasional suspensions, until President Johnson halted in on 

October 31, 1968, under increasing domestic political pressure. 

 

 Jun 21 1969 – Vietnam War:  Communists storm U.S. base near Tay Ninh   »   Approximately 600 

communist soldiers storm a U.S. base near Tay Ninh, 50 miles northwest of Saigon and 12 miles from 

the Cambodian border. The North Vietnamese had been shelling the base for two days, followed by six 

attacks on the city itself and the surrounding villages. About 1,000 civilians fled their homes as Allied 

and communist troops fought in the city streets. The Americans eventually prevailed and it was reported 

that 146 communist soldiers were killed in the bitter street fighting. Ten Americans were killed and 32 

were wounded. Total communist losses around Tay Ninh during the two-day battle were put at 194 

killed. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

   

 Jun 22 1813 – War of 1812:  After learning of American plans for a surprise attack on Beaver Dams 

in Ontario, Laura Secord sets out on a 30 kilometer journey on foot to warn Lieutenant James 

FitzGibbon.  

 

 Jun 22 1864 – Civil War:  Lee strikes back at Petersburg   »    Union forces attempt to capture a 

railroad that had been supplying Petersburg, Virginia, from the south, and extend their lines to the 

Appomattox River. The Confederates thwarted the attempt, and the two sides settled into trenches for 

a nine-month siege. 
 

 
 

 

     The struggle for Petersburg began on 15 JUN. Union General Ulysses S. Grant had spent six weeks 

fighting his way around Richmond, Virginia. His adversary, General Robert E. Lee, commander of the 

Army of Northern Virginia, had inflicted tremendous casualties on the Army of the Potomac. Most 

recently, at Cold Harbor, Grant ordered a disastrous attack on Rebel entrenchments and lost 7,000 men. 

Afterward, Grant swung south to capture the rail center of Petersburg, 23 miles from Richmond. When 

the troops arrived, they found the Confederates already digging trenches. For four days, Grant tried to 

break through the lines. On 18 JUN, Union losses were particularly heavy. After pausing to reconsider 

his tactics, Grant refrained from further frontal assaults. 
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     Instead, Grant resumed the flanking movements he had followed throughout the campaign. He 

extended his left flank on 21 JUN to cut off the Weldon Railroad, which supplied Petersburg from the 

south. Part of the Union Second and Sixth Corps moved past the Jerusalem Plank Road, where they ran 

into Ambrose Powell Hill’s Confederates. Hill’s troops rolled up on the Union flank, inflicting nearly 

3,000 casualties and capturing 1,700 prisoners. Hill provided breathing room for Lee’s army, and the 

armies settled in for a long siege. 

 

 Jun 22 1898 – Spanish*American War:  United States Marines land in Cuba.  

 

 Jun 22 1941 – WWII:  Germany launches Operation Barbarossa—the invasion of Russia   »   Over 3 

million German troops invade Russia in three parallel offensives, in what is the most powerful invasion 

force in history. Nineteen panzer divisions, 3,000 tanks, 2,500 aircraft, and 7,000 artillery pieces pour 

across a thousand-mile front as Hitler goes to war on a second front. 
 

 
 

 

     Despite the fact that Germany and Russia had signed a “pact” in 1939, each guaranteeing the other 

a specific region of influence without interference from the other, suspicion remained high. When the 

Soviet Union invaded Rumania in 1940, Hitler saw a threat to his Balkan oil supply. He immediately 

responded by moving two armored and 10 infantry divisions into Poland, posing a counterthreat to 

Russia. But what began as a defensive move turned into a plan for a German first-strike. Despite 

warnings from his advisers that Germany could not fight the war on two fronts (as Germany’s 

experience in World War I proved), Hitler became convinced that England was holding out against 

German assaults, refusing to surrender, because it had struck a secret deal with Russia. Fearing he 

would be “strangled” from the East and the West, he created, in December 1940, “Directive No. 21: 

Case Barbarossa”–the plan to invade and occupy the very nation he had actually asked to join the Axis 

only a month before! 
 

     On June 22, 1941, having postponed the invasion of Russia after Italy’s attack on Greece forced 

Hitler to bail out his struggling ally in order to keep the Allies from gaining a foothold in the Balkans, 

three German army groups struck Russia hard by surprise. The Russian army was larger than German 

intelligence had anticipated, but they were demobilized. Stalin had shrugged off warnings from his own 

advisers, even Winston Churchill himself, that a German attack was imminent. (Although Hitler had 
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telegraphed his territorial designs on Russia as early as 1925–in his autobiography, Mein Kampf.) By 

the end of the first day of the invasion, the German air force had destroyed more than 1,000 Soviet 

aircraft. And despite the toughness of the Russian troops, and the number of tanks and other armaments 

at their disposal, the Red Army was disorganized, enabling the Germans to penetrate up to 300 miles 

into Russian territory within the next few days. 
 

     Exactly 129 years and one day before Operation Barbarossa, another “dictator” foreign to the 

country he controlled, invaded Russia–making it all the way to the capital. But despite this early 

success, Napoleon would be escorted back to France–by Russian troops. 

 

 Jun 22 1944 – WWII:  FDR signs G.I. Bill   »   U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt signs the G.I. 

Bill, an unprecedented act of legislation designed to compensate returning members of the armed 

services–known as G.I.s–for their efforts in World War II. 
 

 
 

 

     As the last of its sweeping New Deal reforms, Roosevelt’s administration created the G.I. Bill–

officially the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act of 1944–hoping to avoid a relapse into the Great 

Depression after the war ended. FDR particularly wanted to prevent a repeat of the Bonus March of 

1932, when 20,000 unemployed veterans and their families flocked in protest to Washington. The 

American Legion, a veteran’s organization, successfully fought for many of the provisions included in 

the bill, which gave returning servicemen access to unemployment compensation, low-interest home 

and business loans, and–most importantly–funding for education. 
 

     By giving veterans money for tuition, living expenses, books, supplies and equipment, the G.I. Bill 

effectively transformed higher education in America. Before the war, college had been an option for 

only 10-15 percent of young Americans, and university campuses had become known as a haven for 

the most privileged classes. By 1947, in contrast, vets made up half of the nation’s college enrollment; 

three years later, nearly 500,000 Americans graduated from college, compared with 160,000 in 1939. 
 

     As educational institutions opened their doors to this diverse new group of students, overcrowded 

classrooms and residences prompted widespread improvement and expansion of university facilities 

and teaching staffs. An array of new vocational courses were developed across the country, including 

advanced training in education, agriculture, commerce, mining and fishing–skills that had previously 

been taught only informally. 
 

     The G.I. Bill became one of the major forces that drove an economic expansion in America that 

lasted 30 years after World War II. Only 20 percent of the money set aside for unemployment 

compensation under the bill was given out, as most veterans found jobs or pursued higher education. 

Low interest home loans enabled millions of American families to move out of urban centers and buy 
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or build homes outside the city, changing the face of the suburbs. Over 50 years, the impact of the G.I. 

Bill was enormous, with 20 million veterans and dependents using the education benefits and 14 million 

home loans guaranteed, for a total federal investment of $67 billion. Among the millions of Americans 

who have taken advantage of the bill are former Presidents George H.W. Bush and Gerald Ford, former 

Vice President Al Gore and entertainers Johnny Cash, Ed McMahon, Paul Newman and Clint 

Eastwood. 

 

 Jun 22 1945 – WW2:  Battle of Okinawa ends   »   The U.S. 10th Army overcomes the last major 

pockets of Japanese resistance on Okinawa Island, ending one of the bloodiest battles of World War II. 

The same day, Japanese Lieutenant General Mitsuru Ushijima, the commander of Okinawa’s defense, 

committed suicide with a number of Japanese officers and troops rather than surrender. 
 

  

                               Lieutenant General Simon Bolivar Buckner         Lieutenant General Mitsuru Ushijima 

  
 

    On April 1, 1945, the 10th Army, under Lieutenant General Simon Bolivar Buckner, launched the 

invasion of Okinawa, a strategic Pacific island located midway between Japan and Formosa. Possession 

of Okinawa would give the United States a base large enough for an invasion of the Japanese home 

islands. There were more than 100,000 Japanese defenders on the island, but most were deeply 

entrenched in the island’s densely forested interior. By the evening of 1 APR, 60,000 U.S. troops had 

come safely ashore. However, on 4 APR, Japanese land resistance stiffened, and at sea kamikaze pilots 

escalated their deadly suicide attacks on U.S. vessels. 
 

     During the next month, the battle raged on land and sea, with the Japanese troops and fliers making 

the Americans pay dearly for every strategic area of land and water won. On 18 JUN, with U.S. victory 

imminent, General Buckner, the hero of Iwo Jima, was killed by Japanese artillery. Three days later, 

his 10th Army reached the southern coast of the island, and on 22 JUN Japanese resistance effectively 

came to an end. 
 

     The Japanese lost 120,000 troops in the defense of Okinawa, while the Americans suffered 12,500 

dead and 35,000 wounded. Of the 36 Allied ships lost, most were destroyed by the 2,000 or so Japanese 

pilots who gave up their lives in kamikaze missions. With the capture of Okinawa, the Allies prepared 

for the invasion of Japan, a military operation predicted to be far bloodier than the 1944 Allied invasion 
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of Western Europe. The plan called for invading the southern island of Kyushu in November 1945, and 

the main Japanese island of Honshu in March 1946. In July, however, the United States successfully 

tested an atomic bomb and after dropping two of these devastating weapons on Hiroshima and Nagasaki 

in August, Japan surrendered.  

 

 Jun 22 1952 – Korean War:  Utah's 213th Armored Field Artillery Battalion was awarded the 

Distinguished (now Presidential) Unit Citation in South Korea for its stubborn defense of Sanghong–

Jong–Ni during the Communist Chinese offensive of April 1951.  

 

 Jun 22 1971 – Vietnam War:  South Vietnamese fight for Fire Base Fuller   »   In a major engagement 

near the Demilitarized Zone, some 1,500 North Vietnamese attack the 500-man South Vietnamese 

garrison at Fire Base Fuller. Despite U.S. B-52 raids dropping 60 tons of bombs on 21 JUN and a 1,000-

man reinforcement on 24 JUN, the South Vietnamese had to abandon the base since a North Vietnamese 

bombardment had destroyed 80 percent of their bunkers. In an attempt to clear the surrounding area of 

enemy mortar and rocket sites, South Vietnamese forces swept the region on 25 JUN. On 28 JUN, a 

Saigon spokesman announced that 120 South Vietnamese had reoccupied Fire Base Fuller, but would 

not rebuild the fortifications. Casualty figures were reported at nearly 500 North Vietnamese dead, with 

135 wounded. On 1 JUL, fighting again flared up around the base, as 300 communists were pushed 

back with the help of U.S. and South Vietnamese air power and with 150 additional South Vietnamese 

troops. 

 

 Jun 22 1972 – Vietnam War:  New troops sent to An Loc   »   South Vietnam’s 21st Division, 

decimated by repeated attempts to relieve An Loc, is replaced by the 25th Division. At the same time, 

U.S. helicopters flew 18th Division troops to positions south of An Loc to replace badly battered 9th 

Division troops that had also been trying to get to the city. 
 

 

 

 

     The 21st Division and attached units had been trying to reach the besieged city since April 9, when 

the group had been moved from its normal station in the Mekong Delta and ordered to attack up 

Highway 13 from Lai Khe to open the route to An Loc. The South Vietnamese forces had been locked 

in a desperate battle with a North Vietnamese division blocking the highway since the very beginning 

of the siege. As the 21st Division tried to open the road, the defenders inside An Loc fought off repeated 

attacks by two North Vietnamese divisions that had surrounded the city early in April. This was the 

southernmost thrust of the North Vietnamese invasion that had begun on 30 MAR; the other main 

objectives were Quang Tri in the north and Kontum in the Central Highlands. 
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     The arrival of the fresh South Vietnamese soldiers would eventually result in the lifting of the siege 

at An Loc. The 18th Division troops successfully attacked the North Vietnamese forces surrounding 

the city and most of the communist troops within An Loc had been eliminated by the end of the month. 

The 25th Division was less successful and the North Vietnamese forces continued to block Route 13 

south of the city. 

 

 Jun 22 1989 – Cold War:  Cease-fire established in Angolan civil war   »   After nearly 15 years of 

civil war, opposing factions in Angola agree to a cease-fire to end a conflict that had claimed hundreds 

of thousands of lives. The cease-fire also helped to defuse U.S.-Soviet tensions concerning Angola. 
 

 
 

 

     Angola was a former Portuguese colony that had attained independence in 1975. Even before that 

date, however, various factions had been jockeying for power. The two most important were the 

National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA), which was favored by the United 

States, and the Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA), which was supported by the 

Soviets. Once independence became a reality in November 1975, the two groups began a brutal contest 

for control, with the Soviet-supported MPLA eventually seizing control of the nation’s capital. UNITA 

found support from Zaire and South Africa in the form of funds, weapons, and, in the case of South 

Africa, troops. The United States provided covert financial and arms support to both Zaire and South 

Africa to assist those nations’ efforts in Angola. The Soviets responded with increasingly heavy support 

to the MPLA, and Cuba began to airlift troops in to help fight against UNITA. The African nation 

quickly became a Cold War hotspot. President Ronald Reagan began direct U.S. support of UNITA 

during his term in office in the 1980s. Angola suffered through a debilitating civil war, with thousands 

of people killed. Hundreds of thousands more became refugees from the increasingly savage conflict. 
 

     In 1988, Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev set into motion a series of events that would lead to a 

cease-fire the following year. Gorbachev was desperately seeking to better Soviet relations with the 

United States and he was facing a Soviet economy that could no longer sustain the expenses of 

supporting far-flung “wars of national liberation” like in Angola. He therefore announced that the 

Soviet Union was cutting its aid to both the MPLA and Cuba. Cuba, which depended on the Soviet 

subsidy to maintain its troops in Angola, made the decision to withdraw, and its forces began to depart 

in early 1989. South Africa thereupon suspended its aid to UNITA. The United States continued its aid 

to UNITA, but at a much smaller level. UNITA and the MPLA, exhausted from nearly 15 years of 

conflict, agreed to talks in 1989. These resulted in a cease-fire in June of that year. It was a short-lived 
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respite. In 1992, national elections resulted in an overwhelming victory for the MPLA, and UNITA 

went back on the warpath. 
 

     In 1994, a peace accord was signed between the MPLA government and UNITA and in 1997, a 

government with representatives from both sides was established. Still, in 1998 fighting again broke 

out and democracy was suspended. In 2002, the leader of UNITA, Jonas Savimbi, was murdered; 

afterwards a cease-fire was reached, in which UNITA agreed to give up its arms and participate in the 

government. Observers are still waiting, however, for democracy to be reinstated. 

 

 Jun 22 1990 – Cold War:  Checkpoint Charlie is dismantled in Berlin. 
 

 
A view of Checkpoint Charlie in 1963, from the American sector 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

 

 Jun 23 1780 – American Revolution:  Battle of Springfield fought in and around Springfield, New 

Jersey (including Short Hills, formerly of Springfield, now of Millburn Township).  

 

 Jun 23 1812 – War of 1812:  Great Britain revokes the restrictions on American commerce, thus 

eliminating one of the chief reasons for going to war.  

 

 Jun 23 1865 – Civil War:  At Fort Towson in the Oklahoma Territory, Confederate, Brigadier General 

Stand Watie surrenders the last significant rebel army. 

 

 Jun 23 1915 – WWI:  First Battle of the Isonzo   »    Exactly one month after Italy declared war on 

Austria-Hungary, the Italian army attacks Austro-Hungarian positions near the Isonzo River, in the 

eastern section of the Italian front; it will become the first of twelve Battles of the Isonzo fought during 

World War I. 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Berlin_-_Checkpoint_Charlie_1963.jpg
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     Of all the fronts of the Great War, the Italian was the least well-suited not only for offensive 

operations but for any form of warfare at all. Four-fifths of Italy’s 600-kilometer-long border with 

Austria-Hungary was mountainous, with several peaks rising above 3,000 meters. Despite this, the 

Italian chief of staff, Luigi Cadorna, desperately wanted to satisfy the demands of his government–as 

well as the other Allies–by making substantial gains of territory against Austria-Hungary upon Italy’s 

declaration of war on May 23, 1915. 
 

     For its part, Austria-Hungary was surprisingly unconcerned with the Italian entry into the war, 

despite the fact that it opened a third front for an army whose resources were already stretched 

dangerously thin. In the years before the war, the Austrian commander in chief, Conrad von 

Hotzendorff, had often suggested a pre-emptive strike against Italy, as well as against Serbia; in 1915, 

the prospect of confronting an inferior Italian army seemed to lend a new burst of energy to the Dual 

Monarchy. Germany, though, pressured Austria-Hungary to fight defensively in Italy and not to divert 

resources from the Eastern Front against Russia. As a result, while the Italians plotted ambitious 

offensive operations, including surprise attacks across the Isonzo River, the Austrians settled into their 

positions in the mountains along the rapid-flowing Isonzo and planned to mount a solid and spirited 

defense. 
 

     After a series of preliminary operations on various sections of the front, Italian forces struck the 

Austrian positions at the Isonzo for the first time on June 23, 1915, after a one-week bombardment. 

Despite enjoying numerical superiority, the Italian forces were unable to break the Austro-Hungarian 

forces, Cadorna having failed to assemble adequate artillery protection to back up his infantry troops–

a mistake similar to those made early in the war by commanders on the Western Front. Two Austro-

Hungarian infantry divisions soon arrived to aid their comrades at the Isonzo and the Italians were 

prevented from crossing the river; Cadorna called off the attacks on July 7. 
 

     In the four battles fought on the Isonzo in 1915 alone, Italy made no substantial progress and suffered 

235,000 casualties, including 54,000 killed. Cadorna’s plans for a highly mobile Italian advance had 

definitively failed, and battle on the Italian front, as in the west, had settled into slow, excruciating 

trench warfare. 

 

 Jun 23 1940 – WW2:  Hitler takes a tour of Paris   »   Adolf Hitler surveys notable sites in the French 

capital, now German-occupied territory. 
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     In his first and only visit to Paris, Hitler made Napoleon’s tomb among the sites to see. “That was 

the greatest and finest moment of my life,” he said upon leaving. Comparisons between the Fuhrer and 

Napoleon have been made many times: They were both foreigners to the countries they ruled (Napoleon 

was Italian, Hitler was Austrian); both planned invasions of Russia while preparing invasions of 

England; both captured the Russian city of Vilna on 24 JUN; both had photographic memories; both 

were under 5 feet 9 inches tall, among other coincidences. As a tribute to the French emperor, Hitler 

ordered that the remains of Napoleon’s son be moved from Vienna to lie beside his father. 
 

     But Hitler being Hitler, he came to do more than gawk at the tourist attractions. He ordered the 

destruction of two World War I monuments: one to General Charles Mangin, a French war hero, and 

one to Edith Cavell, a British nurse who was executed by a German firing squad for helping Allied 

soldiers escape German-occupied Brussels. The last thing Hitler wanted were such visible reminders 

of past German defeat. 
 

     Hitler would gush about Paris for months afterward. He was so impressed, he ordered architect and 

friend Albert Speer to revive plans for a massive construction program of new public buildings in 

Berlin, an attempt to destroy Paris, not with bombs, but with superior architecture. “Wasn’t Paris 

beautiful?” Hitler asked Speer. “But Berlin must be far more beautiful. When we are finished in Berlin, 

Paris will only be a shadow.” 

 

 Jun 23 1959 – Cold War:  Klaus Fuchs released    »   After only nine years in prison, Klaus Fuchs, the 

German-born Los Alamos scientist whose espionage helped the USSR build their first atomic and 

hydrogen bombs, is released from a British prison. Fuchs immediately left Britain for communist East 

Germany, where he resumed his scientific career. 
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     As a student in prewar Germany, Fuchs joined the German Communist Party in 1930 but in 1934 

was forced to flee after Nazi leader Adolf Hitler came to power. Settling in Britain, he became a brilliant 

young scientist and was recruited by the British military after the outbreak of World War II. Despite 

his communist past, he was granted security clearance. In 1943, Fuchs was sent with other British 

scientists to the United States to join the top secret U.S. atomic program. Eventually stationed at atomic 

development headquarters in Los Alamos, New Mexico, Fuchs became an important figure in the 

program. 
 

     Unbeknownst to anyone at Los Alamos, he made contact with a Soviet spy soon after his arrival and 

offered precise information about the program, including a blueprint of the “Fat Man” atomic bomb 

later dropped on Nagasaki, Japan, and everything that the Los Alamos scientists knew about the 

hypothesized hydrogen bomb. After the war, Fuchs returned to England, where he continued his atomic 

work and Soviet espionage until December 21, 1949, when a British intelligence officer informed the 

physicist that he was suspected of having given classified nuclear weapons information to the USSR. 

The discovery of Fuch’s espionage came four months after the Soviet Union successfully detonated its 

first atomic bomb. 
 

     Fuchs pleaded guilty and on March 1, 1950, after a two-hour trial, was convicted. By British law he 

could be sentenced to only 14 years in prison because the USSR was not an official British enemy at 

the time of his arrest. After nine years, he was released from prison for good behavior and immediately 

left Britain for communist East Germany. He died in 1988. 
 

     The revelation of Fuchs’ espionage was a major factor leading to President Harry Truman’s approval 

of massive funding for the development of the hydrogen bomb, a weapon theorized to be hundreds of 

times more powerful than the atomic bombs dropped on Japan. The first U.S. hydrogen bomb was 

successfully detonated in 1952. Three years later, the Soviet Union detonated its first hydrogen bomb 

on the same principle of radiation implosion. 

 

 Jun 23 1961 – Cold War:  The Antarctic Treaty, which sets aside Antarctica as a scientific preserve 

and bans military activity on the continent, officially comes into force after the opening date for 

signature set for the December 1, 1959. 

 

 Jun 23 1964 – Vietnam War:  Johnson announces new ambassador to South Vietnam   »   At a news 

conference, President Lyndon B. Johnson announces that Henry Cabot Lodge has resigned as 

ambassador to South Vietnam and that Gen. Maxwell Taylor will be his replacement. It was reliably 

reported that virtually every top official in the administration volunteered to serve as ambassador. 

Johnson made a point of insisting that this change would in no way affect the U.S. commitment to 

South Vietnam. 
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Henry Cabot Lodge & Gen. Maxwell Taylor 

 

 

     It was also announced that General Westmoreland was to become the “executive agent” to supervise 

the civilian advisory and assistance programs in three provinces around Saigon, the first stage of a plan 

to coordinate the entire U.S. military and civilian program in South Vietnam under the military 

command. 
 

     Lodge had left his ambassadorial post to pursue the Republican presidential nomination. Ultimately, 

Senator Barry Goldwater of Arizona secured the nomination and was defeated by Johnson in the general 

election. Lodge returned to Saigon in 1965 for another two-year stint as ambassador. 

 

 Jun 23 1967 – Cold War:  Lyndon B. Johnson meets with Aleksei Kosygin   »   Hopes for better U.S.-

Soviet relations run high as U.S. President Lyndon B. Johnson meets with Soviet Premier Aleksei 

Kosygin in Glassboro, New Jersey, for a three-day summit. The meeting ended inconclusively, 

however, as issues such as Vietnam and the Middle East continued to divide the two superpowers. 
 

 
 

 

     The Johnson-Kosygin meeting was the first time a Soviet premier had met with an American 

president in the United States since Nikita Khrushchev visited with President Dwight D. Eisenhower 

in 1959. Relations between the two nations were tense. The Middle East was a continuing source of 

difficulty, as the United States provided massive military and economic support to Israel, and the Soviet 

Union duplicated that effort with a number of Arab nations. Less than three weeks prior to the meeting 

in Glassboro, the Israeli army had scored a smashing victory against Egypt, Syria, and Jordan in the 

Six-Day War. 
 

     The Vietnam War was another Cold War diplomatic quagmire. By mid-1967, the United States had 

many fighting men in South Vietnam, while the Soviets were providing large amounts of military aid 

to North Vietnam. The summit between Johnson and Kosygin, it was hoped, might lessen the tensions. 
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Both Johnson and Kosygin set a positive tone in their public statements. Johnson noted that the United 

States and Soviet Union had a responsibility to act “reasonably and constructively” in order to make it 

“possible for other countries to live in peace with each other, if this can be done.” Kosygin responded 

by declaring, “I want friendship with the American people and I can assure you we want nothing but 

peace with the American people.” 
 

     Privately, however, the summit was not considered a success. The Soviets proved inflexible on the 

major issues. They branded the Israelis as the aggressors in the Middle East and demanded that Israel 

evacuate the lands seized during the Six-Day War. 
 

     Concerning Vietnam, the Soviet stance was plain: peace would come when the United States left 

Vietnam. The Johnson administration publicly declared that the meeting was “very good and very 

useful.” The talks were supposed to continue during a Johnson visit to the Soviet Union in 1968, but a 

brutal Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia to crush the “Prague Spring” revolution led to the cancellation 

of that trip. 

 

 Jun 23 1969 – Vietnam War:  North Vietnamese encircle Ben Het   »   Ben Het, a U.S. Special Forces 

camp located 288 miles northeast of Saigon and six miles from the junction of the Cambodian, Laotian 

and South Vietnamese borders, is besieged and cut off by 2,000 North Vietnamese troops using artillery 

and mortars. The base was defended by 250 U.S. soldiers and 750 South Vietnamese Montagnard 

tribesmen. The siege lasted until 2 JUL when the defenders were reinforced by an allied relief column. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

  

 Jun 24 1779 – American Revolution:  European Waters - The Great Siege of Gibraltar begins. 

Casualties and losses: SP & FR 6,000 - GB 1,788. 

 

 Jun 24 1812 – War of 1812:  Napoleon’s Grande Armee invades Russia    »    Following the rejection 

of his Continental System by Czar Alexander I, French Emperor Napoleon orders his Grande Armee, 

the largest European military force ever assembled to that date, into Russia. The enormous army, 

featuring some 500,000 soldiers and staff, included troops from all the European countries under the 

sway of the French Empire. 
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     During the opening months of the invasion, Napoleon was forced to contend with a bitter Russian 

army in perpetual retreat. Refusing to engage Napoleon’s superior army in a full-scale confrontation, 

the Russians under General Mikhail Kutuzov burned everything behind them as they retreated deeper 

and deeper into Russia. On 7 SEP, the indecisive Battle of Borodino was fought, in which both sides 

suffered terrible losses. On 14 SEP, Napoleon arrived in Moscow intending to find supplies but instead 

found almost the entire population evacuated, and the Russian army retreated again. Early the next 

morning, fires broke across the city, set by Russian patriots, and the Grande Armee’s winter quarters 

were destroyed. After waiting a month for a surrender that never came, Napoleon, faced with the onset 

of the Russian winter, was forced to order his starving army out of Moscow. 
 

     During the disastrous retreat, Napoleon’s army suffered continual harassment from a suddenly 

aggressive and merciless Russian army. Stalked by hunger and the deadly lances of the Cossacks, the 

decimated army reached the Berezina River late in November, but found their way blocked by the 

Russians. On 27 NOV, Napoleon forced a way across at Studenka, and when the bulk of his army 

passed the river two days later, he was forced to burn his makeshift bridges behind him, stranding some 

10,000 stragglers on the other side. From there, the retreat became a rout, and on 8 DEC Napoleon left 

what remained of his army to return to Paris. Six days later, the Grande Armee finally escaped Russia, 

having suffered a loss of more than 400,000 men during the disastrous invasion. 

 

 Jun 24 1813 – War of 1812:  Battle of Beaver Dams - British and Indian combined force defeats the 

U.S. Army. Casualties and losses: US 537 - GB 40.  

 

 Jun 24 1915 – WWI:   First operational flight of new German fighter plane   »   Young Oswald 

Boelcke, one of the earliest and best German fighter pilots of World War I, makes the first operational 

flight of the Fokker Eindecker plane. 
 

 
Oswald Boelcke  and his Fokker E.III, built 1915, powered by Oberursel UI 9-cylinder air-cooled rotary 100 HP engine, weighed 

1,342 lbs., max. speed of 88 MPH, max. ceiling of 11,500 feet, 1 synchronized Spandau machine gun 

 

 

     The years of the First World War, 1914 to 1918, saw a staggering improvement not only in aircraft 

production, but also in technology, on both sides of the conflict. The war began just a decade after 

Orville and Wilbur Wright made their historic 12-second flight at Kittyhawk, North Carolina; by 1918, 

fighter airplanes had been developed that could serve purposes of observation and reconnaissance, 

tactical and strategic bombing, direct attack on ground and air targets and use in naval warfare. 
 

     The Fokker Eindecker, a plane equipped first with one and eventually with two machine guns that 

could fire straight ahead through the aircraft’s propellers, would have a huge impact on air combat in 

the Great War and would put the Luftstreitkrafte, the German Air Service, far ahead of the Allied air 
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forces for several months during the summer of 1915. The British referred to this as the Fokker Menace 

or the Fokker Scourge. The plane’s designer, Anton Fokker, had based the concept of synchronization, 

or the precise timing of the propeller blades to avoid being struck by the machine gun bullets, on an 

aircraft designed by France’s Morane-Saulnier corporation and flown by the famous French ace Roland 

Garros when he was shot down in April 1915 by the Germans. The Fokker Eindecker, or Fokker E, 

plane made German pilots like Boelcke and Max Immelmann into national heroes, as the number of 

their kills increased exponentially. 
 

     By the end of the summer of 1915, the Allies had managed to develop their own planes to rival the 

Fokkers, and balance was restored. Another German air menace reared its head in early 1917, though, 

as the new German Albatros planes decimated the British Royal Flying Corps in the skies over France. 

Soon, however, Allied aviation technology and production began to far outstrip the German efforts, as 

aerial combat became less a question of individual battles by heroic pilots than a matter of mass-

production capability. In the last year of the war, Britain, France and the United States jointly produced 

an average of 11,200 aircraft and 14,500 engines per month, while their financially struggling German 

counterparts managed below 2,000 of each. 

 

 Jun 24 1916 – WWI:  The start of a week-long artillery bombardment on the German Line in 

preparation for the launch (1 Jul) of the 141-day Battle of the Somme. 
 

 
A young German Sommekämpfer in 1916 

 

 

 Jun 24 1952 – Korean War:  US airplanes bomb energy centers at Yalu, Korea. 

 

 Jun 24 1948 – Cold War:  Soviets blockade West Berlin   »    One of the most dramatic standoffs in 

the history of the Cold War begins as the Soviet Union blocks all road and rail traffic to and from West 

Berlin. The blockade turned out to be a terrible diplomatic move by the Soviets, while the United States 

emerged from the confrontation with renewed purpose and confidence. 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_183-R05148,_Westfront,_deutscher_Soldat.jpg
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     Following World War II, Germany was divided into occupation zones. The United States, Great 

Britain, the Soviet Union, and, eventually, France, were given specific zones to occupy in which they 

were to accept the surrender of Nazi forces and restore order. The Soviet Union occupied most of 

eastern Germany, while the other Allied nations occupied western Germany. The German capital of 

Berlin was similarly divided into four zones of occupation. Almost immediately, differences between 

the United States and the Soviet Union surfaced. The Soviets sought huge reparations from Germany 

in the form of money, industrial equipment, and resources. The Russians also made it clear that they 

desired a neutral and disarmed Germany. The United States saw things in quite a different way. 

American officials believed that the economic recovery of Western Europe was dependent on a strong, 

reunified Germany. They also felt that only a rearmed Germany could stand as a bulwark against Soviet 

expansion into Western Europe. In May 1946, the Americans stopped reparations shipments from their 

zone to the Soviets. In December, the British and Americans combined their zones; the French joined 

some months later. The Soviets viewed these actions as a threat and issued more demands for a say in 

the economic future of Germany. On June 22, 1948, negotiations between the Soviets, Americans, and 

British broke down. On 24 JUN, Soviet forces blocked the roads and railroad lines into West Berlin. 
 

     American officials were furious, and some in the administration of President Harry S. Truman 

argued that the time for diplomacy with the Soviets was over. For a few tense days, the world waited 

to see whether the United States and Soviet Union would come to blows. In West Berlin, panic began 

to set in as its population worried about shortages of food, water, and medical aid. The United States 

response came just two days after the Soviets began their blockade. A massive airlift of supplies into 

West Berlin was undertaken in what was to become one of the greatest logistical efforts in history. For 

the Soviets, the escapade quickly became a diplomatic embarrassment. Russia looked like an 

international bully that was trying to starve men, women, and children into submission. And the 

successful American airlift merely served to accentuate the technological superiority of the United 

States over the Soviet Union. On May 12, 1949, the Soviets officially ended the blockade. 

 

 Jun 24 1970 – Vietnam War:  Senate repeals Tonkin Gulf Resolution   »    On an amendment offered 

by Senator Robert Dole (R-KS) to the Foreign Military Sales Act, the Senate votes 81 to 10 to repeal 
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the Tonkin Gulf Resolution. In August 1964, after North Vietnamese torpedo boats attacked U.S. 

destroyers (in what became known as the Tonkin Gulf incident), President Johnson asked Congress for 

a resolution authorizing the president “to take all necessary measures” to defend Southeast Asia. 

Subsequently, Congress passed Public Law 88-408, which became known as the Tonkin Gulf 

Resolution, giving the president the power to take whatever actions he deemed necessary, including 

“the use of armed force.” The resolution passed 82 to 2 in the Senate, where Wayne K. Morse (D-OR) 

and Ernest Gruening (D-AK) were the only dissenting votes; the bill passed unanimously in the House 

of Representatives. President Johnson signed it into law on August 10. It became the legal basis for 

every presidential action taken by the Johnson administration during its conduct of the war. 
 

     Despite the initial support for the resolution, it became increasingly controversial as Johnson used 

it to increase U.S. commitment to the war in Vietnam. Repealing the resolution was meant as an attempt 

to limit presidential war powers. The Nixon administration took a neutral stance on the vote, denying 

that it relied on the Tonkin resolution as the basis for its war-making authority in Southeast Asia. The 

administration asserted that it primarily drew on the constitutional authority of the president as 

commander-in-chief to protect the lives of U.S. military forces in justifying its actions and policies in 

prosecuting the war. 

 

 Jun 24 1970 – Vietnam War:  Martin becomes the U.S. ambassador in Saigon   »    Graham Martin 

is sworn in as Ambassador to South Vietnam, replacing Ellsworth Bunker, who had served in that 

position since April 1967. Martin’s instructions were to demonstrate unswerving U.S. support for South 

Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu and thereby restore Thieu’s faith in the United States as an 

ally. Thieu was worried that the United States would abandon South Vietnam when the U.S. forces 

departed following the signing of the Paris Peace Accords. As it turned out, Thieu’s concern was 

justified. When Congress reduced and then completely halted aid to South Vietnam, the North 

Vietnamese launched a general offensive in early 1975. Without U.S. support, the South Vietnamese 

were defeated in less than 55 days. One of the last Americans to leave South Vietnam was Ambassador 

Martin, who departed Saigon on the morning of April 30, 1975. 

 

 Jun 24 1997 – U.S. Air Force:  Roswell Report    »    U.S. Air Force officials release a 231-page report 

dismissing long-standing claims of an alien spacecraft crash in Roswell, New Mexico, almost exactly 

50 years earlier. 
 

 
 

 

     Public interest in Unidentified Flying Objects, or UFOs, began to flourish in the 1940s, when 

developments in space travel and the dawn of the atomic age caused many Americans to turn their 

attention to the skies. The town of Roswell, located near the Pecos River in southeastern New Mexico, 
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became a magnet for UFO believers due to the strange events of early July 1947, when ranch foreman 

W.W. Brazel found a strange, shiny material scattered over some of his land. He turned the material 

over to the sheriff, who passed it on to authorities at the nearby Air Force base. On July 8, Air Force 

officials announced they had recovered the wreckage of a “flying disk.” A local newspaper put the story 

on its front page, launching Roswell into the spotlight of the public’s UFO fascination. 
 

     The Air Force soon took back their story, however, saying the debris had been merely a downed 

weather balloon. Aside from die-hard UFO believers, or “ufologists,” public interest in the so-called 

“Roswell Incident” faded until the late 1970s, when claims surfaced that the military had invented the 

weather balloon story as a cover-up. Believers in this theory argued that officials had in fact retrieved 

several alien bodies from the crashed spacecraft, which were now stored in the mysterious Area 51 

installation in Nevada. Seeking to dispel these suspicions, the Air Force issued a 1,000-page report in 

1994 stating that the crashed object was actually a high-altitude weather balloon launched from a nearby 

missile test-site as part of a classified experiment aimed at monitoring the atmosphere in order to detect 

Soviet nuclear tests. 
 

     On July 24, 1997, barely a week before the extravagant 50th anniversary celebration of the incident, 

the Air Force released yet another report on the controversial subject. Titled “The Roswell Report, Case 

Closed,” the document stated definitively that there was no Pentagon evidence that any kind of life 

form was found in the Roswell area in connection with the reported UFO sightings, and that the 

“bodies” recovered were not aliens but dummies used in parachute tests conducted in the region. Any 

hopes that this would put an end to the cover-up debate were in vain, as furious ufologists rushed to 

point out the report’s inconsistencies. With conspiracy theories still alive and well on the Internet, 

Roswell continues to thrive as a tourist destination for UFO enthusiasts far and wide, hosting the annual 

UFO Encounter Festival each July and welcoming visitors year-round to its International UFO Museum 

and Research Center. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

   

 Jun 25 1876 – Civil War:  Union begins tunneling toward Rebels at Petersburg   »     Pennsylvania 

troops begin digging a tunnel toward the Rebels at Petersburg, Virginia, in order to blow a hole in the 

Confederate lines and break the stalemate. 
 

    The great campaign between Confederate General Robert E. Lee’s Army of Northern Virginia and 

Ulysses S. Grant’s Army of the Potomac ground to a halt in mid-June. Having battered each other for 

a month and a half, the armies came to a standstill at Petersburg, just south of Richmond. Here, they 

settled into trenches for a long siege of the Confederate rail center. The men of the 48th Pennsylvania 

sought to break the stalemate with an ambitious project. The brainchild of Lieutenant Colonel Henry 

Pleasants, the plan called for the men of his regiment–mostly miners from Pennsylvania’s anthracite 

coal region–to construct a tunnel to the Confederate line, fill it with powder, and blow a gap in the 

fortifications. 
 

     On 24 JUN, the plan received the approval of the regiment’s corps commander, Ambrose Burnside, 

and the digging commenced the following day. Burnside’s superiors, Generals Grant and George 

Meade, expressed little enthusiasm for the project but allowed it to proceed. For five weeks the miners 

dug the 500-foot long shaft, completing about 40 feet per day. On 30 JUL, a huge cache of gunpowder 
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was ignited. The plan worked, and a huge gap was blown in the Rebel line. But poor planning by Union 

officers squandered the opportunity, and the Confederates closed the gap before the Federals could 

exploit the opening. The Battle of the Crater, as it became known, was an unusual event in an otherwise 

uneventful summer along the Petersburg line. 

 

 Jun 25 1876 – Old West:  Battle of Little Big Horn    »    Native American forces led by Chiefs Crazy 

Horse and Sitting Bull defeat the U.S. Army troops of Lieutenant Colonel George Armstrong Custer in 

a bloody battle near southern Montana’s Little Bighorn River. 
 

 
 

 

    Crazy Horse and Sitting Bull, leaders of the Sioux tribe on the Great Plains, strongly resisted the 

mid-19th-century efforts of the U.S. government to confine their people to reservations. In 1875, after 

gold was discovered in South Dakota’s Black Hills, the U.S. Army ignored previous treaty agreements 

and invaded the region. This betrayal led many Sioux and Cheyenne tribesmen to leave their 

reservations and join Sitting Bull and Crazy Horse in Montana. By the late spring of 1876, more than 

10,000 Native Americans had gathered in a camp along the Little Bighorn River–which they called the 

Greasy Grass–in defiance of a U.S. War Department order to return to their reservations or risk being 

attacked. 
 

      In mid-June, three columns of U.S. soldiers lined up against the camp and prepared to march. A 

force of 1,200 Native Americans turned back the first column on 17 JUN. Five days later, General 

Alfred Terry ordered Custer’s 7th Cavalry to scout ahead for enemy troops. On the morning of 25 JUN 

Custer drew near the camp and decided to press on ahead rather than wait for reinforcements. At mid-

day, Custer’s 600 men entered the Little Bighorn Valley. Among the Native Americans, word quickly 

spread of the impending attack. The older Sitting Bull rallied the warriors and saw to the safety of the 

women and children, while Crazy Horse set off with a large force to meet the attackers head on. Despite 

Custer’s desperate attempts to regroup his men, they were quickly overwhelmed. Custer and some 200 

men in his battalion were attacked by as many as 3,000 Native Americans; within an hour, Custer and 

every last one of his soldier were dead. 
 

     The Battle of Little Bighorn–also called Custer’s Last Stand–marked the most decisive Native 

American victory and the worst U.S. Army defeat in the long Plains Indian War. The gruesome fate of 

Custer and his men outraged many white Americans and confirmed their image of the Indians as wild 

and bloodthirsty. Meanwhile, the U.S. government increased its efforts to subdue the tribes. Within five 

years, almost all of the Sioux and Cheyenne would be confined to reservations. Casualties and losses:  

US 323 - Indians 138 Est. 
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 Jun 25 1915 - WWI:  Germans release statement on use of poison gas at Ypres   »   The German press 

publishes an official statement from the country’s war command addressing the German use of poison 

gas at the start of the Second Battle of Ypres two months earlier. 
 

 

 

 

     The German firing of more than 150 tons of lethal chlorine gas against two French colonial divisions 

at Ypres in Belgium on April 22, 1915, had shocked and horrified their Allied opponents in World War 

I and provoked angry outbursts against what was seen as inexcusable barbarism, even in the context of 

warfare. As Sir John French, commander in chief of the British Expeditionary Force (BEF), wrote 

heatedly of the German attacks at Ypres: “All the scientific resources of Germany have apparently been 

brought into play to produce a gas of so virulent and poisonous a nature that any human being brought 

into contact with it is first paralyzed and then meets with a lingering and agonizing death.” 
 

     The German statement of June 25, 1915, was a response to this outraged reaction by the Allies; they 

considered it hypocritical, claiming that their opponents–namely the French–had been manufacturing 

and employing gas in battle well before the Second Battle of Ypres. “For every one who has kept an 

unbiased judgment,” the statement began, “the official assertions of the strictly accurate and truthful 

German military administration will be sufficient to prove the prior use of asphyxiating gases by our 

opponents.” It went on to quote from a memorandum issued by the French War Ministry on February 

21, 1915, containing instructions for using “these so-called shells with stupefying gases that are being 

manufactured by our central factories that contain a fluid which streams forth after the explosion, in the 

form of vapors that irritate the eyes, nose, and throat.” 
 

     This memo, the Germans concluded, proved that “the French in their State workshops manufactured 

shells with asphyxiating gases fully half a year ago at least” and that they must have manufactured 

sufficient numbers for the War Ministry to issue directions on how to use the shells. “What hypocrisy 

when the same people grow indignant because the Germans much later followed them on the path they 

had pointed out!” 
 

     Though the French were, in fact, the first to employ gas during World War I–in August 1914 they 

used tear-gas grenades containing xylyl bromide to confront the initial German advance in Belgium 

and northeastern France–Germany was undoubtedly the first belligerent nation during the war to put 

serious thought and work into the development of chemical weapons that were not merely irritants, like 

xylyl bromide, but could be used in large quantities to inflict a major defeat on the enemy. In addition 

to chlorine gas, first used to deadly effect by the Germans at Ypres, phosgene gas and mustard gas were 

also employed on the battlefields of World War I, mostly by Germany but also by Britain and France, 

who were forced to quickly catch up to the Germans in the realm of chemical-weapons technology.  
 

     Though the psychological impact of poison gas was undoubtedly great, its actual impact on the war–

like that of the tank–is debatable, due to the low rate of fatality associated with the gas attacks. In total, 
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the war saw some 1.25 million gas casualties but only 91,000 deaths from gas poisoning, with over 50 

percent of those fatalities suffered by the poorly equipped Russian army. 

 

 Jun 25 1944 - WW2:  Eisenhower assumes command of U.S. troops in Europe   »   General Dwight 

D. Eisenhower becomes commander of all U.S. troops in the European theater of World War II, 

continuing the steady ascent in military rank that would culminate in his appointment as supreme Allied 

commander of all forces in Europe in 1943. As U.S. commander, Ike developed diplomatic skills that 

he would later employ as America’s 34th president. 
 

 
 

 

     U.S. Army military historians Carl Vuono and M.P.W. Stone have described Eisenhower as a 

dynamic leader who successfully planned and oversaw military strategy in a complex global 

environment. These qualities came in handy when Eisenhower was elected president in 1952. The Cold 

War between democratic and communist nations was in full swing and Eisenhower’s ability to form 

cooperative relationships, his military experience and calm demeanor reassured anxious Americans. 
 

     Ike attended the U.S. Military Academy at West Point from 1911 to 1915, where he cultivated 

friendships with future generals Omar Bradley, James A. Van Fleet and Joseph T. McNarney. After 

graduating, Eisenhower served in relative obscurity stateside and in Panama, rising to the rank of 

lieutenant colonel. He went to the Army War College in 1928 and a year later worked as an assistant 

in the secretary of war’s office. In 1935, he served as an assistant to General Douglas MacArthur in the 

Philippines. With war with Japan seeming imminent, Eisenhower returned to the states in 1941 to 

become a brigadier general in the Third Army. Between February and June 1942, Eisenhower was 

assigned to the War Department and rose rapidly within its ranks. As the leading general of the U.S. 

forces in Europe, Eisenhower was directly involved with planning and executing U.S. military strategy 

in the fight to liberate Europe from Germany and fascist Italy. 
 

     In November 1942, Eisenhower went on to become the commander of all Allied forces in North 

Africa, where he led the successful invasions of Sicily and Italy and dealt with irascible British General 

Bernard Montgomery and exiled French leader Charles de Gaulle. A year later he was appointed 

supreme commander of Allied Expeditionary Forces and planned and led the invasion of Normandy, 

France, more commonly referred to as D-Day. Eisenhower stayed on as general of the U.S. Army until 

1951, when he resigned his commission to run his successful campaign for president. For two terms, 

Ike the war hero presided as the nation’s commander in chief. 
 

     In a speech he gave upon leaving office in 1961, Eisenhower famously warned Americans of the 

growing power of what he termed the military-industrial complex, or the potential for danger that 

existed from the relation of the nation’s commercial and military interests. 
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 Jun 25 1944 - WW2:  United States Navy and Royal Navy ships bombard Cherbourg to support United 

States Army units engaged in the Battle of Cherbourg. Casualties and losses:  US 22,000 - GER 38,000. 

 

 Jun 25 1950 – Korean War:  Korean War begins  »    Armed forces from communist North Korea 

smash into South Korea, setting off the Korean War. The United States, acting under the auspices of 

the United Nations, quickly sprang to the defense of South Korea and fought a bloody and frustrating 

war for the next three years. 
 

     Korea, a former Japanese possession, had been divided into zones of occupation following World 

War II. U.S. forces accepted the surrender of Japanese forces in southern Korea, while Soviet forces 

did the same in northern Korea. Like in Germany, however, the “temporary” division soon became 

permanent. The Soviets assisted in the establishment of a communist regime in North Korea, while the 

United States became the main source of financial and military support for South Korea. 
 

 
 

 

     On June 25, 1950, North Korean forces surprised the South Korean army (and the small U.S. force 

stationed in the country), and quickly headed toward the capital city of Seoul. The United States 

responded by pushing a resolution through the U.N.’s Security Council calling for military assistance 

to South Korea. (Russia was not present to veto the action as it was boycotting the Security Council at 

the time.) With this resolution in hand, President Harry S. Truman rapidly dispatched U.S. land, air, 

and sea forces to Korea to engage in what he termed a “police action.” The American intervention 

turned the tide, and U.S. and South Korean forces marched into North Korea. This action, however, 

prompted the massive intervention of communist Chinese forces in late 1950. The war in Korea 

subsequently bogged down into a bloody stalemate. In 1953, the United States and North Korea signed 

a cease-fire that ended the conflict. The cease-fire agreement also resulted in the continued division of 

North and South Korea at just about the same geographical point as before the conflict. 
 

     The Korean War was the first “hot” war of the Cold War. Over 55,000 American troops were killed 

in the conflict. Korea was the first “limited war,” one in which the U.S. aim was not the complete and 

total defeat of the enemy, but rather the “limited” goal of protecting South Korea. For the U.S. 

government, such an approach was the only rational option in order to avoid a third world war and to 

keep from stretching finite American resources too thinly around the globe. It proved to be a frustrating 

experience for the American people, who were used to the kind of total victory that had been achieved 

in World War II. The public found the concept of limited war difficult to understand or support and the 

Korean War never really gained popular support. 
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 Jun 25 1965 – Vietnam War:  Viet Cong blow up a floating restaurant    »    Two Viet Cong terrorist 

bombs rip through a floating restaurant on the Saigon River. Thirty-one people, including nine 

Americans, were killed in the explosions. Dozens of other diners were wounded, including 11 

Americans. 

 

 Jun 25 1969 – Vietnam War:  U.S. Navy turns boats over to South Vietnamese Navy   »   The U.S. 

Navy turns 64 river patrol gunboats valued at $18.2 million over to the South Vietnamese Navy in what 

is described as the largest single transfer of military equipment in the war thus far. The transfer raised 

the total number of boats in the South Vietnamese Navy to more than 600. This was part of the 

“Vietnamization” program, which President Richard Nixon initiated to increase the fighting capability 

of the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (to include the Army, Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps) 

so that they could assume more responsibility for the war. Vietnamization included the provision of 

new equipment and weapons and an intensified advisory effort. 

 

 Jun 25 1996 – U.S. Air Force:  The Khobar Towers bombing   »    Terrorist attack on a U.S. Air Force 

housing complex in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, on June 25, 1996. The bombers drove a tanker truck packed 

with 5,000 pounds (2,268 kg) of explosives near the complex and then jumped into waiting vehicles, 

escaping just before detonation. The explosion, which was so loud that it was heard some 20 miles (32 

km) away, left a crater 85 feet wide and 35 feet deep. Nineteen U.S. service members were killed, and 

some 500 people were injured. 
 

 
 

 

     The targeted complex, known as Khobar Towers, housed 2,000 U.S. military personnel assigned to 

the King Abdul Aziz Air Base in Saudi Arabia. The service members had been stationed there in order 

to patrol the no-fly zone in southern Iraq that had been declared after the Persian Gulf War (1990–91). 
 

     After the attack, U.S. officials built a case against leaders of the Iranian-backed Saudi Hezbollah 

terrorist group, and, as the fifth anniversary of the bombing grew near, the U.S. indicted 14 men—13 

Saudis and one Lebanese man. According to the 46-count indictment, the bombing had been in the 

planning stage for more than three years by Saudi Hezbollah members, who wanted to oust Americans 

from Saudi Arabia. The explosives used in the attack had been transported from Beirut. At a news 

conference announcing the indictment, Attorney General John D. Ashcroft said that Iranian government 

officials “inspired, supported, and supervised members of Saudi Hezbollah” in the attack. However, no 

Iranian officials were charged in the indictment, and Iran denied any role in the bombing. 
 

     Saudi Arabia challenged U.S. jurisdiction in the case, as the act took place in Saudi Arabia, and 13 

of the men charged were Saudi citizens. Some of the suspects were in Saudi custody, whereas others 
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remained fugitives. Saudi officials said that extradition was impossible and that the men in their custody 

would be tried in Saudi Arabia. 
 

     Four of the men indicted by the United States in the Khobar case—Abdelkarim Hussein Mohamed 

al-Nasser, Ahmad Ibrahim al-Mughassil, Ali Saed bin Ali el-Hoorie, and Ibrahim Salih Mohammed al-

Yacoub—were still on the FBI’s list of most-wanted terrorists some two decades after the attack. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

   

 Jun 26 1876 – Old West:  Reno takes command of 7th Cavalry   »    Following Lieutenant Colonel 

George Custer’s death the previous day in the Battle of the Little Big Horn, Major Marcus Reno takes 

command of the surviving soldiers of the 7th Cavalry. A West Point graduate who fought for the North 

during the Civil War, Marcus Reno was an experienced soldier and officer. Yet, despite having been 

sent west in 1868 as a major in Custer’s 7th Cavalry, Reno had never actually fought any Indians prior 

to the Battle of the Little Big Horn. 
 

 
 

 

     On June 25, 1876, Custer’s scouts reported they had located a gigantic village of Sioux and 

Cheyenne Indians encamped nearby along the banks of the Little Big Horn River in southern Montana. 

Believing that his scouts must have grossly overestimated the size of the village, Custer immediately 

prepared to attack. He divided the 600 soldiers of the 7th Cavalry into four battalions, placing Reno in 

command of one of them. Custer and Reno led their two battalions down a small creek (later called 

Reno Creek) toward the Little Big Horn River. A third battalion commanded by Captain Frederick 

Benteen scouted the hills to the west, while the fourth stayed in the rear to protect the army’s horses. 
 

      About three or four miles from the Little Big Horn, Custer and Reno spotted a group of about 50 

Sioux and Cheyenne warriors. Fearing that the village ahead was already fleeing, Custer ordered Reno 

and his battalion to give pursuit, promising “the whole outfit” would soon support him. Reno and his 

men quickly rode down the valley and crossed the Little Big Horn. As they charged toward the Indian 

village, they began to encounter growing numbers of warriors mounting a strong defense. 
 

     Uncertain of what lay ahead, Reno called a halt and ordered his men to dismount and fight on foot. 

Within minutes, he was under attack by a massive force of Sioux and Cheyenne braves. With no sign 

of the support Custer had promised, Reno decided he had no choice but to retreat and try to regain a 

defensible position on the high bluffs across the river. Some witnesses later said Reno panicked at this 

point and at least temporarily gave conflicting and confused orders. In any event, the retreat quickly 

became chaotic, allowing the Indians to easily pick off about one third of Reno’s troops before they 

reached the bluffs. There, Benteen and his battalion soon joined them. 
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     Benteen had received a dispatch from Custer downstream ordering the troops to hasten forward, but 

there was considerable disagreement among the officers about what to do. Their battalions had been 

badly hurt, and they needed time to regroup. Finally, the officers led the troops downstream toward the 

sound of heavy gunfire, but the presence of many wounded slowed their advance. Unbeknownst to 

Reno and Benteen, by this point the Indians had already wiped out Custer’s battalion. The braves now 

rushed upstream to attack the advancing soldiers, forcing them to retreat to their entrenched positions 

on the bluffs. 
 

      The soldiers held off the Indians for another three hours of heavy fighting. When darkness fell, the 

Indians withdrew. The following day, June 26, Reno took formal command of the remnants of the 7th 

Cavalry, and he succeeded in fighting a holding action until the Indians decided to withdraw around 

noon. On June 27, fresh troops under General Terry arrived, and the soldiers began the grisly task of 

identifying and burying the dead. 
 

      In the postmortem of the disastrous battle, some refused to believe that the magnificent Custer could 

have been responsible and they blamed Reno. At Reno’s request, in early 1879 the army staged a formal 

inquiry into the battle. After more than 26 days of testimony, a panel of three officers exonerated Reno. 

They ruled that he had fought desperately and bravely to keep his own battalion from being wiped out 

during the battle, and he could not be blamed for failing to go to Custer’s aid. Some civilian critics 

labeled the ruling a whitewash, and Reno never managed fully to redeem himself in their eyes. 

 

 Jun 26 1917 – WWI:  First U.S. troops arrive in France   »   The first 14,000 U.S. infantry troops land 

in France at the port of Saint Nazaire. The landing site had been kept secret because of the menace of 

German submarines, but by the time the Americans had lined up to take their first salute on French soil, 

an enthusiastic crowd had gathered to welcome them. However, the “Doughboys,” as the British 

referred to the green American troops, were untrained, ill-equipped, and far from ready for the 

difficulties of fighting along the Western Front. 
 

 
 

 

     One of U.S. General John J. Pershing’s first duties as commander of the American Expeditionary 

Force was to set up training camps in France and establish communication and supply networks. Four 

months later, on October 21, the first Americans entered combat when units from the U.S. Army’s First 

Division were assigned to Allied trenches in the Luneville sector near Nancy, France. Each American 

unit was attached to a corresponding French unit. Two days later, Corporal Robert Bralet of the Sixth 

Artillery became the first U.S. soldier to fire a shot in the war when he discharged a French 75mm gun 
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into a German trench a half mile away. On November 2, Corporal James Gresham and privates Thomas 

Enright and Merle Hay of the 16th Infantry became the first American soldiers to die when Germans 

raided their trenches near Bathelemont, France. 
 

     After four years of bloody stalemate along the Western Front, the entrance of America’s well-

supplied forces into the conflict was a major turning point in the war. When the war finally ended on 

November 11, 1918, more than two million American soldiers had served on the battlefields of Western 

Europe, and more than 50,000 of these men had lost their lives. 

 

 Jun 26 1918 – WWI:  Western Front Battle for Belleau Wood – Allied Forces under John J. Pershing 

and James Harbord defeat Imperial German Forces under Wilhelm, German Crown Prince.  

 

 Jun 26 1924 – U.S*Dominican Republican:  Latin America Interventions After 8 years of occupation 

US troops leave Dominican Republic 

 

 Jun 26 1940 – WWII:  Turkey declares nonbelligerency   »   Turkey announces neutrality in the widening 

world war. Turkey was precariously positioned, prime real estate for both the Soviet Union to the north 

and the Axis Powers to the west. For the Soviets, an occupied or “satellite” Turkey could be yet another 

buffer zone, protection against invasion. For Germany, it was a means to an end, a bridge to conquests 

in the Middle East. Turkey could not afford to antagonize one or the other. 
 

     But that position would not hold. By the time the Soviet Union had reconquered Crimea from 

Germany in 1944, Turkey needed to be seen as an “ally” of the Russian Bear so as not to invite, 

unwittingly, Russian troops onto its territory. Consequently, Turkey stopped chrome shipments to 

Germany and—with added prodding by Winston Churchill—declared itself “pro-Allied” but still not a 

belligerent. But by February 1945, Turkey, anticipating Hitler’s defeat, finally formally declared war 

on Germany. 

 

 Jun 26 1948 – WWII:  U.N. Charter is signed    »   The Charter for the United Nations is signed in San 

Francisco. The United Nations was born of perceived necessity, as a means of better arbitrating 

international conflict and negotiating peace than was provided for by the old League of Nations. The 

growing Second World War became the real impetus for the United States, Britain, and the Soviet 

Union to begin formulating the original U.N. Declaration, signed by 26 nations in January 1942, as a 

formal act of opposition to Germany, Italy, and Japan, the Axis Powers. 
 

     But now that the war—at least in the West—was over, negotiating and maintaining the peace was 

the practical responsibility of the new U.N. Security Council, made up of the United States, Great 

Britain, France, the Soviet Union, and China. Each would have veto power over the other. A year later, 

after the war in the East was won as well, Winston Churchill called for the United Nations to employ 

its Charter in the service of creating a new, united Europe—united in its opposition to communist 

expansion—East and West. Given the composition of the Security Council, this would prove easier 

said than done. 

 

 Jun 26 1948 – Cold War:  U.S. begins Berlin Airlift    »     U.S. and British pilots begin delivering 

food and supplies by airplane to Berlin after the city is isolated by a Soviet Union blockade. 
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     When World War II ended in 1945, defeated Germany was divided into Soviet, American, British 

and French zones of occupation. The city of Berlin, though located within the Soviet zone of 

occupation, was also split into four sectors, with the Allies taking the western part of the city and the 

Soviets the eastern. In June 1948, Josef Stalin’s government attempted to consolidate control of the city 

by cutting off all land and sea routes to West Berlin in order to pressure the Allies to evacuate. As a 

result, beginning on June 24 the western section of Berlin and its 2 million people were deprived of 

food, heating fuel and other crucial supplies. 
 

     Though some in U.S. President Harry S. Truman’s administration called for a direct military 

response to this aggressive Soviet move, Truman worried such a response would trigger another world 

war. Instead, he authorized a massive airlift operation under the control of General Lucius D. Clay, the 

American-appointed military governor of Germany. The first planes took off from England and western 

Germany on 26 JUN, loaded with food, clothing, water, medicine and fuel. 
 

     By 15 JUL, an average of 2,500 tons of supplies was being flown into the city every day. The 

massive scale of the airlift made it a huge logistical challenge and at times a great risk. With planes 

landing at Tempelhof Airport every four minutes, round the clock, pilots were being asked to fly two 

or more round-trip flights every day, in World War II planes that were sometimes in need of repair. 
 

     The Soviets lifted the blockade in May 1949, having earned the scorn of the international community 

for subjecting innocent men, women and children to hardship and starvation. The airlift–called die 

Luftbrucke or “the air bridge” in German–continued until September 1949, for a total delivery of more 

than 1.5 million tons of supplies and a total cost of over $224 million. When it ended, the eastern section 

of Berlin was absorbed into Soviet East Germany, while West Berlin remained a separate territory with 

its own government and close ties to West Germany. The Berlin Wall, built in 1961, formed a dividing 

line between East and West Berlin. Its destruction in 1989 presaged the 1991 collapse of the Soviet 

Union and marked the end of an era and the reemergence of Berlin as the capital of a new, unified 

German nation. 

 

 Jun 26 1965 – Vietnam War:  Westmoreland given authority to commit U.S. forces   »   Gen. William 

Westmoreland, senior U.S. military commander in Vietnam, is given formal authority to commit 

American troops to battle when he decides they are necessary “to strengthen the relative position of the 

GVN [Government of Vietnam] forces.” This authorization permitted Westmoreland to put his forces 
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on the offensive. Heretofore, U.S. combat forces had been restricted to protecting U.S. airbases and 

other facilities. 

 

 

 

     The first major offensive by U.S. forces under this new directive was launched two days later by 

3,000 troops of the 173rd Airborne Brigade, in conjunction with 800 Australian soldiers and a 

Vietnamese airborne unit. These forces assaulted a jungle area known as Viet Cong Zone D, 20 miles 

northeast of Saigon. The operation was called off after three days when it failed to make any major 

contact with the enemy. One American was killed, and nine Americans and four Australians were 

wounded. 

 

 Jun 26 1972 – Vietnam War:  U.S. aircraft shifted to Thailand   »   The shift of fighter-bomber 

squadrons, involving up to 150 U.S. planes and more than 2,000 pilots from Da Nang, to bases in 

Thailand is completed. The shift was necessitated by the pending withdrawal of the U.S. infantry 

brigade that provided security for flyers at Da Nang. The departure of the U.S. unit was part of President 

Richard Nixon’s Vietnamization program that he had instituted in June 1969. Under this program, the 

responsibility for the war was to be gradually transferred to the South Vietnamese so U.S. forces could 

be withdrawn. 

 

 Jun 26 1993 – U.S.*Iraq:  Clinton punishes Iraq for plot to kill Bush   »   In retaliation for an Iraqi 

plot to assassinate former U.S. President George Bush during his April visit to Kuwait, President Bill 

Clinton orders U.S. warships to fire Tomahawk cruise missiles at Iraqi intelligence headquarters in 

downtown Baghdad. 
 

     On April 13, 1993, the day before George Bush was scheduled to visit Kuwait and be honored for 

his victory in the Persian Gulf War, Kuwaiti authorities foiled a car-bomb plot to assassinate him. 

Fourteen suspects, most of them Iraqi nationals, were arrested, and the next day their massive car bomb 

was discovered in Kuwait City. Citing “compelling evidence” of the direct involvement of Iraqi 

intelligence in the assassination attempt, President Clinton ordered a retaliatory attack against their 

alleged headquarters in the Iraqi capital on 26 JUN. Twenty-three Tomahawk missiles, each costing 

more than a million dollars, were fired off the USS Peterson in the Red Sea and the cruiser USS 

Chancellorsville in the Persian Gulf, destroying the building and, according to Iraqi accounts, killing 

several civilians. 

 

 Jun 26 2005 – War in Afghanistan:  Three U.S. Navy SEALs and 16 American Special Operations 

Forces soldiers are killed during Operation Red Wing, a failed counter–insurgent mission in Kunar 

province, Afghanistan. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 
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 Jun 27 1864 – Civil War:  Confederate and Union forces clash at the Battle of Kennesaw Mountain   

»   Union General William T. Sherman launches a major attack on Confederate General Joseph 

Johnston’s army at the Battle of Kennesaw Mountain in Georgia. 
 

     Beginning in early May, Sherman began a slow advance down the 100-mile corridor from 

Chattanooga, Tennessee, to Atlanta, refraining from making any large-scale assaults. The campaign 

was marked by many smaller battles and constant skirmishes but no decisive encounters. Johnston was 

losing ground, but he was also buying time for the Confederates. With Sherman frustrated in Georgia, 

and Ulysses S. Grant unable to knock out Robert E. Lee’s army in Virginia, the Union war effort was 

stalled, casualty rates were high, and the re-election of President Abraham Lincoln appeared unlikely. 
 

 
 

 

     In the days leading up to the assault at Kennesaw Mountain, Sherman tried to flank Johnston. Since 

one of Johnston’s generals, John Bell Hood, attacked at Kolb’s Farm, Georgia, and lost 1,500 precious 

Confederate soldiers, Sherman believed that Johnston’s line was stretched thin and that an assault 

would break the Rebels. So he changed his tactics and planned a move against the center of the 

Confederate lines around Kennesaw Mountain. He feigned attacks on both of Johnston’s flanks, then 

hurled 8,000 men at the Confederate center. It was a disaster. Entrenched Southerners bombarded the 

Yankees, who were attacking uphill. Three thousand Union troops fell, compared with just 500 

Confederates. 
 

     The battle was only a marginal Confederate victory. Sherman remained in place for four more days, 

but one of the decoy attacks on the Confederate flanks did, in fact, place the Union troops in a position 

to cut into Johnston’s rear. On 3 JUL, Johnston had to vacate his Kennesaw Mountain lines and retreat 

toward Atlanta. Sherman followed, and the slow campaign lurched on into the Georgia summer.   

 

 Jun 27 1914 – Pre WWI:  Colonel House meets with British foreign secretary in London   »    Colonel 

Edward House, close adviser to U.S. President Woodrow Wilson, meets with Foreign Secretary Edward 

Grey of Britain, over lunch in London. 
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     The meeting, part of a diplomatic tour of Europe that House made during the early summer of 1914, 

took place several weeks after House’s arrival in London, the previous 9 JUN, after visiting Berlin, 

Germany, and Paris, France. The purpose of House’s trip was to persuade Germany and Britain to join 

with the United States in a diplomatic alliance in order to preserve peace, not only in Europe but in the 

world. House had long believed that, due to the mass amount of military and naval might the great 

powers of Europe had accumulated, they, along with America, could work together to prevent major 

wars. On his trip to Europe, he sought an agreement between Britain and Germany to limit the size of 

their respective navies and cease the naval build-up that had been occurring over the past decade, in 

order to preserve the tenuous balance of power and avoid major conflict between the two great power 

blocs that had lined up in Europe by 1914: France, Russia and Great Britain on one side, and Germany, 

Austria-Hungary and a tentative Italy on the other. 
 

     In Berlin, House had achieved his primary goal of the visit, a private audience with Kaiser Wilhelm 

II, which he was granted on June 1. As House recorded in his diary, the two men discussed “the 

European situation as it affected the Anglo-Saxon race.” The kaiser was of the opinion that Britain, 

Germany and the U.S.—as the best representatives of Christian civilization—were natural allies against 

the semi-barbarous Latin and Slavic nations (including France and Russia), but that all the Europeans 

should ally in defense of Western civilization “as against the Oriental races.” House worked to persuade 

Wilhelm that Britain would not seek to ally itself with Russia if Germany would cease the challenge to 

its naval power. Both men agreed that American moderation—from House, for example, or from 

Wilson himself—might aid in bringing the great European powers together. 
 

     House left Germany after promising the kaiser to attempt to secure Britain’s agreement to an 

American initiative. From Paris on 3 JUN, he wrote to President Wilson that “both England and 

Germany have one feeling in common and that is fear of one another.” If the two nations could get 

together and work to solve their misunderstandings, House believed, future war in Europe could be 

averted. 
 

     The meeting with Grey on 27 JUN was arranged by Walter Hines Page, the U.S. ambassador to 

Britain. House and Grey discussed at length the tense political situation in Europe: France’s desire to 

take revenge on Germany for taking their territories of Alsace and Lorraine in 1871; Britain’s need to 

maintain good relations with Russia; and Germany’s aggressive naval program. House in turn warned 

Grey of “the militant war spirit in Germany and of the high tension of the people” that he had witnessed 

during his recent visit, and expressed his opinion that “the kaiser himself and most of his immediate 

advisors did not want war because they wished Germany to expand commercially and grow in wealth, 
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but the army was military and aggressive and ready for war at any time.” Nonetheless, the two men 

both agreed, by the end of the meeting, that “Neither England, Germany, Russia, nor France desire 

war.” 
 

     Less than 24 hours later, however, Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria and his wife Sophie were 

killed by bullets fired at point-blank range by a 19-year-old Serbian nationalist, Gavrilo Princip, during 

an official visit to Sarajevo, Bosnia. Vienna, like the rest of the world, blamed their upstart nemesis in 

the Balkans, Serbia, for the crime, and entreated Germany to stand behind it in the case of war with 

Serbia and its powerful ally, Russia. A stunned and outraged Kaiser Wilhelm gave this assurance, and 

by the end of July, Europe was at war. 

 

 Jun 27 1940 – WW2:  Germans get Enigma   »    The Germans set up two-way radio communication 

in their newly occupied French territory, employing their most sophisticated coding machine, Enigma, 

to transmit information. 
 

 
 

 

     The Germans set up radio stations in Brest and the port town of Cherbourg. Signals would be 

transmitted to German bombers so as to direct them to targets in Britain. The Enigma coding machine, 

invented in 1919 by Hugo Koch, a Dutchman, looked like a typewriter and was originally employed 

for business purposes. The German army adapted the machine for wartime use and considered its 

encoding system unbreakable. They were wrong. The Brits had broken the code as early as the German 

invasion of Poland and had intercepted virtually every message sent through the system. Britain 

nicknamed the intercepted messages Ultra. 

 

 Jun 27 1944 – WW2:  U.S. troops liberate Cherbourg, France   »    The Allies capture the fortified 

town and port of Cherbourg, in northwest France, freeing it from German occupation. Hitler had for all 

intents and purposes anticipated his own defeat when, in contrast with the analysis of his advisers, he 

accurately predicted that the D-Day invasion would be focused on Normandy. He knew the Allies 

needed to take a large port-and Cherbourg fit the bill. (The Brits had actually handpicked Cherbourg as 

the target for a “Cross-Channel” landing back in 1942.) Once the Allies actually landed on Normandy 

beaches June 6, the fall of Cherbourg was only a matter of time. 
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The mayor of Cherbourg thanks General Collins for liberating the city 

 

 Jun 27 1950 – Korean War:  U.N. approves armed force to repel North Korea    »    Just two days 

after communist North Korean forces invaded South Korea, the United Nations Security Council 

approves a resolution put forward by the United States calling for armed force to repel the North Korean 

invaders. The action provided the pretext for U.S. intervention in the conflict and was the first time the 

Security Council had ever approved the use of military force. 
 

     On June 25, 1950, communist North Korea invaded South Korea. Although some U.S. military 

personnel were in South Korea, the North Korean forces made rapid headway. Almost immediately, 

the U.N. Security Council issued a resolution calling for a cease-fire and an end to North Korean 

aggression. North Korea dismissed the resolution as “illegal.” On June 27, Warren Austin, the U.S. 

representative on the Security Council, proposed a resolution. It noted that North Korea had ignored 

the earlier cease-fire resolution and that South Korea was pleading for assistance. Therefore, the 

resolution asked that “the members of the United Nations furnish such assistance to the Republic of 

Korea as may be necessary to repel the armed attack and to restore international peace and security in 

the area.” The resolution passed by a vote of 7 to 1. Yugoslavia was the only dissenting vote; Egypt 

and India abstained. The Soviet Union, as a permanent member of the Security Council, could have 

easily vetoed the resolution, but the Russian representative was boycotting Security Council meetings 

until the communist People’s Republic of China was admitted to the United Nations. 
 

     The Security Council vote meant that any member nation could now come to the assistance of South 

Korea, though it left unstated how the efforts of various nations might be coordinated. For the United 

States, the resolution was all that was needed to provide a foundation for American military 

intervention. Just three days after the resolution was passed, President Harry S. Truman dispatched 

land, sea, and air forces to beat back the North Korean attack. That action led to three years of U.S. 

involvement in the Korean War and over 50,000 U.S. servicemen were killed in the conflict. An 

armistice signed in July 1953 left Korea a divided nation. 

 

 Jun 27 1950 – Korean War:  Truman orders U.S. forces to Korea   »     President Harry S. Truman 

announces that he is ordering U.S. air and naval forces to South Korea to aid the democratic nation in 

repulsing an invasion by communist North Korea. The United States was undertaking the major military 

operation, he explained, to enforce a United Nations resolution calling for an end to hostilities, and to 

stem the spread of communism in Asia. In addition to ordering U.S. forces to Korea, Truman also 

deployed the U.S. 7th Fleet to Formosa (Taiwan) to guard against invasion by communist China and 

ordered an acceleration of military aid to French forces fighting communist guerrillas in Vietnam. 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Liberation_de_Cherbourg_le_maire_felicite_les_americains.jpg
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     At the Yalta Conference towards the end of World War II, the United States, the USSR, and Great 

Britain agreed to divide Korea into two separate occupation zones. The country was split along the 38th 

parallel, with Soviet forces occupying the northern zone and Americans stationed in the south. In 1947, 

the United States and Great Britain called for free elections throughout Korea, but the Soviets refused 

to comply. In May 1948 the Korean Democratic People’s Republic–a communist state–was proclaimed 

in North Korea. In August, the democratic Republic of Korea was established in South Korea. By 1949, 

both the United States and the USSR had withdrawn the majority of their troops from the Korean 

Peninsula. 
 

     At dawn on June 25, 1950 (June 24 in the United States and Europe), 90,000 communist troops of 

the North Korean People’s Army invaded South Korea across the 38th parallel, catching the Republic 

of Korea’s forces completely off guard and throwing them into a hasty southern retreat. On the 

afternoon of June 25, the U.N. Security Council met in an emergency session and approved a U.S. 

resolution calling for an “immediate cessation of hostilities” and the withdrawal of North Korean forces 

to the 38th parallel. At the time, the USSR was boycotting the Security Council over the U.N.’s refusal 

to admit the People’s Republic of China and so missed its chance to veto this and other crucial U.N. 

resolutions. 
 

      On 27 JUN, President Truman announced to the nation and the world that America would intervene 

in the Korean conflict in order to prevent the conquest of an independent nation by communism. 

Truman was suggesting that the USSR was behind the North Korean invasion, and in fact the Soviets 

had given tacit approval to the invasion, which was carried out with Soviet-made tanks and weapons. 

Despite the fear that U.S. intervention in Korea might lead to open warfare between the United States 

and Russia after years of “cold war,” Truman’s decision was met with overwhelming approval from 

Congress and the U.S. public. Truman did not ask for a declaration of war, but Congress voted to extend 

the draft and authorized Truman to call up reservists. 
 

     On 28 JUN, the Security Council met again and in the continued absence of the Soviet Union passed 

a U.S. resolution approving the use of force against North Korea. On 30 JUN, Truman agreed to send 

U.S. ground forces to Korea, and on 7 JUL the Security Council recommended that all U.N. forces sent 

to Korea be put under U.S. command. The next day, General Douglas MacArthur was named 

commander of all U.N. forces in Korea. 
 

     In the opening months of the war, the U.S.-led U.N. forces rapidly advanced against the North 

Koreans, but Chinese communist troops entered the fray in October, throwing the Allies into a hasty 

retreat. In April 1951, Truman relieved MacArthur of his command after he publicly threatened to 
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bomb China in defiance of Truman’s stated war policy. Truman feared that an escalation of fighting 

with China would draw the Soviet Union into the Korean War. 
 

      By May 1951, the communists were pushed back to the 38th parallel, and the battle line remained 

in that vicinity for the remainder of the war. On July 27, 1953, after two years of negotiation, an 

armistice was signed, ending the war and reestablishing the 1945 division of Korea that still exists 

today. Approximately 150,000 troops from South Korea, the United States, and participating U.N. 

nations were killed in the Korean War, and as many as one million South Korean civilians perished. 

An estimated 800,000 communist soldiers were killed, and more than 200,000 North Korean civilians 

died. 
 

     The original figure of American troops lost–54,246 killed–became controversial when the Pentagon 

acknowledged in 2000 that all U.S. troops killed around the world during the period of the Korean War 

were incorporated into that number. For example, any American soldier killed in a car accident 

anywhere in the world from June 1950 to July 1953 was considered a casualty of the Korean War. If 

these deaths are subtracted from the 54,000 total, leaving just the Americans who died (from whatever 

cause) in the Korean theater of operations, the total U.S. dead in the Korean War numbers 36,516. 

 

 Jun 27 1963 – Vietnam War:  Kennedy appoints Lodge as ambassador    »   President John F. Kennedy 

appoints Henry Cabot Lodge, his former Republican political opponent, to succeed Frederick E. Nolting 

as ambassador to Vietnam. The appointing of Lodge and the recall of Nolting signaled a change in U.S. 

policy in South Vietnam. Lodge was a firm believer in the “domino theory,” and when he became 

convinced that the United States could not defeat the communists in Vietnam with President Ngo Dinh 

Diem in office, he became very critical of Diem’s regime in his dispatches back to Washington. Diem 

was ultimately removed from office and assassinated during a coup by opposition South Vietnamese 

generals that began on November 1, 1963. On orders from the Kennedy administration, Lodge had 

conveyed to the coup plotters that the United States would not thwart any proposed coup. Lodge served 

in Saigon until June 1964, when he resigned his ambassadorial post to pursue the Republican 

presidential nomination. Ultimately, Senator Barry Goldwater of Arizona secured the nomination and 

was defeated by Johnson in the general election. Lodge returned to Saigon in 1965 for another two-

year stint as ambassador. 

 

 Jun 27 1968 – Vietnam War:  U.S. forces begin to evacuate Khe Sanh   »  The U.S. command in 

Saigon confirms that U.S. forces have begun to evacuate the military base at Khe Sanh, 14 miles below 

the Demilitarized Zone and six miles from the Laotian border. The command statement attributed the 

pullback to a change in the military situation. To cope with increased North Vietnamese infiltration and 

activity in the area, Allied forces were adopting a more “mobile posture,” thus making retention of the 

outpost at Khe Sanh unnecessary. The new western anchor of the U.S. base system in the northern 

region would be located 10 miles east of Khe Sanh. 
 

   The siege of Khe Sanh during the 1968 Tet Offensive had been one of the most publicized battles of 

the war because of the similarities it shared with the battle of Dien Bien Phu in 1954, in which the 

communist Viet Minh forces had decisively defeated the French and forced them from the war. Many 

in the American media had portrayed the battle for Khe Sanh as potentially “another Dien Bien Phu.” 
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The Khe Sanh perimeter 

 

 

     The battle began on 22 JAN with a brisk firefight involving the 3rd Battalion, 26th Marines and a 

North Vietnamese battalion entrenched between two hills northwest of the base. An incessant barrage 

kept Khe Sanh’s Marine defenders–which included three battalions from the 26th Marines, elements of 

the 9th Marine Regiment, and the South Vietnamese 37th Ranger Battalion–pinned down in their 

trenches and bunkers. During the 66-day siege, U.S. planes, dropping 5,000 bombs daily, exploded the 

equivalent of five Hiroshima-sized atomic bombs in the area. The relief of Khe Sanh, called Operation 

Pegasus, began in early April as the 1st Cavalry (Airmobile) and a South Vietnamese battalion 

approached the base from the east and south, while the Marines pushed westward to re-open Route 9. 
 

     The siege was finally lifted on 6 APR, when the cavalrymen linked up with the 9th Marines south 

of the Khe Sanh airstrip. In a final clash a week later, the 3rd Battalion, 26th Marines drove enemy 

forces from Hill 881 North. Gen. William Westmoreland, commander of U.S. Military Assistance 

Command Vietnam, contended that Khe Sanh played a vital blocking role at the western end of the 

Demilitarized Zone, and asserted that if the base had fallen, North Vietnamese forces could have 

outflanked Marine defenses along the buffer zone. Various statements in the North Vietnamese 

Communist Party newspaper suggested that Hanoi saw the battle as an opportunity to re-enact its 

famous victory at Dien Bien Phu. 
 

     There was much controversy over the battle at Khe Sanh, as both sides claimed victory. The North 

Vietnamese, although they failed to take the base, claimed that they had tied down a lot of U.S. combat 

assets that could have been used elsewhere in South Vietnam. This is true, but the North Vietnamese 

failed to achieve the decisive victory at Khe Sanh that they had won against the French at Dien Bien 

Phu. For their part, the Americans claimed victory because they had held the base against the North 

Vietnamese onslaught. It was a costly battle for both sides. The official casualty count for the Battle of 

Khe Sanh was 205 Marines killed in action and over 1,600 wounded (this figure did not include the 

American and South Vietnamese soldiers killed in other battles in the region). The U.S. military 

headquarters in Saigon estimated that the North Vietnamese lost between 10,000 and 15,000 men in 

the fighting at Khe Sanh. 

 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 
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 Jun 28 1776 – American Revolution:  The Battle of Sullivan's Island ends with the first decisive 

American victory of the War leading to the commemoration of Carolina Day. Casualties and losses: 

US 37 - GB 220. 

 

 Jun 28 1776 – American Revolution:  Thomas Hickey, Continental Army private and bodyguard to 

General George Washington, is hanged for mutiny and sedition. 

 

 Jun 28 1778  – American Revolution:  The Continentals engage the British in the Battle of Monmouth 

Courthouse resulting in a standstill and British withdrawal under cover of darkness. Casualties and 

losses: US ~500 - GB ~1,134. 

 

 Jun 28 1862 – Civil War:  Confederates capture commercial ship St. Nicholas   »   A Confederate 

band makes a daring capture of a commercial vessel on Chesapeake Bay. The plan was the brainchild 

of George Hollins, a Maryland native and veteran of the War of 1812, who joined the U.S. Navy at age 

15 and had a long and distinguished career. When the American Civil War broke out in 1861, Hollins, 

then a commander of a U.S. warship in the Mediterranean, returned to New York and resigned his 

commission. After a brief stop in his hometown, Baltimore, Hollins offered his services to the 

Confederacy and received a commission on June 21, 1861. 
 

 

                                                          George Hollins                                              Richard Thomas Zarvona 

 

     Soon after, Hollins met up with Richard Thomas Zarvona, a Marylander, former student at West 

Point, and adventurer who had fought with pirates in China and revolutionaries in Italy. They hatched 

a plan to capture the St. Nicholas and use it to marshal other Yankee ships into Confederate service. 

Zarvona went to Baltimore and recruited a band of pirates, who boarded the St. Nicholas as paying 

passengers on 28 JUN. Using the name Madame La Force, Zarvona disguised himself as a flirtatious 

Frenchwoman. Hollins then boarded the St. Nicholas at its first stop. 
 

     The conspirators later retreated to the Frenchwoman’s cabin, where they armed themselves and then 

burst out to capture the surprised crew. Hollins took control of the vessel and stopped on the Virginia 

bank of the Chesapeake to pick up a crew of Confederate soldiers. They planned to capture a Union 

gunboat, the Pawnee, but it was called away. Instead, the St. Nicholas and its pirate crew came upon a 

ship loaded with Brazilian coffee. Two more ships, carrying loads of ice and coal, soon fell to the St. 

Nicholas. These daring exploits earned Hollins a quick promotion in the Confederate navy. 

 

 Jun 28 1914 – Pre WWI:  Archduke Ferdinand assassinated   »   Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria 

and his wife Sophie are shot to death by a Bosnian Serb nationalist during an official visit to the Bosnian 
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capital of Sarajevo. The killings sparked a chain of events that led to the outbreak of World War I by 

early August. On June 28, 1919, five years to the day after Franz Ferdinand's death, Germany and the 

Allied Powers signed the Treaty of Versailles, officially marking the end of World War I. 
 

     The archduke traveled to Sarajevo in June 1914 to inspect the imperial armed forces in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, annexed by Austria-Hungary in 1908. The annexation had angered Serbian nationalists, 

who believed the territories should be part of Serbia. A group of young nationalists hatched a plot to 

kill the archduke during his visit to Sarajevo, and after some missteps, 19-year-old Gavrilo Princip was 

able to shoot the royal couple at point-blank range, while they traveled in their official procession, 

killing both almost instantly. 
 

     The assassination set off a rapid chain of events, as Austria-Hungary immediately blamed the 

Serbian government for the attack. As large and powerful Russia supported Serbia, Austria asked for 

assurances that Germany would step in on its side against Russia and its allies, including France and 

possibly Great Britain. On July 28, Austria-Hungary declared war on Serbia, and the fragile peace 

between Europe's great powers collapsed, beginning the devastating conflict now known as the First 

World War. 
 

     After more than four years of bloodshed, the Great War ended on November 11, 1918, after 

Germany, the last of the Central Powers, surrendered to the Allies. At the peace conference in Paris in 

1919, Allied leaders would state their desire to build a post-war world that was safe from future wars 

of such enormous scale. The Versailles Treaty, signed on June 28, 1919, tragically failed to achieve 

this objective. U.S. President Woodrow Wilson's grand dreams of an international peace-keeping 

organization faltered when put into practice as the League of Nations. Even worse, the harsh terms 

imposed on Germany, the war's biggest loser, led to widespread resentment of the treaty and its authors 

in that country—a resentment that would culminate in the outbreak of the Second World War two 

decades later. 

 

 Jun 28 1919 – WWI:  Keynes predicts economic chaos  »   At the Palace of Versailles outside Paris, 

Germany signs the Treaty of Versailles with the Allies, officially ending World War I. The English 

economist John Maynard Keynes, who had attended the peace conference but then left in protest of the 

treaty, was one of the most outspoken critics of the punitive agreement. In his The Economic 

Consequences of the Peace, published in December 1919, Keynes predicted that the stiff war 

reparations and other harsh terms imposed on Germany by the treaty would lead to the financial collapse 

of the country, which in turn would have serious economic and political repercussions on Europe and 

the world. 
 

 
Cover of the English version and workmen decommissioning a heavy gun, to comply with the treaty. 
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     By the fall of 1918, it was apparent to the leaders of Germany that defeat was inevitable in World 

War I. After four years of terrible attrition, Germany no longer had the men or resources to resist the 

Allies, who had been given a tremendous boost by the infusion of American manpower and supplies. 

In order to avert an Allied invasion of Germany, the German government contacted U.S. President 

Woodrow Wilson in October 1918 and asked him to arrange a general armistice. Earlier that year, 

Wilson had proclaimed his “Fourteen Points,” which proposed terms for a “just and stable peace” 

between Germany and its enemies. The Germans asked that the armistice be established along these 

terms, and the Allies more or less complied, assuring Germany of a fair and unselfish final peace treaty. 

On November 11, 1918, the armistice was signed and went into effect, and fighting in World War I 

came to an end. 
 

     In January 1919, John Maynard Keynes traveled to the Paris Peace Conference as the chief 

representative of the British Treasury. The brilliant 35-year-old economist had previously won acclaim 

for his work with the Indian currency and his management of British finances during the war. In Paris, 

he sat on an economic council and advised British Prime Minister David Lloyd George, but the 

important peacemaking decisions were out of his hands, and President Wilson, Prime Minister Lloyd 

George, and French Prime Minister Georges Clemenceau wielded the real authority. Germany had no 

role in the negotiations deciding its fate, and lesser Allied powers had little responsibility in the drafting 

of the final treaty. 
 

     It soon became apparent that the treaty would bear only a faint resemblance to the Fourteen Points 

that had been proposed by Wilson and embraced by the Germans. Wilson, a great idealist, had few 

negotiating skills, and he soon buckled under the pressure of Clemenceau, who hoped to punish 

Germany as severely as it had punished France in the Treaty of Frankfurt that ended the Franco-Prussian 

War in 1871. Lloyd George took the middle ground between the two men, but he backed the French 

plan to force Germany to pay reparations for damages inflicted on Allied civilians and their property. 

Since the treaty officially held Germany responsible for the outbreak of World War I (in reality it was 

only partially responsible), the Allies would not have to pay reparations for damages they inflicted on 

German civilians. 
 

     The treaty that began to emerge was a thinly veiled Carthaginian Peace, an agreement that 

accomplished Clemenceau’s hope to crush France’s old rival. According to its terms, Germany was to 

relinquish 10 percent of its territory. It was to be disarmed, and its overseas empire taken over by the 

Allies. Most detrimental to Germany’s immediate future, however, was the confiscation of its foreign 

financial holdings and its merchant carrier fleet. The German economy, already devastated by the war, 

was thus further crippled, and the stiff war reparations demanded ensured that it would not soon return 

to its feet. A final reparations figure was not agreed upon in the treaty, but estimates placed the amount 

in excess of $30 billion, far beyond Germany’s capacity to pay. Germany would be subject to invasion 

if it fell behind on payments. 
 

     Keynes, horrified by the terms of the emerging treaty, presented a plan to the Allied leaders in which 

the German government be given a substantial loan, thus allowing it to buy food and materials while 

beginning reparations payments immediately. Lloyd George approved the “Keynes Plan,” but President 

Wilson turned it down because he feared it would not receive congressional approval. In a private letter 

to a friend, Keynes called the idealistic American president “the greatest fraud on earth.” On June 5, 
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1919, Keynes wrote a note to Lloyd George informing the prime minister that he was resigning his post 

in protest of the impending “devastation of Europe.” 
 

     The Germans initially refused to sign the Treaty of Versailles, and it took an ultimatum from the 

Allies to bring the German delegation to Paris on 28 JUN. It was five years to the day since the 

assassination of Archduke Francis Ferdinand, which began the chain of events that led to the outbreak 

of World War I. Clemenceau chose the location for the signing of the treaty: the Hall of Mirrors in 

Versailles Palace, site of the signing of the Treaty of Frankfurt that ended the Franco-Prussian War. At 

the ceremony, General Jan Christiaan Smuts, soon to be president of South Africa, was the only Allied 

leader to protest formally the Treaty of Versailles, saying it would do grave injury to the industrial 

revival of Europe. 
 

 

John Maynard Keynes 
  

 

     At Smuts’ urging, Keynes began work on The Economic Consequences of the Peace. It was 

published in December 1919 and was widely read. In the book, Keynes made a grim prophecy that 

would have particular relevance to the next generation of Europeans: “If we aim at the impoverishment 

of Central Europe, vengeance, I dare say, will not limp. Nothing can then delay for very long the forces 

of Reaction and the despairing convulsions of Revolution, before which the horrors of the later German 

war will fade into nothing, and which will destroy, whoever is victor, the civilization and the progress 

of our generation.” 
 

     Germany soon fell hopelessly behind in its reparations payments, and in 1923 France and Belgium 

occupied the industrial Ruhr region as a means of forcing payment. In protest, workers and employers 

closed down the factories in the region. Catastrophic inflation ensued, and Germany’s fragile economy 

began quickly to collapse. By the time the crash came in November 1923, a lifetime of savings could 

not buy a loaf of bread. That month, the Nazi Party led by Adolf Hitler launched an abortive coup 

against Germany’s government. The Nazis were crushed and Hitler was imprisoned, but many resentful 

Germans sympathized with the Nazis and their hatred of the Treaty of Versailles. 
 

     A decade later, Hitler would exploit this continuing bitterness among Germans to seize control of 

the German state. In the 1930s, the Treaty of Versailles was significantly revised and altered in 

Germany’s favor, but this belated amendment could not stop the rise of German militarism and the 

subsequent outbreak of World War II. 
 

     In the late 1930s, John Maynard Keynes gained a reputation as the world’s foremost economist by 

advocating large-scale government economic planning to keep unemployment low and markets 

healthy. Today, all major capitalist nations adhere to the key principles of Keynesian economics. He 

died in 1946. 
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 Jun 28 1921 – National Guard:  The U.S. Senate confirmed Pennsylvania Col. George Rickards as 

the first National Guardsman to serve as Chief of the Militia Bureau. The bureau later was named the 

National Guard Bureau.  

 

 Jun 28 1948 – Cold War:  Yugoslavia expelled from COMINFORM   »   The Soviet Union expels 

Yugoslavia from the Communist Information Bureau (COMINFORM) for the latter’s position on the 

Greek civil war. The expulsion was concrete evidence of the permanent split that had taken place 

between Russia and Yugoslavia. 
 

     The Soviet Union had established COMINFORM in 1947 to serve as a coordinating body for 

communist parties in Russia, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Italy, France, Czechoslovakia, Romania, and 

Yugoslavia. Most Western observers believed the organization to be the successor to the Communist 

International (COMINTERN had been dissolved by Russia in 1943, in an effort to placate its wartime 

allies–the United States and Great Britain). With the hardening of Cold War animosities after World 

War II, however, the establishment of COMINFORM signaled that the Soviet Union was once again 

setting itself up as the official leader of the communist bloc nations. In addition, the inclusion of the 

Italian and French communist parties served notice that the Soviet Union wished to have a strong say 

in political developments outside of its eastern European satellites. Yugoslavia was an original member, 

but that nation’s leader, Josef Broz Tito, proved to be reluctant in following the Soviet line. Throughout 

1947 and into 1948, Tito harshly criticized Soviet leader Joseph Stalin’s lack of assistance to 

communists fighting for power in Greece. When Tito refused to tone down his complaints, Stalin 

ordered Yugoslavia expelled from COMINFORM. 
 

     After its expulsion, Yugoslavia continued to chart a communist, but distinctly independent, pathway 

in its domestic and foreign policies. The United States was delighted with the Soviet-Yugoslavia split, 

and actively courted Tito with economic and military aid in the late-1940s and 1950s. As Stalin had 

already discovered, however, Tito refused to be the puppet of any government. COMINFORM slowly 

declined after 1948, as other communist parties, such as Italy’s, also chafed under the Soviet desire for 

control. The Soviet Union officially dissolved the organization in 1956. 

 

 Jun 28 1950 – Korean War:  Bodo League Massacre - Suspected communist sympathizers, argued to 

be between 100,000 and 1,200,000 are executed by South Korea troops. 
 

 
Prisoners lie on the ground before execution by South Korean troops 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Prisoners_on_ground_before_execution,Taejon,_South_Korea.jpg
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 Jun 28 1950 – Korean War:  Seoul is captured by North Korean troops. Packed with its own refugees 

fleeing Seoul and leaving their 5th Division stranded, South Korean forces blow up the Hangang Bridge 

to in attempt to slow North Korea's offensive. 
 

 

 Jun 28 1950 – Korean War:  Seoul National University Hospital massacre  »   In the early weeks of 

the war, in June 1950, the North Koreans destroyed the South Korean forces and captured Seoul far 

sooner than anyone expected. When they captured Seoul, about 100 South Korean soldiers who were 

still being treated at Seoul National University Hospital had not been moved elsewhere. The North 

Koreans killed them plus about 800 civilians and medical staff. The Korean People's Army shot or 

buried the people alive. 
 

     The massacre had absolutely no tactical/operational/strategic value for the North Koreans. The 

massacre stands out for its wantonness. The massacre showed that some units of the North Korean 

People's Army were exceptionally barbaric. It should be noted that not all of the North Korean forces 

were this bad. Many were veterans of WW2 and the Chinese civil war and they had some very skilled 

generals. IIRC, the unit that committed the massacre was led by a General Yoo Kyung Soo who was 

noted for his cruelty. 

 

 Jun 28 1965 – Vietnam War:  U.S. forces launch first offensive   »   In the first major offensive ordered 

for U.S. forces, 3,000 troops of the 173rd Airborne Brigade–in conjunction with 800 Australian soldiers 

and a Vietnamese airborne unit–assault a jungle area known as Viet Cong Zone D, 20 miles northeast 

of Saigon. The operation was called off after three days when it failed to make any major contract with 

the enemy. One American was killed and nine Americans and four Australians were wounded. The 

State Department assured the American public that the operation was in accord with Johnson 

administration policy on the role of U.S. troops. 

 

 Jun 28 1972 – Vietnam War:  Nixon announces draftees will not go to Vietnam   »   President Nixon 

announces that no more draftees will be sent to Vietnam unless they volunteer for such duty. He also 

announced that a force of 10,000 troops would be withdrawn by September 1, which would leave a 

total of 39,000 in Vietnam. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

     

 Jun 29 1776 – America Revolution:  South Carolina’s Edward Rutledge opposes independence   »     

Edward Rutledge, one of South Carolina’s representatives to the Continental Congress in Philadelphia, 

expresses his reluctance to declare independence from Britain in a letter to the like-minded John Jay of 

New York. 
 

     Contrary to the majority of his Congressional colleagues, Rutledge advocated patience with regards 

to declaring independence. In a letter to Jay, one of New York’s representatives who was similarly 

disinclined to rush a declaration, Rutledge worried whether moderates like himself and Jay could 

“effectually oppose” a resolution for independence. Jay had urgent business in New York and therefore 

was not able to be present for the debates. Thus, Rutledge wrote of his concerns. 
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     Rutledge was born in Charleston, to a physician who had emigrated from Ireland. Edward’s elder 

brother John studied law at London’s Middle Temple before returning to set up a lucrative practice in 

Charleston. Edward followed suit and studied first at Oxford University before being admitted to the 

English bar at the Middle Temple. He too returned to Charleston, where he married and began a family 

in a house across the street from his brother. As revolutionary politics roiled the colonies, first John, 

then Edward served as South Carolina’s representative to the Continental Congress. Neither Rutledge 

brother was eager to sever ties with Great Britain, but it fell to Edward to sign the Declaration of 

Independence and create the appearance of unanimity to strengthen the Patriots’ stand. At age 26, 

Edward Rutledge was the youngest American to literally risk his neck by signing the document. 

 

 Jun 29 1776 – America Revolution:  First privateer battle of the War fought at Turtle Gut Inlet near 

Cape May, New Jersey  

 

 Jun 29 1835 – Westward Expansion:  Texan William Travis prepares for war with Mexico   »  

Determined to win independence for the Mexican State of Texas, William Travis raises a volunteer 

army of 25 soldiers and prepares to liberate the city of Anahuac. 
 

     Born in South Carolina and raised in Alabama, William Travis moved to Mexican-controlled Texas 

in 1831 at the age of 22. He established a legal practice in Anahuac, a small frontier town about 40 

miles east of Houston. From the start, Travis disliked Mexicans personally and resented Mexican rule 

of Texas politically. In 1832, he clashed with local Mexican officials and was jailed for a month. When 

he was released, the growing Texan independence movement hailed him as a hero, strengthening his 

resolve to break away from Mexico by whatever means necessary. 
 

 

 

                                                                             William Travis                       Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna 
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     Early in 1835, the Mexican President Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna overthrew the republican 

government and proclaimed himself dictator. Rightly fearing that some Texans would rebel as a result, 

Santa Anna quickly moved to reinforce Mexican control and dispatched troops to Anahuac, among 

other areas. Accustomed to enjoying a large degree of autonomy, some Texans resented the presence 

of Santa Anna’s troops, and they turned to Travis for leadership. 
 

     On this day in 1835, Travis raised a company of 25 volunteer soldiers. The next day, the small army 

easily captured Captain Antonio Tenorio, the leader of Santa Anna’s forces in Anahuac, and forced the 

troops to surrender. More radical Texans again proclaimed Travis a hero, but others condemned him 

for trying to foment war and maintained that Santa Anna could still be dealt with short of revolution. 

By the fall of 1835, however, conflict had become inevitable, and Texans prepared to fight a war of 

independence. 
 

     As soon as the rebels had formed an army, Travis was made a lieutenant colonel in command of the 

regular troops at San Antonio. On February 23, 1836, Travis joined forces with Jim Bowie‘s army of 

volunteers to occupy an old Spanish mission known as the Alamo. The following day, Santa Anna and 

about 4,000 of his men laid siege to the Alamo. With less than 200 soldiers, Travis and Bowie were 

able to hold off the Mexicans for 13 days. On March 6, Santa Anna’s soldiers stormed the Alamo and 

killed nearly every Texan defender, including Travis. 
 

     In the months that followed, “Remember the Alamo” became a rallying cry as the Texans 

successfully drove the Mexican forces from their borders. By April, Texas had won its independence. 

Travis, who first hastened the war of independence and then became a martyr to the cause, became an 

enduring symbol of Texan courage and defiance. 

 

 Jun 29 1862 – Civil War:   Rebels inflict attack Yankees at the Battle of Savage’s Station   »   At the 

Battle of Savage’s Station, Virginia, Confederate General Robert E. Lee attacks Union General George 

McClellan as he is pulling his army away from Richmond, Virginia, in retreat during the Seven Days’ 

Battles. Although the Yankees lost 1,000 men–twice as many as the Rebels–they were able to 

successfully protect the retreat. 
 

 
 

 

     George McClellan spent the spring of 1862 preparing the Army of the Potomac for a campaign up 

the James Peninsula toward Richmond. For nearly three months, McClellan landed his troops at Fort 

Monroe, at the end of the peninsula, and worked northwest to Richmond. The Seven Days’ Battles were 

the climax of this attempt to take the Confederate capital. Although he had an advantage in numbers, 
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McClellan squandered it and surrendered the initiative to Lee, who attacked the Yankees and began 

driving them away from Richmond. 
 

     As McClellan retreated, Lee hounded his army. When the Union army moved past Savage’s Station–

a stop on the Richmond and York River Railroad and the site of a Union hospital–Lee ordered an assault 

on the troops screening the retreat. This was a chance to break McClellan’s flank and deal a shattering 

defeat to the Yankees. But although Lee’s strategy was sound, it was complicated, requiring precise 

timing on the part of several generals. The Confederates inflicted serious damage on the Northerners 

but were not able to break the rear guard. Fighting continued until nightfall, when a torrential rainstorm 

ended the battle. 

 

 Jun 29 1943 – WW2:   Germans advance in USSR   »   One week after launching a massive invasion 

of the USSR, German divisions make staggering advances on Leningrad, Moscow, and Kiev. 
 

  
 

 

     Despite his signing of the Nazi-Soviet Pact of 1939, Soviet leader Joseph Stalin knew that war with 

Nazi Germany–the USSR’s natural ideological enemy–was inevitable. In 1941, he received reports that 

German forces were massing along the USSR’s eastern border. He ordered a partial mobilization, 

unwisely believing that Nazi leader Adolf Hitler would never open another front until Britain was 

subdued. Stalin was thus surprised by the invasion that came on June 22, 1941. On that day, 150 German 

divisions poured across the Soviet Union’s 1,800-mile-long eastern frontier in one of the largest and 

most powerful military operations in history. 
 

      Aided by its far superior air force, the Luftwaffe, the Germans raced across the USSR in three great 

army groups, inflicting terrible casualties on the Red Army and Soviet civilians. On 29 JUN, the cities 

of Riga and Ventspils in Latvia fell, 200 Soviet aircraft were shot down, and the encirclement of three 

Russian armies was nearly complete at Minsk in Belarus. Assisted by their Romanian and Finnish allies, 

the Germans conquered vast territory in the opening months of the invasion, and by mid-October the 

great Russian cities of Leningrad and Moscow were under siege. 
 

     However, like Napoleon Bonaparte in 1812, Hitler failed to take into account the Russian people’s 

historic determination in resisting invaders. Although millions of Soviet soldiers and citizens perished 

in 1941, and to the rest of the world it seemed certain that the USSR would fall, the defiant Red Army 

and bitter Russian populace were steadily crushing Hitler’s hopes for a quick victory. Stalin had far 

greater reserves of Red Army divisions than German intelligence had anticipated, and the Soviet 

government did not collapse from lack of popular support as expected. Confronted with the harsh reality 
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of Nazi occupation, Soviets chose Stalin’s regime as the lesser of two evils and willingly sacrificed 

themselves in what became known as the “Great Patriotic War.” 
 

     The German offensive against Moscow stalled only 20 miles from the Kremlin, Leningrad’s spirit 

of resistance remained strong, and the Soviet armament industry–transported by train to the safety of 

the east–carried on, safe from the fighting. Finally, what the Russians call “General Winter” rallied 

again to their cause, crippling the Germans’ ability to maneuver and thinning the ranks of the divisions 

ordered to hold their positions until the next summer offensive. The winter of 1941 came early and was 

the worst in decades, and German troops without winter coats were decimated by the major Soviet 

counteroffensives that began in December. 
 

     In May 1942, the Germans, who had held their line at great cost, launched their summer offensive. 

They captured the Caucasus and pushed to the city of Stalingrad, where one of the greatest battles of 

World War II began. In November 1942, a massive Soviet counteroffensive was launched out of the 

rubble of Stalingrad, and at the end of January 1943 German Field Marshal Friedrich Paulus 

surrendered his encircled army. It was the turning point in the war, and the Soviets subsequently 

recaptured all the territory taken by the Germans in their 1942 offensive. 
 

     In July 1943, the Germans launched their last major attack, at Kursk; after two months of fierce 

battle involving thousands of tanks it ended in failure. From thereon, the Red Army steadily pushed the 

Germans back in a series of Soviet offensives. In January 1944, Leningrad was relieved, and a giant 

offensive to sweep the USSR clean of its invaders began in May. In January 1945, the Red Army 

launched its final offensive, driving into Czechoslovakia and Austria and, in late April, Berlin. The 

German capital was captured on 2 MAY, and five days later Germany surrendered in World War II.  

More than 18 million Soviet soldiers and civilians lost their lives in the Great Patriotic War. Germany 

lost more than three million men as a result of its disastrous invasion of the USSR. 

 

 Jun 29 1943 – WW2:  FDR writes to Manhattan Project physicist Dr. Robert Oppenheimer  »   

President Franklin D. Roosevelt writes a letter marked “secret” to leading Manhattan Project physicist 

J. Robert Oppenheimer. In the letter, Roosevelt sought to smooth over the growing antagonism between 

Oppenheimer and General Leslie Groves, the military leader in charge of the project. 
 

 
 

 

     Roosevelt began by congratulating Oppenheimer (or “Oppie” as he was known to colleagues and 

friends) on the progress of a “highly important and secret program of research, development and 

manufacture with which you are familiar.” No mention was made, of course, of the phrase “Manhattan 
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Project” or “atomic bomb.” Roosevelt conveyed a sense of urgency in solving “the problem” and 

bringing the project to fruition. He stressed the project’s bearing on national security. 
      

     Roosevelt’s letter acknowledged Oppenheimer as the leader of an elite group of scientists operating 

under strict security and under “very special conditions.” He had received reports that the brain trust of 

scientists tapped to deliver an atomic weapon were starting to snap under the pressure of trying to meet 

what they saw as an impossible deadline. Oppenheimer and Groves frequently clashed over the 

scientists living and working conditions. The small isolated community resented living under heavy 

guard in the desert of New Mexico. Many of the experts had doubts the bomb could even be built at all 

and questioned the wisdom of working with such dangerous material. 
 

     Roosevelt appealed to Oppenheimer to convince the group of the necessity of the restrictions and 

asked him to convey his appreciation for their hard work and personal sacrifice. Roosevelt expressed 

his faith that “whatever the enemy may be planning, American science will be equal to the challenge.” 

The letter reflected Roosevelt’s natural ability to rally morale–whether it was subduing revolt among 

physicists working on a crucial new weapon or reassuring American mothers of the need for food 

rationing in a time of war. 
 

     Two years later, at a test site near Alamogordo, New Mexico, the first atomic bomb was successfully 

detonated. Roosevelt would not live to decide whether or not to use the new and powerful weapon in 

World War II. He died on April 12, 1945, leaving the decision to his successor, Harry S. Truman. 

Truman authorized the use of the world’s first atomic weapons against Japan on August 6 and 9, 1945. 

 

 Jun 29 1943 – WW2:  Germany begins withdrawing U-boats from North Atlantic in anticipation of 

the Allied invasion of Europe 

 

 Jun 29 1949 – Post WW2:  US troops withdraw from Korea after WWII 

 

 Jun 29 1964 – Vietnam War:  First New Zealand troops arrive   »   Twenty-four New Zealand Army 

engineers arrive in Saigon as a token of that country’s support for the American effort in South Vietnam. 

The contingent was part of the Free World Military Forces, an effort by President Lyndon B. Johnson 

to enlist other nations to support the American cause in South Vietnam by sending military aid and 

troops. The level of support was not the primary issue; Johnson wanted to portray international 

solidarity and consensus for U.S. policies in Southeast Asia and he believed that participation by a 

number of countries would achieve that end. The effort was also known as the “many flags” program. 
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     In June 1965, New Zealand increased their commitment to the war with the arrival of the Royal New 

Zealand Artillery’s 161st Battery. Two rifle companies from the Royal New Zealand Infantry Regiment 

arrived in South Vietnam in 1967 along with a platoon from New Zealand’s commando force, the 

Special Air Service. These New Zealand forces were integrated with the forces of the Australian Task 

Force and operated with them in Phuoc Tuy Province, southeast of Saigon along the coast. In 1971, 

New Zealand withdrew its military forces from South Vietnam. 
 

 Jun 29 1966 – Vietnam War:  Vietnam air war escalates  »   U.S. aircraft bomb the major North 

Vietnamese population centers of Hanoi and Haiphong for the first time, destroying oil depots located 

near the two cities. The U.S. military hoped that by bombing Hanoi, the capital of North Vietnam, and 

Haiphong, North Vietnam’s largest port, communist forces would be deprived of essential military 

supplies and thus the ability to wage war. 
 

     In 1961, U.S. President John F. Kennedy sent the first large force of U.S. military personnel to 

Vietnam to bolster the ineffectual autocratic regime of South Vietnam against communist forces. Three 

years later, with the South Vietnamese government crumbling, President Lyndon B. Johnson ordered 

limited bombing raids on North Vietnam, and Congress authorized the use of U.S. ground troops. By 

1965, Vietcong and North Vietnamese offensives left President Johnson with two choices: escalate U.S. 

involvement or withdraw. Johnson ordered the former, and troop levels soon jumped to more than 

300,000 as U.S. air forces commenced the largest bombing campaign in history. 
 

     However, as the Vietcong were able to fight with an average daily flow of only 20 tons of supplies 

from North Vietnam, and U.S. forces in Vietnam required 1,000 times as much, the bombing of 

communist industry and supply routes had little impact on the course of the war. Nevertheless, North 

Vietnamese leader Ho Chi Minh placed the destruction of U.S. bombers in the forefront of his war 

effort, and by 1969 more than 5,000 American planes had been lost. In addition, the extended length of 

the war, the high number of U.S. casualties, and the exposure of U.S. involvement in war crimes such 

as the massacre at My Lai turned many in the United States against the Vietnam War. 
 

     In 1973, representatives of the United States and North and South Vietnam signed a peace agreement 

in Paris, ending the U.S. military involvement in the Vietnam War. On April 30, 1975, the last few 

Americans still in South Vietnam were airlifted out of the country as Saigon fell to communist forces. 

The Vietnam War was the longest and most unpopular foreign war in U.S. history and cost 58,000 

American lives. As many as two million Vietnamese soldiers and civilians were killed. 

 

 Jun 29 1970 – Vietnam War:  U.S. ground troops return from Cambodia  »   U.S. ground combat 

troops end two months of operations in Cambodia and return to South Vietnam. Military officials 

reported 354 Americans had been killed and 1,689 were wounded in the operation. The South 

Vietnamese reported 866 killed and 3,724 wounded. About 34,000 South Vietnamese troops remained 

in Cambodia. 
 

     U.S. and South Vietnamese forces had launched a limited “incursion” into Cambodia to clear North 

Vietnamese sanctuaries 20 miles inside the Cambodian border. Some 50,000 South Vietnamese soldiers 

and 30,000 U.S. troops were involved, making it the largest operation of the war since Operation 

Junction City in 1967. 
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     The incursion into Cambodia had given the antiwar movement in the United States a new rallying 

point. News of the crossing into Cambodia set off a wave of antiwar demonstrations, including one at 

Kent State University that resulted in the killing of four students by Army National Guard troops, and 

another at Jackson State in Mississippi resulting in the shooting of two students when police opened 

fire on a women’s dormitory. The incursion also angered many in Congress, who felt that Nixon was 

illegally widening the scope of the war; this resulted in a series of congressional resolutions and 

legislative initiatives that would severely limit the executive power of the president. 

 

 Jun 29 1989 – Cold War:  Congress votes new sanctions against China   »   In yet another reaction to the 

Chinese government’s brutal massacre of protesters in Tiananmen Square in Beijing earlier in the 

month, the House of Representatives unanimously passes a package of sanctions against the People’s 

Republic of China. American indignation, however, was relatively short-lived and most of the sanctions 

died out after a brief period. 
 

     On June 4, 1989, Chinese troops and police smashed into hundreds of thousands of protesters who 

had gathered in Tiananmen Square in central Beijing to protest for greater democracy and freedom. 

Thousands were killed and tens of thousands arrested. In the United States, the public and government 

reacted with horror. President George Bush immediately ordered sanctions against the Chinese 

government, including a ban on arms shipments, the cessation of high-level talks with Chinese officials, 

and a suspension of talks about nuclear cooperation.  
 

 
 

 

     Bush hoped that these sanctions would be enough to indicate the American government’s 

displeasure and anger over the events in Tiananmen Square, but many members of Congress felt that 

the president had not gone far enough in punishing China for its egregious human rights violations. 

Over Bush’s objections, the House of Representations unanimously passed a new package of sanctions 

on June 29. The new package included the proviso that the previous sanctions enacted by Bush could 
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not be lifted until there were assurances that China was making progress in the area of human rights. 

The new sanctions focused on economic and trade relations with China. They suspended talks and funds 

for the expansion of U.S.-Chinese trade, and also banned the shipment of police equipment to China. 
 

     In the face of these sanctions, China remained largely unrepentant. It was not until May 1990 that 

the Chinese government began to release some of the thousands of protesters arrested the year before. 

However, diplomacy and economics eventually won out over moral indignation. The United States 

government had spent nearly 20 years trying to cultivate better relations with China, which it saw as a 

growing power and one that might be profitably used to balance against the Soviet Union. In addition, 

American businesspeople were filled with anticipation about the economic possibilities of the Chinese 

market. Finally, in 1991 the collapse of the Soviet Union meant the end of the Cold War, and all talk 

of “evil empires.” In the face of these pressures and events, most of the sanctions fell by the wayside 

over the next few years. 

 

-o-o-O-o-o- 

   

 Jun 30 1812 – War of 1812:  Madison makes urgent call to commission more officers to fight the 

British   »  President James Madison delivers a special message calling for emergency commissions for 

new military officers 12 days after declaring war on Britain. 
 

 
 

 

     Even though the United States had asserted its independence from Britain three decades earlier, in 

the 1790s the English Navy started seizing American ships in French ports and “impressing” 

(involuntarily conscripting) American sailors to help the British fight their naval war against France. 

Successive American presidents including George Washington, John Adams and Thomas Jefferson, in 

an attempt to maintain diplomatic relations with England and secure free access to Atlantic shipping 

lanes, failed to successfully negotiate an end to British impressment and the seizure of American 

merchant vessels. As a result, relations between the U.S. and Britain deteriorated. Jefferson’s 1807 

embargo of international trade also failed, resulting in severe economic losses for American merchants. 

Meanwhile, British encroachment on the northern U.S. border with Canada increased calls among 

Americans for war. On June 18, 1812, Madison asked Congress to declare war on Britain–the second 

time the young nation would battle its former colonial master in 35 years. 
 

     At the time, the overstretched, all-volunteer U.S. Army and Navy paled in comparison to the 

numerically and materially superior British forces. Although American men signed up to fight Britain, 

there was a sore lack of qualified officers to lead the troops. Disastrous campaigns in Canada against 

the British in the summer of 1812 prompted Madison to urge Congress to increase emergency 

commissions of military officers, adjutants, quartermasters, inspectors, paymasters and engineers. 
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     The War of 1812 was often referred to as “Madison’s War”–particularly when things were not going 

well–or the “Second War of Independence.” Among the troops to distinguish themselves in the War of 

1812 were two future presidents: William Henry Harrison and Andrew Jackson. The successful end to 

the war in 1815 boosted Madison’s popularity and increased Americans’ confidence in their ability to 

fight off foreign aggressors. 

 

 Jun 30 1815 – Second Barbary War:  Stephen Decatur ends attacks by Algerian pirates - With the 

war with Britain was over, the United States could concentrate on pressing matters in the 

Mediterranean.  At Algiers, as had occurred during the First Barbary War, American merchant ships 

and crews were once again being seized and held for large ransoms. On February 23, 1815, President 

Madison urged Congress to declare war. Congress approved the act but did not declare war against 

Algiers.  Two squadrons were then assembled, one at New York, under the command of Stephen 

Decatur, and one at Boston, under the command of Commodore William Bainbridge.  
 

 
 

 

     Decatur's squadron of ten ships was ready first and set sail for Algiers on 20 MAY. At this time it 

was the largest US fleet ever assembled. Decatur was in command of the flagship USS Guerriere. 

Aboard was William Shaler who had just been appointed by Madison as the consul-general for the 

Barbary States, acting as joint commissioner with Commodores Decatur and Bainbridge. Shaler was in 

possession of a letter authorizing them to negotiate terms of peace with the Algerian government. 

Because of Decatur's great successes in the War of 1812 and for his knowledge of and past experience 

at the Algerian port, he was chosen to command the lead ship in the naval squadron to Algiers. 
 

     The US was demanding the release of Americans held captive as slaves, an end of annual payments 

of tribute, and finally to procure favorable prize agreements. Decatur was prepared to negotiate peace 

or resort to military measures. Eager to know the Dey (lord) of Algers decision, Decatur dispatched the 

president's letter which ultimately prompted the Dey to abandon his practice of piracy and kidnapping 

and come to terms with the United States. 

 

 Jun 30 1876 – Westward Expansion:  Soldiers are evacuated from the Little Big Horn by steamboat   

»      After a slow two-day march, the wounded soldiers from the Battle of the Little Big Horn reach the 

steamboat Far West. 
 

     The Far West had been leased by the U.S. Army for the duration of the 1876 campaign against the 

hostile Sioux and Cheyenne Indians of the Northern Plains. Under the command of the skilled civilian 

Captain Grant Marsh, the 190-foot vessel was ideal for navigating the shallow waters of the Upper 

Missouri River system. The boat drew only 20 inches of water when fully laden and Marsh managed 

to steam up the shallow Big Horn River in southern Montana in June 1876. There, the boat became a 
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headquarters for the army’s planned attack on a village of Sioux and Cheyenne they believed were 

camping on the nearby Little Big Horn River. 
 

     On 28 JUN, Captain Grant and several other men were fishing about a mile from the boat when a 

young Indian on horseback approached. “He wore an exceedingly dejected countenance,” one man later 

wrote. By signing and drawing on the ground, the Indian managed to convey that there had been a battle 

but the men did not understand its outcome. In fact, the Indian was Curley, one of Lieutenant Colonel 

George Custer’s Crow scouts. Three days earlier, he had been the last man to see Custer and his 7th 

Cavalry battalion before they were wiped out during the Battle of the Little Big Horn. 
 

     The following day, Grant received a dispatch from General Terry, who had found Custer’s destroyed 

battalion and the surviving soldiers of the 7th Cavalry. Terry ordered Grant to prepare to evacuate the 

wounded soldiers. Slowed by the burden of carrying the wounded men, Terry’s force did not arrive 

until 30 JUN. Grant immediately received the 54 wounded soldiers and sped downstream as quickly as 

possible. With the Far West draped in black and flying her flag at half-mast, Grant delivered the 

wounded to Fort Abraham Lincoln near Bismarck, North Dakota, at 11:00 p.m. on 5 JUL. 
 

     The fast and relatively comfortable transport of the wounded by steam power undoubtedly saved 

numerous lives. Yet, Grant was also the bearer of bad news. From Fort Abraham Lincoln, General 

Terry’s report of the disaster was telegraphed all over the country. Soon the entire nation learned that 

General Custer and more than 200 men had been killed along the Little Big Horn River. 

 

 Jun 30 1862 – Civil War:  Fighting continues in the Seven Days’ Battles    »   The Battles continue at 

Glendale (White Oak Swamp), Virginia, as Robert E. Lee has a chance to deal a decisive blow against 

George B. McClellan’s Army of the Potomac. Lee’s Army of Northern Virginia had already won the 

Seven Days’ Battles, but the Confederates’ attempt to rout McClellan cost many Southern casualties. 
 

 
 

 

      The Seven Days’ Battles were the climax of McClellan’s Peninsular campaign in Virginia. For two 

months, the Union army sailed down Chesapeake Bay and then inched up the James Peninsula. In late 

June, the two forces began a series of clashes in which McClellan became unnerved and began to retreat 

to his base at Harrison’s Landing on the James River. Lee hounded him on the retreat. 
 

     On 30 JUN, Lee plotted a complex attack on the Yankees as they backed down the peninsula. He 

hoped to hit the front, flank, and rear of the Union army to create confusion and jam the escape routes. 

Those attacks did not succeed, as they required precise timing. Lee’s own generals were confused, the 

attacks developed slowly, and they made only temporary ruptures in the Federal lines. Most 

disappointing for Lee was the performance of General Thomas J. “Stonewall” Jackson. Jackson was 
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coming off a brilliant campaign in the Shenandoah Valley, but he showed little of his skill during the 

Seven Days’ Battles. His corps halted at the edge of White Oak Swamp, and he focused his attention 

on taking a bridge from the Yankees. His officers located fords that would have allowed his men to 

bypass the bottleneck, but Jackson stayed put. This allowed the Union to move troops from Jackson’s 

sector of the battlefield to halt a Confederate attack in another area. 
 

     Lee’s failure at Glendale permitted McClellan’s army to fall back to higher, more defensible 

locations. The next day, 1 JUL Lee assaulted Malvern Hill and his army suffered tremendous casualties 

in the face of a withering Union artillery barrage. Northern casualties were estimated at 16,000 men 

and Southern at 20,000. 

 

 Jun 30 1914 – Pre WWI:  European powers maintain focus despite killings in Sarajevo   »   In an 

editorial published on the final day of June 1914, two days after the killing of Archduke Franz 

Ferdinand of Austria-Hungary and his wife by a Serbian nationalist during an official appearance in 

Sarajevo, Bosnia, the London Times urges a continued focus on domestic affairs. 
 

     Although what happened in Sarajevo obviously filled “the first place in the public mind,” 

acknowledged the Times, and the outcome of the investigation into the killing would no doubt “occupy 

the attention of all students of European politics,” it was imperative that Britons keep their priorities 

straight, because “our own affairs must be addressed.” At the time, the United Kingdom was threatened 

by the possible outbreak of civil war over the future status of Ireland; this presumably was the principal 

“affair” to which the Times was referring. 
 

     In Britain, as in many of the European capitals, the assassination of Franz Ferdinand was at first 

viewed in a less alarmist light than might be assumed given the enormity of the war that the event would 

later precipitate. The archduke had not been widely liked, within his own country or without, and as 

the British ambassador to Italy reported to his government in London: “It is obvious that people have 

generally regarded the elimination of the Archduke as almost providential.” In Paris on 30 JUN, at the 

first cabinet meeting since the events in Sarajevo, President Raymond Poincare’s biographer reported 

later that the killings were “hardly mentioned.” The attention of the French public, meanwhile, was 

riveted on the scandalous case of Madame Caillaux, a politician’s wife who had murdered the editor of 

a right-wing newspaper after he threatened to publish damaging material about her husband. 
 

     Even in Vienna, the archduke’s own capital city, Franz Ferdinand’s death seemed to arouse little 

strong feeling from the public. As the Austrian government and military leadership hurried to obtain 

assurances of German support if the Austrian pressure on Serbia over the assassinations led to war with 

Serbia and its powerful ally, Russia, the reaction among the Austrian population was mild, almost 

indifferent. As historian Z.A.B. Zeman later wrote, “the event almost failed to make any impression 

whatsoever. On Sunday and Monday [June 28 and 29], the crowds in Vienna listened to music and 

drank wine as if nothing had happened.” 

 

 Jun 30 1934 – Germany:  Night of the Long Knives   »   Nazi leader Adolf Hitler orders a bloody purge 

of his own political party, assassinating hundreds of Nazis whom he believed had the potential to 

become political enemies in the future. The leadership of the Nazi Storm Troopers (SA), whose four 

million members had helped bring Hitler to power in the early 1930s, was especially targeted. Hitler 

feared that some of his followers had taken his early “National Socialism” propaganda too seriously 
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and thus might compromise his plan to suppress workers’ rights in exchange for German industry 

making the country war-ready. 
 

 
 

 

     In the early 1920s, the ranks of Hitler’s Nazi Party swelled with resentful Germans who sympathized 

with the party’s bitter hatred of Germany’s democratic government, leftist politics, and Jews. In 

November 1923, after the German government resumed the payment of war reparations to Britain and 

France, the Nazis launched the “Beer Hall Putsch”–their first attempt at seizing the German government 

by force. Hitler hoped that his nationalist revolution in Bavaria would spread to the dissatisfied German 

army, which in turn would bring down the government in Berlin. However, the uprising was 

immediately suppressed, and Hitler was arrested and sentenced to five years in prison for high treason. 
 

     Sent to Landsberg jail, he spent his time dictating his autobiography, Mein Kampf, and working on 

his oratorical skills. After nine months in prison, political pressure from supporters of the Nazi Party 

forced his release. During the next few years, Hitler and the other leading Nazis reorganized their party 

as a fanatical mass movement that was able to gain a majority in the German parliament–the Reichstag–

by legal means in 1932. In the same year, President Paul von Hindenburg defeated a presidential bid 

by Hitler, but in January 1933 he appointed Hitler chancellor, hoping that the powerful Nazi leader 

could be brought to heel as a member of the president’s cabinet. 
 

     However, Hindenburg underestimated Hitler’s political audacity, and one of the new chancellor’s 

first acts was to use the burning of the Reichstag building as a pretext for calling general elections. The 

police, under Nazi Hermann Goering, suppressed much of the party’s opposition before the election, 

and the Nazis won a bare majority. Shortly after, Hitler took on absolute power through the Enabling 

Acts. In 1934, Hindenburg died, and the last remnants of Germany’s democratic government were 

dismantled, leaving Hitler the sole master of a nation intent on war and genocide. 

 

 Jun 30 1943 – WW2:  Operation Cartwheel is launched   »   General Douglas MacArthur launches a 

multi-pronged assault on Rabaul and several islands in the Solomon Sea in the South Pacific. The joint 

effort takes nine months to complete but succeeds in recapturing more Japanese-controlled territory, 

further eroding their supremacy in the East. The purpose of Cartwheel was to destroy the barrier 

formation Japan had created in the Bismark Archipelago, a collection of islands east of New Guinea in 

the Solomon Sea. The Japanese considered this area vital to the protection of their conquests in the 

Dutch East Indies and the Philippines. For the Allies, Rabaul, in New Britain, was the key to winning 

control of this theater of operations, as it served as the Japanese naval headquarters and main base. 
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     On 30 JUN, General MacArthur, strategic commander of the area, launched a simultaneous attack, 

on New Guinea and on New Georgia, as a setup and staging maneuver for the ultimate assault, that on 

Rabaul. The landing on New Georgia, led by Admiral William Halsey, proved particularly difficult, 

given the large Japanese garrison stationed there and the harsh climate and topography. Substantial 

reinforcements were needed before the region could be controlled, in August. 
 

     One consequence of Cartwheel was a lesson in future strategy. By establishing a “step-by-step” 

approach to invasion, the Allies unwittingly gave the Japanese time to regroup and establish their next 

line of defense. The Allies then decided that a new strategy was to be deployed, that of leaving certain 

islands, or parts thereof, to “wither on the vine,” rather than waste valuable time and manpower in 

fighting it out for marginal gains. A leapfrogging strategy was then employed by MacArthur, whereby 

he left in place smaller Japanese strongholds in order to concentrate on “bigger fish.” 

 

 Jun 30 1944 – WW2:   The Battle of Cherbourg ends with the fall of the strategically valuable port to 

American forces. Casualties and losses: US 22,000 - GER 28,000. 

 

 Jun 30 1944 – Post WW2:   After the war the US demobilised all of its troops and thus had an army 

that was ranked 45th in the world (low). The United States had more than 12 million men and women 

in the armed forces at the end of World War II. By June 30, 1947, the number of active duty soldiers, 

sailors, Marines, and airmen in the armed forces had been reduced to 1,566,000. 

 

 Jun 30 1967 – Vietnam War:   Thieu becomes president   »   The South Vietnamese Armed Forces 

Council resolves rival claims to the presidency in favor of Nguyen Van Thieu, Chief of State. Former 

Premier Nguyen Cao Ky, who had announced on May 11 that he would run for president, was forced 

to accept second place on the presidential ticket. 
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     Thieu had been an Army officer in command of the 5th Infantry Division near Saigon when he and 

other senior South Vietnamese officers led a coup against President Ngo Dinh Diem. Following the 

coup, a series of groups jockeyed for power. In June 1965, another coup against the civilian government 

momentarily in power resulted in a 10-man Military National Leadership Committee, which elected 

Ky as premier and Thieu as Chairman and Chief of State. When elections were held in 1967, the 

situation was reversed and Thieu became president. In 1971, Ky would choose not to run against Thieu 

and Thieu would be re-elected to the presidency, although charges of a rigged election surfaced. 
 

     Pressured by the United States to agree to the Paris Peace Accords in 1973, which left the North 

Vietnamese in control of large segments of South Vietnam, President Thieu’s position was further 

undermined when the U.S. Congress cut promised military aid. After an open North Vietnamese attack 

on Phuoc Long Province in November 1974, President Gerald Ford failed to honor U.S. promises to 

come to the aid of the South Vietnamese in the case of such an attack. With four North Vietnamese 

corps closing in on Saigon and all hope of outside assistance gone, President Thieu resigned, and on 

April 25, 1975, he left South Vietnam, flying to Taiwan and then to Great Britain. 

 

 Jun 30 1970 – Vietnam War:   Cooper-Church Amendment passes in Senate   »   The Senate votes 58 

to 37 in favor of adopting the Cooper-Church amendment to limit presidential power in Cambodia. The 

amendment barred funds to retain U.S. troops in Cambodia after July 1 or to supply military advisers, 

mercenaries, or to conduct “any combat activity in the air above Cambodia in direct support of 

Cambodian forces” without congressional approval. The amendment represented the first limitation 

ever passed in the Senate concerning the president’s powers as commander-in-chief during a war 

situation. The House of Representatives rejected the amendment on July 9, and it was eventually 

dropped from the Foreign Military Sales Act. 
 

     In a written report on the U.S. incursion in Cambodia, President Nixon pronounced it a “successful” 

operation. Nixon ruled out the use of U.S. troops there in the future, suggesting that Cambodia’s defense 

would be left largely to Cambodia and its allies. Regarding the use of U.S. air power in Cambodia, 

Nixon stated that the United States would not provide air or logistical support for South Vietnamese 

forces in Cambodia, but would continue bombing enemy personnel and supply concentrations “with 

the approval of the Cambodian government.” Nixon noted that more than a year’s supply of weapons 

and ammunition had been captured and that 11,349 enemy soldiers were killed by Allied forces during 

the incursion into the area. 

 

 [Source:  http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history & https://www.historycentral.com | May 2019 ++] 
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